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Foreword
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drawing up the options and preferred approaches the Council  has had 
particular regard to the need to avoid harm to the Thames Basin 
Heaths Special Protection Area.
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1 Introduction to the Core Strategic Policies
1.1 This document sets out the options for policies to address the future 

development of the Borough in the period up to 2026.  

Background
1.2 The Borough Council has previously produced Issues and Options and 

Preferred Options documents for the Core Strategy.  However, due to 
the inability to demonstrate that new housing would not cause harm to 
sites of European importance for biodiversity it has not been possible 
to submit the Core Strategy to the Secretary of State for approval as a 
“sound” document.  At the same time work on the subsequent 
Development Plan Documents dealing with Housing Needs and 
Development Control policies has also been unable to progress further 
because of the delay to the Core Strategy.  In June 2008 the 
government amended the Development Plan process.  

1.3 This new Core Strategy Options document builds on previous work and 
the outcomes of past public participation. It now includes the Housing 
Needs and Development Control polices.  In taking forward this Core 
Strategy the Council will follow the process outlined in the 
Development Plan Regulations 2008.

Public Participation
1.4 In preparing this revised Core Strategy the responses received through 

past public participation  exercises for the Core Strategy, Housing 
Needs and Development Control documents have been incorporated 
where appropriate.

The Options Document

1.5 The Options document sets out policy options or approaches for the 
key issues that will affect the Borough in the period up to 2026.  The 
policies and objectives follow a thematic approach derived from the 
Community Strategy.  The Community Strategy themes have been 
adapted for the purposes of the Local Development Framework 
process.  The Options document is split in to two halves.  The first half 
sets out options for Core Strategic Policies and the second half options 
for Development Management Policies.  In each case, the document 
outlines the general background to the policy issue.  Where 
appropriate a preferred approach has been identified with an indication 
of how the policy might be structured.  The choice of preferred 
approach has been influenced by the Sustainability Appraisal that 
accompanies this document.  

Your Chance to Comment
1.6 The Core Strategy Options is the first stage of this document and this 

is your opportunity to comment on the issues identified and the 
alternative approaches for dealing with these issues and the identified 
Preferred Approach. 
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1.7 The opportunity to comment begins on 29th September 2009 and the 
closing date for comments is Monday 10th November 2008.  There 
are questions about the policy options in each section of this 
document.  Please submit your response using the Comments Form 
provided or on the on-line forms which can be found on the Local 
Development Framework pages on:
www.surreyheath.gov.uk/planning/LocalDevelopmentFramework/Core
StrategyPublicParticipation.htm
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2 Vision

2.1 The Vision has been the subject of public consultation in the past 
and the approach outlined was supported by the public.  

2.2 Appendix 1 sets out the context for the Borough and the rationale 
for the Vision.

Preferred Approach
2.3 The preferred approach to the Vision is to start afresh.  To set out 

more clearly what the Borough will look like by 2026 and what 
changes if any are expected to occur in the key land uses and 
activities within the Borough.  The revised Vision builds on previous 
work.  One key change is the recognition that the Princess Royal 
Barracks at Deepcut will be redeveloped during the life of the Core 
Strategy.  

2.4 The wording of the Vision is suggested as follows:  
By 2026 Surrey Heath will continue to enjoy a prosperous and high 
quality of life based around a strong economy supporting a healthy, 
safe and diverse society that enjoys a high quality environment.  
New development will continue to deliver well designed , high 
quality housing that meets the needs and aspirations of all sectors 
of the local community.  The community will continue to have good 
access to high quality employment, healthcare and education.  
Rates of economic activity will remain high , the local community 
will be more active with improved access to leisure and recreational 
facilities.   

2.5 The local economy will remain buoyant.  It will continue to attract 
new investment into the area, regenerating existing important  
employment areas, readily adapting to changes in the economy 
with the benefit of a highly skilled workforce to support it.  Activity 
will continue to be concentrated along the western edge of the 
Borough in Camberley and Frimley.  The Ministry of Defence will 
continue to be a major landowner but its role as an employer within 
the Borough will decline.  This will give rise to opportunities for 
regeneration within the Borough.  

2.6 Camberley will remain the key retail and commercial centre within 
the Borough.    The town centre’s role as a successful and popular 
shopping destination will be enhanced by increases in retail 
floorspace particularly along the London Road frontage,  the 
opening of  The Atrium (which will fully open in 2009) together with 
the refurbishment of the central shopping area in Main Square.  
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2.7 The town will continue to benefit from the high quality built 
environment offered by the largely Edwardian areas around the 
town centre.  Areas such as land to the west of Frimley Road and at 
the Old Dean will benefit from improvements to the residential 
environment and improved support for local communities.  New 
development will occur largely on small to medium sites in the form 
of infill and redevelopment on previously developed land within the 
existing settlement area. The transport system into and around the 
town will be enhanced through the improvements brought forward 
by the quality bus partnership and to the local rail service including 
on the North Downs line at Blackwater which serves western 
Camberley.  

2.8 Frimley will continue in its role as an important local service centre 
offering good quality opportunities for shopping, employment and 
community facilities.  Frimley Park Hospital will continue to be a 
major local employer and offer a high quality and wide range of 
health care.  The smaller centres of Frimley Green and Mytchett to 
the south will maintain their current roles.  New development will 
be in the form of infill and redevelopment on previously developed 
land within the existing settlement areas.  

2.9 The small settlement of Deepcut will lose its role as a military 
centre.  Deepcut will be regenerated as a new sustainable 
community to be developed in place of the military establishment 
and the local centre will be enhanced and regenerated. There will 
be new and improved community facilities and local employment 
opportunities. 

2.10 Bagshot will continue in its role as an important local service centre 
offering a good range of local village shops and services.  Transport 
links to the village will be improved.  The important historic 
character of the village will be maintained and enhanced.  The 
village will expand to the west on land alongside the A30.

2.11 Within the remaining rural settlements of Bisley, Chobham, 
Lightwater, West End and Windlesham local employment 
opportunities will continue to be supported but major local 
employers will decline.   The role of these villages as dormitory 
settlements will increase.  The need to support and enhance local 
services  will remain.  The heritage of these villages will continue to 
be protected.  

2.12 The dominant land uses in the countryside will continue to be for 
military purposes and public open space on the common land.   The 
economic importance of agriculture and horticulture will continue to 
decline.  The European importance of the heathland for biodiversity 
will continue to be a dominating factor for new development in the 
Borough.  New open space and enhanced links to improve access to
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and enjoyment of the countryside will be provided to divert 
recreational pressure away from the European sites.

Other Options considered 
2.13 The other options considered were as follows.  To retain the existing

Vision: this was rejected as it failed to address the issue of Deepcut 
or to fully address spatial issues. To expand the Vision to cover 
locally important issues: this failed to fully address spatial issues. 

Question 1

Do you agree with the preferred approach for the Vision? 
Should any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there 
any other matters that the Council should have considered in 
the Vision in addition to those set out above? 
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3 Objectives

3.1 The objectives have been the subject of past consultation and 
largely supported. 

Preferred Approach
3.2 The preferred approach is to slightly modify the Objectives  from 

the previous Core Strategy and set them out under the Community 
Plan themes.  The objectives have been modified insofar as some 
have been combined and the number consequently reduced.  
Comments received from the public and Councillors have been 
incorporated in the revised objectives, where appropriate.

3.3 The revised objectives are as follows:

(i) To promote and deliver sustainable development in the 
Borough.

Housing and Employment
(ii) Provide sufficient housing to meet the requirement of 2,780 

(net dwellings) arising from the Surrey Structure Plan 2004 
and any requirement arising from the Regional Spatial 
Strategy for the period up to 2026.

(iii) Maintain the economic role of the Borough within the 
Western Corridor and Blackwater Valley sub-region.

(iv) Maintain the role of Camberley town centre as a strategic 
town centre of sub regional importance and as a safe and 
attractive retail, cultural and entertainment centre with a 
high quality of environment.

(v) Provide housing that meets the needs of all sections of the 
community.

(vi) Maintain the role of Bagshot and Frimley as district centres 
for local shops, services and community facilities and protect 
these uses elsewhere in the Borough.

(vii) Identify sites on which employment use should be 
maintained and growth encouraged.

Education and life long learning, Health and Safety
(viii) Support the community through: protection from crime and 

the fear of crime, reflection of cultural diversity, improved 
facilities for health, well being and life-long learning.

Environment
(ix) Protect and enhance bio-diversity within the Borough 

including sites of local importance for bio-diversity.
(x) Ensure that new development contributes to environmental, 

infrastructure and service improvements and minimises 
impacts upon both the natural and built environment.
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(xi) Ensure new development respects the essential character of 
the local area, including historic structures and environment.

(xii) Maintain and protect the Countryside and Green Spaces in 
settlement areas.

(xiii) To develop a waste strategy that improves levels of recycling 
and minimises waste production.

(xiv) To minimise impact on climate change and to minimise the
effect of climate change upon the Borough through a 
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and adoption of more 
environmentally friendly technologies and practices in both 
new and existing developments.

Transport
(xv) Improve travel choice and, in particular, reduce reliance on 

the private car.

Leisure
(xvi)Provide and support leisure and cultural facilities that are 

accessible to all.

Other Options considered 

3.4 The other options considered were as follows.  To retain the existing 
options: but this failed to address the Community Strategy issues,
comments made in previous consultations or the need to remove 
superfluous objectives. To arrange revised objectives under 
Community Plan theme headings: this was rejected as it failed to 
address comments made in previous consultations or the need to 
remove superfluous objectives.  

Question 2

Do you agree with the preferred approach for the 
Objectives? Should any of the rejected options be preferred? 
Are there any other matters that the Council should have 
considered in the Objectives in addition to those set out 
above? 
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4 The Policies

Spatial Strategy and Housing Distribution (includes
Policy CP7)

National, regional and local policy guidance
4.1 The best definition of Sustainable Development is that drawn up by 

the World Commission on Economic Development in 1987, and is 
“development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.  

4.2 Planning Policy Statement 1 (PPS1): Delivering Sustainable 
Development was published in February 2005.  The PPS states that:

“Planning should facilitate and promote sustainable and inclusive 
patterns of urban and rural development by:

• making suitable land available for development in line with 
economic, social and environmental objectives to improve people's 
quality of life;

• contributing to sustainable economic development;
• protecting and enhancing the natural and historic environment, the 

quality and character of the countryside, and existing communities;
• ensuring high quality development through good and inclusive 

design, and the efficient use of resources; and,
• ensuring that development supports existing communities and 

contributes to the creation of safe, sustainable, liveable and mixed 
communities with good access to jobs and key services for all 
members of the community.”

4.3 The Draft South East Plan, when adopted in early 2009, will replace 
the current Regional Planning Guidance: RPG9.  The South East 
Plan Policy CC1 addresses sustainable development and advises 
that the “ principal objective of the Plan shall be to achieve and 
maintain sustainable development in the region”. The Borough lies 
partly within the London Fringe sub-region (the eastern rural areas 
of the Borough) and partly within the Western Corridor and 
Blackwater Valley sub-region.  The latter will accommodate 
approximately 15.5% of all housing growth in the South East in the 
period up to 2026, the highest of any sub-region in the South East.  

4.4 The Surrey Structure Plan 2004 has at its heart an aspiration of 
sustainable development and builds on the guidelines set out in 
“The Common Agenda for a Sustainable Surrey” (Feb. 2000).  

4.5 The Spatial Strategy for the Borough seeks to deliver development 
in a sustainable manner.  New development will be concentrated in 
locations which are or can be made sustainable. The bulk of new 
development that will occur in the Borough will be in the form of 
new housing.  The overriding constraint that will determine how 
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much and where most new development takes place within the 
Borough will be the need to avoid or mitigate for adverse effects
upon the heathland areas protected under European and national 
legislation.  These are hereafter referred to as the European Sites.  
Other issues that will need to be taken into account are:

(i) The level of development arising from the emerging South 
East Plan;

(ii) The identification of the Princess Royal Barracks at Deepcut 
as being surplus to Ministry of Defence requirements; and

(iii) Whether any need arises from the above to review the Green 
Belt boundary or release for development the housing 
reserve sites identified in the Surrey Heath Local Plan 2000.

What you have told us so far
4.6 Mixed support for location of development either urban areas or 

greenfield.  general agreement that previously developed sites 
should be developed first.  Many people questioned the need for 
more housing growth.  Residents of rural areas supported 
continuing development in towns.  Residents of towns expressed 
concern at the continuing intensification of development with little 
increase in infrastructure to support this.  Some suggested that 
greenfield sites in rural areas should now be looked at.

Preferred Approach
4.7 The preferred approach is to include Option ii(b) as the short term 

approach moving to Option ii(a) in the longer term as avoidance 
and mitigation measures in relation to the European Sites are 
developed.  This approach will deliver as much development as is 
appropriate into existing sustainable settlements with the 
remainder coming forward at Deepcut which will be made 
sustainable.  

4.8 Option ii: Western settlements and Deepcut.  
Any employment development continues mainly in existing sites in 
western settlements with some limited new floorspace in Deepcut.  
Retail growth concentrated in Camberley with limited increase at 
Deepcut.   Housing growth includes Deepcut.   

4.9 Housing distribution (a)
Suitable Accessible Natural Green Space (SANGS) based approach 
with new development providing its own solution, Deepcut Barracks 
redevelopment with its own SANGS ( 1000 units 2016 - 26) and 
allowing windfall sites <10 units based on shared SANGS solution  

4.10 Housing distribution (b)
Retain existing approach of focussing development within 
settlement areas resulting in urban intensification plus Deepcut 
Barracks redevelopment with its own SANGS ( 1000 units 2016 -
26).  Reliance on medium sites and small windfall sites.  Most 
development still occurring in the western half of the borough.
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Other Options considered
4.11 5 Spatial Strategy options have been developed, the full details of 

the preferred option and the remaining four options together with 
accompanying housing distribution options are set out in Table 1 
below.  

Question 3

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out above? 
Should any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there 
any other matters that the Council should have considered in 
the Spatial Strategy and Housing distribution in addition to 
those set out above? 
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Table 1 Spatial Strategy and Housing Distribution Options

Option 
No

Overall Spatial Approach Housing approach Phasing Comments Risk/ Deliverable?

i No change

Under this option the 
majority of development
would continue to be 
concentrated in the western 
settlements.  

Retain existing approach 
of focussing 
development within 
settlement areas 
resulting in urban 
intensification.  Reliance 
on medium sites, small 
windfall sites and some 
employment sites to 
provide housing.  Most 
development occurring in 
the western settlement 
area.  

Througho
ut plan 
period

This approach assumes that a Borough wide 
SANGS solution is available and provides for 
the entire housing requirement. This option 
would continue to deliver development along 
past patterns of growth with most being in the 
west of the Borough.  The Housing Reserve 
sites could be deleted and there would be no 
need to review the Green Belt boundary.  This 
approach should accommodate draft SEP 
figures but there is some difficulty in 
demonstrating this as cannot rely on medium 
windfalls in assessing supply.  This option will 
deliver redevelopment of Camberley town 
centre where dependent on housing. This 
option also assumes no housing at Deepcut

There is a high risk of 
failure. Dependent on 
borough wide SANGS 
solution for all sites, which 
presently seems 
undeliverable.  

ii Western settlements and 
Deepcut.  
Any employment 
development continues 
mainly in existing sites in 
western settlements with 
some limited new floorspace 
in Deepcut.  Retail growth 
concentrated in Camberley 
with limited increase at 
Deepcut.   Housing growth 
includes Deepcut

(a) SANGS based 
approach with new 
development providing 
its own solution:
Deepcut Barracks 
redevelopment with its 
own SANGS ( 1700 units 
2016 - 26) and allowing 
windfall sites <10 units 
based on shared SANGS 
solution  

Small 
sites in 
short 
term 
with 
Deepcut 
in mid to 
long 
term.

This option is dependent on a shared SANGS 
solution for sites of <10 units being agreed 
but assumes no Borough wide solution to 
deliver larger sites is achieved.  Housing 
Reserve sites would be deleted and no review 
of the Green Belt boundary would be 
undertaken.   This approach will result in a 
shortfall against the draft SEP figure.  This 
approach will not deliver the redevelopment of 
Camberley town centre where that is 
dependent on housing.  .

Medium risk of failure if 
insufficient SANGS sites 
come forward in the short 
term.  Development would 
continue in all settlements 
but only on small sites or a 
few large sites with own 
SANGS or close to one.
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(b) Retain existing 
approach of focussing 
development within 
settlement areas 
resulting in urban 
intensification plus 
Deepcut barracks 
redevelopment with its 
own SANGS ( 1700 units 
2016 - 26).  Reliance on 
medium sites and small 
windfall sites.  Most 
development still 
occurring in the western 
half of the borough. 

Mid to 
long 
term 
delivery 
eg most 
housing 
is post 
2016

This option is still partially dependent on a 
Borough wide SANGS solution. but also that a 
shared SANGS solution for sites of <10 units is 
agreed.  As a result Housing Reserve sites 
could be deleted and there would be no need 
to review the Green Belt boundary.   This 
approach seems likely to accommodate the 
draft SEP figures and some additional beyond 
this.  This approach will deliver the 
redevelopment of Camberley town centre 
where dependent on housing.  This approach 
assumes that housing development occurs at 
Deepcut.

High risk of failure in the 
short term. Dependent on 
borough wide SANGS 
solution which presently 
seems undeliverable.  In 
addition adjoining districts 
are currently struggling to 
deliver SANGS for the 
Blackwater Valley sub 
region so shared solution 
not deliverable at present.

iii Large sites at Deepcut and 
West End plus small sites.  
Any employment 
development continues 
mainly on existing sites in 
western settlements with 
some limited new Deepcut.  
Retail growth concentrated 
in Camberley with limited 
increase at Deepcut.  
Housing growth occurs on 
small sites of <9units in 
settlements and on large 
sites in central area of 
Borough at Deepcut and 
West End.

SANGS based approach 
with new development 
providing its own 
solution Deepcut 
barracks redevelopment 
with its own SANGS ( 
1700 units 2016 - 26) 
and allowing windfall 
sites <10units based on 
shared SANGS solution1 .  
Other potential large 
sites around rural 
settlements released.  

Small 
sites in 
short 
term 
with 
Deepcut 
and West 
End  in 
mid to 
long 
term and 
most 
housing 
post 
2016.

Assumes no Borough wide SANGS solution 
available.  Housing Reserve site at West End 
developed and Windlesham kept in reserve. 
This approach will still result in a shortfall 
against the draft SEP figure.  Will not deliver 
redevelopment within Camberley Town Centre 
that is dependent on housing.

Medium risk of failure.  
However this approach is 
less sustainable and likely 
to be unpopular.  Some 
risk attached to reliance on 
2 large sites to deliver bulk 
of housing.  In addition 
adjoining districts are 
currently struggling to 
deliver SANGS for the 
Blackwater Valley sub 
region so shared solution 
not deliverable at present.

iv Green Belt Review.  
Any employment 
development continues 
mainly on existing sites in 
western settlements with 
some limited new Deepcut.  

SANGS based approach 
with new development 
providing its own 
solution Deepcut 
barracks redevelopment 
with its own SANGS ( 

Mid to 
long 
term 
delivery 
eg most 
housing 

Assumes no Borough wide SANGS solution 
available.  Housing Reserve site at West End 
developed and Windlesham kept in reserve. 
Green Belt designation of Chobham removed 
to allow small infill/windfall take advantage of 
Horsell Common Preservation Society SANGS 

Medium risk of failure of 
failure.  However this 
approach is not sustainable 
and likely to be very 
unpopular.  Some risk 
attached to reliance on 2 

  
1 Based on past completions for sites of less than 10 dwellings this could potentially deliver  at least 1030 new dwellings in the period 2008 – 2026.
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Retail growth concentrated 
in Camberley with limited 
increase at Deepcut.    
Housing growth occurs 
mainly on large sites in 
central area of Borough at 
Deepcut and West End.  
Removal of Green Belt from 
Chobham and amendment 
to settlement boundary to 
allow more housing 
development.

1700 units 2016 - 26).  
Other potential large 
sites around rural 
settlements released.  
Very limited  
infill/windfall 
development in rural 
settlements.  Most 
development occurring 
in central part of 
Borough.

post 
2016.

and limited in Bisley.  No development in 
western settlement area.  Uncertainty over 
ability to accommodate entire draft SEP figure.  
Will not deliver redevelopment within 
Camberley Town Centre that is dependent on 
housing.

large sites to deliver bulk 
of housing.  

v Limited growth.  
Any employment 
development continues 
mainly on existing sites in 
western settlements with 
some limited new at 
Deepcut.  Retail growth 
concentrated in Camberley 
with limited increase at 
Deepcut.  Housing growth 
occurs only at Deepcut.  

Not meeting SEP district 
allocation.  Deepcut 
Barracks redevelopment 
with its own SANGS ( 
1700 units 2016 - 26).  

Assumes no Borough wide SANGS solution 
available.  No development in western 
settlement area and only very limited in 
Bisley.  Development of Housing Reserve sites 
and removal of Green Belt from Chobham 
resisted on sustainability grounds.  Will not 
deliver redevelopment within Camberley Town 
Centre that is dependent on housing.

High risk of failure as 
dependent on one site.  
Unlikely to be acceptable 
to Planning Inspectorate or 
GOSE.  Will not deliver 
sustainable  community or 
economy in the very long 
term.
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Policy CP1 Sustainable Development and Design

National, regional and local policy guidance
4.12 The best definition of Sustainable Development is that drawn up by 

the World Commission on Economic Development in 1987, and is 
“development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs”.  The Local Development Framework applies this principle by 
seeking to protect the environment, by encouraging the prudent 
use of natural resources, by encouraging social progress which 
recognises the needs of everyone, and by maintaining stable levels 
of economic growth.    

4.13 Planning Policy Statement 1 (PPS1): Delivering Sustainable 
Development was published in February 2005.  The PPS states that:
“Planning should facilitate and promote sustainable and inclusive 
patterns of urban and rural development by:
• making suitable land available for development in line with 

economic, social and environmental objectives to improve 
people's quality of life;

• contributing to sustainable economic development;
• protecting and enhancing the natural and historic 

environment, the quality and character of the countryside, 
and existing communities;

• ensuring high quality development through good and 
inclusive design, and the efficient use of resources; and,

• ensuring that development supports existing communities 
and contributes to the creation of safe, sustainable, liveable 
and mixed communities with good access to jobs and key 
services for all members of the community.”

4.14 The supplement to PPS1 addressing Climate Change advises that 
Core Strategies should promote and encourage renewable and low 
carbon energy generation.  In addition, in selecting land for 
development Core Strategies should address sustainability, the 
ability to adapt to climate change, to contribute toward measures 
addressing the effect of climate change, including the implications 
of development for the risks to biodiversity, and to adopting a 
precautionary approach to risks arising from climate change such as 
flooding.  

4.15 The Draft South East Plan, when adopted in early 2009, will replace 
the current Regional Planning Guidance: RPG9.  The South East 
Plan Policy CC1 addresses sustainable development and advises 
that the “ principal objective of the Plan shall be to achieve and 
maintain sustainable development in the region”.  

4.16 The Surrey Structure Plan 2004 has at its heart an aspiration of 
sustainable development and builds on the guidelines set out in 
“The Common Agenda for a Sustainable Surrey” (Feb. 2000).
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What our evidence says
4.17 The approach is underpinned by national and regional policy and 

guidance.  

What you have told us so far  
4.18 Most comments support the concept of sustainability.  Many 

comments raised the inadequacy of local infrastructure and public 
transport.  The question of how accessible development could be 
other by car in light of inadequate public infrastructure.  Concern 
that making the best use of land would result in high densities at 
the expense of the quality of the urban environment.  

Preferred Approach  
4.19 The preferred approach is to include a policy that addresses the key 

issues that face the Borough, as follows:

• Reduce flood risk both to and from development. 
• Reduce carbon emissions through the use of low carbon or 

renewable technologies and reduce energy consumption through 
development siting, design, layout, and orientation. 

• Direct new development to locations that are served by 
adequate infrastructure and essential services or where they can 
be provided.

• Ensure development is  accessible by a range of transport 
modes other than the private car.

• Direct development to previously developed land within the 
defined settlement areas and ensure the best use of land and 
buildings. 

• Reduce water consumption and protect water quality.
• Make provision for waste reduction and recycling measures.
• Ensure development is of high quality, locally distinctive design, 

safeguards amenity and protects the historic environment.
• Protect, promote and where possible enhance biodiversity.
• Promote social well-being and create safe, healthy and 

economically prosperous communities.

The Other Options 
4.20 The other option considered for this policy was to have no policy. It 

is considered that a policy is needed to clearly set out what issues 
are of local importance in considering the sustainability of proposals 
for new development.  

Question 4

Do you agree with the preferred approach for Policy CP1 set 
out above? Should any of the rejected options be preferred? 
Are there any other matters that the Council should have 
considered in addition to those set out above? 
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Policy CP2 Settlement Hierarchy  

National, regional and local policy guidance  
4.21 Planning Policy Statement 1 (PPS1): Delivering Sustainable 

Development (February 2005) states that :
“Planning should facilitate and promote sustainable and inclusive 
patterns of urban and rural development by:
• making suitable land available for development in line with 

economic, social and environmental objectives to improve 
people's quality of life;

• contributing to sustainable economic development;
• protecting and enhancing the natural and historic environment, 

the quality and character of the countryside, and existing 
communities;

• ensuring high quality development through good and inclusive 
design, and the efficient use of resources; and,

• ensuring that development supports existing communities and 
contributes to the creation of safe, sustainable, liveable and 
mixed communities with good access to jobs and key services 
for all members of the community.”

4.22 Planning Policy Statement 6 (PPS6): Planning for Town Centres 
(2005) advises that: “local planning authorities should, through the 
core strategy development plan document, set out a spatial vision 
and strategy for the network and hierarchy of centres, including 
local centres, within their area, setting out how the role of different 
centres will contribute to the overall spatial vision for their area.”  

4.23 The current Regional Planning Guidance for the South East (RPG9) 
and the emerging South East Plan address the role of town centres 
and the role of  urban areas in accommodating new development.  
The emerging South East Plan also promotes the sustainable 
development of communities, in particular providing an urban 
emphasis for development whilst providing appropriate support for 
rural development.

What our evidence says
4.24 An analysis of the sustainability of each settlement is set out in 

Table 2 below.

What you have told us so far
4.25 No comments have been received concerning the role of 

settlements or a possible hierarchy.        
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Table 2 Settlement Profiles

Settlement
(2001 
population)

Opportunities Constraints Rank as a 
shopping/service 
centre (PPS6)

Bagshot
(5365)

• Access to rail (not 
mainline) and other 
public transport

• Good range of local 
shops and community 
services

• Possible settlement 
extension on Green field 
Local Plan site.

• Local infants/junior 
school

• Risk of flooding in village 
centre

• Road congestion
• Partly within 400m of SPA 
• Conservation Area
• Congestion on 

A30/A322/M3
• Limited infill potential in 

settlement area

District centre

Bisley
(3615)

• Possible settlement 
extension on Green field

• Local infants/junior 
school

• Limited local shops and 
community services

• 2km from nearest station
• No direct bus service to 

nearest rail station
• Partly within 400m of SPA 
• Within Green Belt
• Congestion on A322
• Limited infill potential in 

settlement area

Neighbourhood 
centre/ parade

Camberley
(22588)

• Access to rail (not 
mainline) and other 
public transport

• Very good range of 
shops, facilities and 
community services

• Availability of vacant or 
previously developed 
land.

• Local infants/junior 
school and secondary 
schools

• Partly within 400m of SPA 
• Water treatment 

infrastructure
• Risk of flooding along  

River Blackwater 
• Conservation Area
• Traffic congestion on 

A30/M3/A331/B3411
• Air Quality Management 

Area along M3

Town Centre but 
also has 
Neighbourhood 
centre/ parades 
e.g. Heatheridge 
Arcade.

Chobham
(3800)

• Local infants/junior 
school

• Limited local shops and 
community services

• 4.5 km from nearest station
• Risk of flooding in village 

centre
• Conservation Area
• Settlement washed over by 

Green Belt
• SPA.
• Traffic congestion in village 

centre
• Limited infill potential in 

settlement area

Local centre

Deepcut
(1581)

• Opportunity for 
substantial 
redevelopment on 
Princess Royal Barracks 
site

• Limited local shops and 
community services

• 3 km from nearest station ( 
not mainline)

• No local school
• SPA.
• Limited infill potential in 

settlement area

Neighbourhood 
centre/ parade
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Settlement Opportunities Constraints Rank as a 
shopping/service 
centre

Frimley
(17771)

• Good range of local 
shops and community 
services

• Access to rail ( not 
mainline) and other 
public transport

• Availability of vacant 
or previously 
developed land.

• Local infants/junior 
school and secondary 
school

• Water treatment 
infrastructure

• SPA 
• Risk of flooding along 

streams and culverts feeding 
into River Blackwater

• Traffic congestion on 
A30/M3/A331/B3411/A325

• Air Quality Management 
Area along M3

District centre

Frimley 
Green
(5639)

• Limited local shops and 
community services

• 1.5km from nearest station 
(not mainline)

• Water treatment 
infrastructure

• SPA
• Risk of flooding along River 

Blackwater

Local centre

Lightwater
(6691)

• Good range of local 
shops and community 
services

• Local infants/junior 
school

• 2.5km from nearest station
(not mainline)

• Risk of flooding
• Partly within 400m of SPA 
• Traffic congestion on 

A322/M3
• Limited infill potential in 

settlement area

Local centre

Mytchett
(4616)

• Local infants/junior 
school

• Limited local shops and 
community services

• 2km from nearest station
• Water treatment 

infrastructure
• 1.5km from nearest rail 

station
• Partly within 400m of SPA 
• Public Safety Zone for 

Farnborough Airport affects 
part of area.

• Limited infill potential in 
settlement area

Neighbourhood 
centre/ parade

West End
(4272)

• Possible settlement 
extension on Green 
field Local Plan 
Housing Reserve Site

• Local infants/junior 
school and secondary 
school

• Limited local shops and 
community services

• 3.5km from nearest station
• No direct bus service to 

nearest rail station
• Partly within 400m of SPA 
• Risk of flooding 
• Within Green Belt
• Traffic congestion on A322. 
• Limited infill potential in 

settlement area

Neighbourhood 
centre/ parade
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Settlement Opportunities Constraints Rank as a 
shopping/service 
centre

Windlesham
(4376)

• Possible settlement 
extension on Green 
field Local Plan 
Housing Reserve Site

• Local infants/junior
school

• Limited local shops and 
community services

• 2.5km from nearest station 
(not mainline)

• Conservation Area
• SPA 
• Within Green Belt
• Limited infill potential in 

settlement area
• Air quality along M3.

Local centre

Preferred Approach
4.26 The preferred approach is to have a hierarchy based on the 

sustainability of settlements as follows:

Principal Service Centre/ Town Centre
Camberley

Secondary Service Centre/ District Centre
Bagshot
Frimley

Main Village/ Local Centre
Chobham
Deepcut
Frimley Green
Lightwater
Windlesham

Secondary Village/ Neighbourhood Centre
Bisley
West End

4.27 Within these settlements development that secures and reinforces 
the sustainability of each of the settlements identified and is 
appropriate to their character and function would be supported.  
Proposals for development would be required to provide evidence to 
show how this was being achieved.

Other Options considered
4.28 The other option considered was to have no hierarchy. It is 

considered that having a hierarchy assists in ensuring that 
development is undertaken and located in a sustainable manner.
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Question 5

Do you agree with the preferred approach for Policy CP2 set 
out above? Should any of the rejected options be preferred? 
Are there any other matters that the Council should have 
considered in addition to those set out above?

Policy CP3 Strategic Locations for Development

National, regional and local policy guidance
4.29 Planning Policy Statement 12: Creating strong safe and prosperous 

communities through Local Spatial Planning ( 2008) (PPS12) 
advises that Core Strategies should indicate locations for strategic 
development.  Such sites should be central to the achievement of 
the Core Strategy.  PPS12 advises that such sites can be delineated 
in outline rather than detailed terms with site specific criteria to 
allow more precise definition through an area action plan or 
supplementary planning document.  

4.30 The emerging South East Plan Policy TC2 identifies Camberley Town 
centre as a Secondary Regional centre.  Such centres will be the 
focus for major retail developments, uses that attract large 
numbers of people, employment and a range of housing.  Policy 
LO3 of the Surrey Structure Plan identifies Camberley as a major 
all-purpose centre within which future development should enhance 
its role and provide environmental improvements where necessary.  
Major expansion of activity should be considered within the context 
of the sub-regional strategy for the area.   

What our evidence says   

4.31 Camberley Town centre continues to be a focus for major growth.  
The town centre contains significant areas that represent 
opportunities for regeneration for commercial development.  In 
addition redevelopment opportunities could provide up to 200 new 
homes and enhance the leisure and cultural role of the town centre.  
This work is being undertaken through an Area Action Plan for 
Camberley Town Centre.  

4.32 Princess Royal Barracks have been declared surplus to requirement  
by the Ministry of Defence.  The site represents a substantial 
opportunity for redevelopment within the Borough.  The site is 
located at Deepcut, a small settlement with poor local facilities and 
declining environmental quality.  Redevelopment of the Princess 
Royal Barracks site represents an opportunity to regenerate 
Deepcut and enhance the provision of local facilities and services.  
The bulk of the redevelopment is likely to be for housing.   The 
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precise capacity of the site has yet to be determined, although at 
least 1700 units seem likely to come forward.  It is not expected 
that any housing would come forward on this site until 2016 at the 
earliest.  

What you have told us so far  
4.33 The public have, in the past, expressed concern at a perceived 

decline in the quality of shops on offer in the Town Centre and poor 
environmental quality.  The response to the Preferred Options work 
for the Town Centre supported the proposals for retail growth, 
environmental improvements and the recognition of the need to 
improve public transport.  There was support for more housing 
subject to the provision of proper amenities and some limited loss 
of offices.  

4.34 This is the first opportunity that the public have been given to 
comment on Deepcut.   

Preferred Approach  
4.35 The preferred approach is to identify Camberley Town Centre and 

Deepcut as Strategic Locations for Development.  The role of 
Camberley as a major sub-regional town centre means that it will 
continue to be a focus for new development.  The location at 
Deepcut has the potential to produce regeneration for the whole of 
Deepcut and become a sustainable focus for development.  The 
location is also large enough to incorporate avoidance measures to 
ensure that there is no adverse effect upon the European sites, as 
such it is not constrained by this issue.  

4.36 The role of Camberley Town Centre and development to support 
this is being addressed through an Area Action Plan that is currently 
being prepared. The suggested approach to new development 
within this location is that it should contribute to one or more of the 
following toward the delivery of the town centre strategy:
(i) The maintenance of the role of the town centre as a major 

sub-regional centre
(ii) The regeneration of the London Road frontage
(iii) Serving the needs of the resident population within the 

Borough and the working population within the town for 
comparison and convenience goods

(iv) Maintaining the role of the town centre as a centre for 
employment

(v) Maintaining the role of the town centre as a centre for leisure 
and cultural activity within the Borough

(vi) Contributing to the enhancement of public transport services 
for the town centre and improvements to the local road 
network.

(vii) Creating a high quality well designed environment
(viii) Meeting the housing needs of the Borough
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(ix) Residential development should aspire to achieve Code 6 of 
the Code for Sustainable Homes

(x) New commercial or retail development should seek to 
achieve zero carbon and efficient use and recycling of other 
resources

(xi) Measures to avoid new development having an impact upon 
the European Sites.

4.37 The development at Deepcut will be addressed through a 
Supplementary Planning Document that will address both the 
Princess Royal Barracks site and the wider implications and 
aspirations for the settlement of Deepcut. The infrastructure 
implications of this location are currently being identified. New 
development is unlikely to commence on this site before 2016 and 
the suggested approach set out below reflects this.  The suggested 
approach to new development within this location is that it should 
contribute toward the delivery of a sustainable, comprehensive, 
well designed mixed use redevelopment at Deepcut which will 
include the following: 
(i) Residential use
(ii) That 35% of housing provision should be affordable 
(iii) Employment uses
(iv) Improved retail provision
(v) A safe and high quality environment
(vi) Community infrastructure including in particular a new 

primary school and may also require new health facilities
(vii) Physical infrastructure that should be climate change resilient

in particular addressing the issue of ground and surface 
water flood risk

(viii) New housing development should achieve Code 6 of the Code 
for Sustainable Homes

(ix) New commercial or industrial development should aspire to 
achieving zero carbon and efficient use and recycling of other 
resources

(x) Environmental improvements to Deepcut centre
(xi) Measures to reduce the impact of traffic upon and arising 

from Deepcut including improved public transport provision
and a safe integrated footpath/cycle route network

(xii) Measures to avoid new development having an impact upon 
the European Sites.

Other Options considered
4.38 The other options considered were as follows.  To have no strategic 

locations identified.  It was considered that not identifying strategic 
locations failed to recognise both the strategic importance of the 
town centre and that a considerable amount of redevelopment will 
continue to occur within the town centre for at least the next ten 
years.   
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4.39 To identify only Camberley Town Centre.  Identifying only 
Camberley Town Centre fails to recognise that Princess Royal 
Barracks will be coming forward for development.  The alternative 
of rejecting redevelopment of this site leaves the rest of Deepcut 
facing an uncertain future with a large decaying site in its centre 
and the risk that the few remaining shops would close when the 
Army moves out after 2013.

Question 6

Do you agree with the preferred approach for Policy CP3 set 
out above?  In particular do you agree with the identification 
of land at Deepcut as a broad location for development.   
Should any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there 
any other matters that the Council should have considered in 
addition to those set out above? 

Policy CP4  Movement   

National, regional and local policy guidance  

4.40 Planning Policy Guidance Note 13: Transport (2001) (PPG13),
advises that in preparing development plans authorities should 
manage growth to make the fullest use of public transport, ensure 
most housing development is within urban areas, ensure other 
forms of development offer a choice of access other than by car and 
within rural areas focus development on local service centres.  

4.41 The emerging South East Plan seeks to rebalance the use of the 
transport system and move away from the current dependence on 
car and lorry transport.  This reflects both the current problems of 
congestion on the road network and anticipated future growth in 
travel demand which cannot be addressed through road building.  
However, this issue also addresses the problem of climate change 
and, in particular, the need to reduce carbon dioxide emissions.  
The Plan includes the Regional Transport Strategy, which has no 
specific proposals for the Borough. However, its proximity to the 
regional transport interchange at Farnborough means that it sits 
close to a number of regionally important “spokes” or routes, and  
in particular, the M3 which runs through the Borough.    

M3 Route Management Study (2005)  
4.42 The purpose of the study is to identify the problems on the M3 

motorway and what investment will be needed over the next ten 
years.  The final outcomes of this study are still awaited.  The Study 
takes account of the findings of the Thames Valley Multi-Modal 
Study (TVMMS).  The TVMMS concluded that general motorway 
widening was not required before 2016; this was supported by the 
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Secretary of State.  The TVMMS required the Highways Agency to 
undertake a number of tasks including developing appropriate 
management measures for the trunk road and motorway network in 
the Blackwater Valley and North West Surrey.    

4.43 The M3 has a strategic role as part of the E5 Euroroute from 
Gibraltar to Greenock (Scotland) via Portsmouth.  The M3 serves as 
a main highway link between London and the South Coast.  Locally 
it provides a bypass for the Blackwater Valley towns and relieves 
local roads.  The M3 is also an important commuter route and 
wildlife corridor.   

4.44 The M3 is central to the economic regeneration of the Blackwater 
Valley towns.  The motorway is a major influence on air quality and 
noise levels within the Borough.  The motorway has a significant 
effect on the quality of the environment and lives of local residents; 
it also severs the settlement area of Camberley.  Along the 
motorway there is significant localised congestion between 
Junctions 4a and 3.  In addition congestion on local roads around 
Junction 3 results in “exit blocking” onto the M3 during peak 
periods.   

4.45 Future development within Surrey Heath could result in traffic 
growth beyond the planned future growth limits for the M3.  The 
Highways Agency will monitor traffic growth to ensure that it does 
not prevent the M3 from fulfilling its strategic role.  

Surrey Local Transport Plan 2006/07 -2010/11  
4.46 The Local Transport Plan (LTP) sets out objectives, targets and a 

strategy for transport in Surrey over a 5 year period.  The key 
issues remain as for the previous LTP.  These are:
(i) The poor quality of the rail network in the Blackwater Valley, 

in particular the lack of connection between the east-west 
and north-south rail links.  Also the low frequency of rail 
service.

(ii) The failure of public transport in the Blackwater Valley to 
reflect the complex commuting patterns in the area.  

(iii) The general lack of high quality well integrated public 
transport in the Blackwater Valley.

(iv) The A322 carries significant traffic commuting between the 
M3 and M4 and to a lesser extent the M3 and A3.  

(v) Congestion on the M3 diverts traffic onto local roads.
(vi) There is a need to improve bus services linking to Brookwood 

Station (which has frequent fast trains to London) to reduce 
car borne journeys to this station by commuters using it in 
preference to Frimley or Bagshot stations (which have slower 
less frequent, indirect rail links to London). Similar 
improvements to links to Sunningdale and Farnborough 
Stations are also desirable.

(vii) The lorry ban in Chobham High Street has led to lorries using 
lanes to the north and south of Chobham.
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(viii) There is a problem of overnight lorry parking in the A322 lay-
bys.

(ix) The A322 northbound slip road from the A30 has an accident 
problem. 

(x) On the A322 and B311, road noise is a problem for houses 
built close to the road.

(xi) The rail service through Bagshot is slow with poor 
connections to other services at Ascot.  This discourages rail 
commuters.

4.47 The Integrated Transport Study for the Blackwater Valley with 
Hampshire County Council to which the LTP refers identified a 
number of issues of which the following are still outstanding:
(i) Camberley Town Centre and Blackwater Valley rail stations to 

be developed as improved public transport interchanges.
(ii) Congestion at the Toshiba Roundabout (junction of A321 and 

A325) hampers access by emergency vehicles to the Accident 
and Emergency Unit at Frimley Park Hospital (the largest in 
Surrey).

(iii) The need for a real time bus information system.
(iv) Promoting shared cycle and walking routes focussed on the 

Blackwater Greenway.

4.48 The Local Transport Plan is now under review. In addition, 
emerging new issues within the Borough include traffic congestion, 
air quality and the improvement of public transport.  It is 
necessary to address the management of morning peak flows of 
traffic, both along the motorway network where flows are 88% 
more than the national motorway average, and on A roads where 
flows are 78% more than the national average.  Flows on local A 
roads are a direct consequence of drivers diverting onto these roads 
to avoid the congestion on the motorway network.  Within the 
Borough this affects the flows around Junction 3 of the M3 
motorway, and flows north along the A322 toward the M4 
motorway.   

4.49 Junction 4 of the M3 generates high traffic flows onto the 
Blackwater Valley Road (A331).  As a result the roundabout at The 
Meadows junction with the A30 is now operating at above design 
capacity.  In addition Frimley Park Hospital is located nearby and is 
a major generator of traffic.  Improvements to the Hospital’s access 
and the surrounding road network are a priority project.  

4.50 Associated with the traffic movement around the Borough, is the 
issue of air quality, in particular the generation of pollution by the 
M3 motorway.  The M3 running through Camberley/ Frimley is an 
Air Quality Management Area.   

4.51 Work on the Camberley Movement Study has begun.  This will 
address some of the issues relating to congestion on the A30.  The 
issue of a bus/ rail interchange will also be addressed by the Study.  
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4.52 Public transport remains a key issue in the Borough.  Work on the 
Quality Bus Partnership will continue. “Real time” passenger 
information will be introduced during 2008.  

What our evidence says  

4.53 The Council undertook a Stage One Transport Assessment in 2007 
in support of the Core Strategy.  The Assessment considered, in 
particular, the impact of new development in the Borough upon the 
motorway network.  The Transport Assessment did not include 
development at Deepcut and further work is being carried out to 
model the effects of development on that site.   

4.54 The key findings of the Transport Assessment at that time were 
that the additional development proposed up to 2026 will lead to a 
small impact on the M3 with less than 1% of future residents likely 
to travel to work in London by car.  

4.55 The additional burden on the M3 will be absorbed between two 
junctions with the majority of extra commuters likely to use 
Junction 4. This junction is believed to have marginally more 
capacity than Junction 3, where delays on the A322 approaches 
have been a source of historic complaint.  

4.56 There will be growing pressure on the local road network in the 
Blackwater Valley, particularly the A331 Blackwater Valley Route 
and the A325. Development in Camberley Town Centre will also put 
more demand on the A30 London Road. Progress on implementing 
sustainable transport initiatives will need to be sustained to ensure 
new development can be accommodated satisfactorily.  

4.57 While the growth in residential development is not thought to have 
a material impact on the road network in the Borough as a whole, 
or the Strategic Road Network (the M3), it is recognised there is 
pressure for commercial and retail growth in the Borough.  

4.58 The wider transport context is challenging. Travel on the road 
network has risen very sharply over the last four decades but the 
rate of increase is beginning to reduce. Much of this additional 
burden will occur outside of peak hours because the economically 
active population is set to remain virtually static over the Plan 
Period. The local road network will need to cater for higher amounts 
of traffic during off-peak periods and at weekends.  

What you have told us so far  

4.59 There is general support for more and improved public transport 
particularly in the rural areas but a concern that the cost is 
prohibitive. The lack of direct rail services to London was also 
highlighted as an issue as was the poor co-ordination of public 
transport services.  
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Preferred Approach  
4.60 The preferred approach is to reduce demand for travel and 

encourage the remaining demand to shift to other modes.  To 
facilitate this new development should preferably be located close 
to centres of employment and local services to reduce demand for 
travel or where a choice of sustainable modes of transport exist or 
can be made available.  The Council and its partners will work to 
provide improved opportunities for travel by sustainable modes of 
transport for those already living and working within the Borough.    

4.61 In particular the Council will seek to improved rail services, quality 
bus partnership throughout the Borough, improved bus/rail links 
and an integrated footpath/ cycle route network.

4.62 The preferred approach represents a significant challenge for 
Surrey Heath.   

Other Options considered  
4.63 The other options considered were as follows:  

• No change: this option does not fully address the need for 
the Council to work more closely with other stakeholders to 
enable delivery of improved public transport in the Borough.

• To encourage demand for travel to shift to other non car 
based modes.  This option fails to address the need to reduce 
demand for travel.  

• To reduce demand for travel.  This option fails to address the 
need to encourage demand for travel to shift to non car 
based modes and the need to improve the infrastructure to 
support this.  

Question 7

Do you agree with the preferred approach for Policy CP4 set 
out above?  Should any of the rejected options be preferred? 
Are there any other matters that the Council should have 
considered in addition to those set out above? 

Policy CP5   Infrastructure  

National, regional and local policy guidance  
4.64 Planning Policy Statement 12: Creating strong safe and prosperous 

communities through Local Spatial Planning (2008) (PPS12) advises 
that Core Strategies be supported by evidence of the infrastructure 
needed to enable the level of development proposed.   
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What our evidence says  
4.65 The Council undertook a survey of infrastructure providers in 2005. 

There was a poor response to this survey and further work is now 
being undertaken to address the infrastructure needs for the 
Borough, the implications for and of new development and to 
ensure that providers have identified this in future investment 
plans.   

What you have told us so far  
4.66 A clear definition of infrastructure is needed.  A clearer 

understanding of infrastructure requirements is needed.  Developer 
contributions alone will not pay for the infrastructure improvements 
already needed in the Borough.  However, developers should pay 
more toward the burden that their development places upon 
infrastructure, in particular to address the cumulative impact of 
small schemes.  New development should be phased with 
infrastructure provision.  

Preferred Approach  
4.67 The preferred approach is to protect existing infrastructure, 

continue to seek provision of infrastructure contributions from new 
development through Section 106 agreements plus to introduce a 
local levy or tariff scheme and in due course to begin collecting 
contributions toward a strategic levy.  In considering the 
requirement for infrastructure within the Borough regard will be had 
to the overall impact of new development.   

4.68 The term Infrastructure includes:
physical infrastructure such as roads, rail, bus services, sewers, 
water supply, gas and electricity and telecommunications; and
community infrastructure such as schools, hospitals, community 
halls, open space, libraries, day centres, leisure and cultural 
facilities.  

Other Options considered
4.69 Other options considered were as follows.  

• No change from existing policy, that is to seek only Section 
106 agreements and protect existing infrastructure.  This 
option does not address the need for development to 
contribute to the cumulative impacts arising particularly from 
smaller sites through a local tariff scheme.  Nor does it 
address the emerging requirement in the Planning Bill for a 
Strategic Levy.  

• To seek Section 106 agreements, protect existing 
infrastructure and seek contributions to a Strategic Levy.  
This option does not address the need for development to 
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contribute to the cumulative impacts arising particularly from 
smaller sites through a local tariff scheme.  

Question 8

Do you agree with the preferred approach for Policy CP5 set 
out above?  Should any of the rejected options be preferred? 
Are there any other matters that the Council should have 
considered in addition to those set out above? 

Policy CP6  Scale of New Housing  

National, regional and local policy guidance  
4.70 PPS3 advises that local authorities need to demonstrate that an up 

to date five year supply of deliverable sites exists within their area.  
In addition Local Development Documents should identify broad 
locations and specific sites that will enable continuous delivery of 
housing for at least 15 years from the date of adoption.  The 
approach to managing the delivery of housing should reflect the 
principles of “Plan, Monitor and Manage”.  

4.71 RPG9 in Policy H2 required that within Surrey provision be made for 
sufficient net additional dwellings to provide an annual average 
completion rate of 2,360.  

4.72 The Surrey Structure Plan 2004 allocates 2,780 dwellings (net) in 
the Borough of Surrey Heath in the period 1 April 2001 to 31 March 
2016.  However, RPG9 and the Surrey Structure Plan will be 
superceded by the South East Plan when approved.  The draft 
South East Plan includes a district allocation for Surrey Heath of 
3740 units for the period 2006 – 2026.  

What our evidence says  
4.73 The Surrey Structure Plan 2004 allocates 2,780 dwellings (net) in 

the Borough of Surrey Heath in the period 1 April 2001 to 31 March 
2016.  For the period 2001 – 2016, as at 31st March 2008 some 
1664 new houses had been completed. This leaves some 1116 new 
houses still to be provided by 2016 under the Surrey Structure 
Plan.  

4.74 The draft South East Plan includes a district allocation for Surrey 
Heath of 3740 units for the period 2006 – 2026.  In the period 1st

April 2006 – 31st March 2008, 458 units had been completed and a 
further 707 units were identified in hard or soft commitments.  This 
leaves an outstanding requirement of 2,575 units for the period up 
to 2026.   At the time of writing the Report of the Examination in 
Public of the South East Plan, which includes a recommendation on 
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the district level-housing requirement for the period 2006 – 2026,
is still under consideration by the government. No increase in 
suggested housing numbers for the Borough is proposed within the 
Report.  

4.75 The need to protect the European Sites and the ongoing South East 
Plan process mean that there is currently considerable uncertainty 
surrounding both the housing land supply within the Borough and 
the future housing requirement.   

4.76 Since October 2005 the Borough Council has issued planning 
permission for 274 net new additional dwellings. At March 2008 at 
best only a 4 year land supply existed (including soft 
commitments), this is unlikely to increase for the foreseeable 
future.  This is because of the time taken to identify mitigation land
and that the amount of mitigation land available in the short term is 
unlikely to support significant numbers of new houses.   

4.77 Thus for the first time a Development Plan for Surrey Heath will not 
have a front loaded housing land supply.  The ability of Surrey 
Heath to provide new housing in the future will be largely 
determined by the success or failure of measures to prevent or 
offset harm to the European Sites.  The implication of the emerging 
avoidance/mitigation strategy for the European Sites is that much 
of the housing will come forward later in the Plan period.  This 
raises serious issues in respect of ensuring that, once planning 
permissions have been granted, readily developable sites can be 
released quickly.  In addition, it is important for sites with longer 
lead in times that as much work as possible is done in advance to 
speed up the contribution that these sites can make.   

4.78 The question of which sites will be required to be brought forward, 
in addition to those identified as Strategic Locations, will be 
addressed as part of the Site Allocations Development Plan 
Document in the light of the district housing allocation as finally 
approved within the South East Plan.  Work is currently underway 
on a study of housing land availability within the Borough to inform 
work on future housing land supply, the housing trajectory and 
housing sites to be included in the Site Allocations DPD.

What you have told us so far  

4.79 There was general concern at the requirement to continue to 
provide more housing although the need for housing was 
recognised.  The issue of the cost of housing and the type of 
housing was also a concern to many.  The ability of local 
infrastructure and services to support additional demand arising 
from new housing was a key concern.  Responses from the 
development industry sought clear guidance on the level of housing 
to be provided in respect of any requirement arising from the South 
East Plan.  
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Preferred Approach  
4.80 The preferred approach is to accommodate the district housing 

allocation arising from the South East Plans far as is compatible 
with the need to protect the European Sites.  In addition the loss of 
existing dwellings to other uses will be resisted.   

Other Options considered  
4.81 Other options considered were as follows:  

• To maintain current level of provision as per Surrey Structure 
Plan 2004  (185 net units per annum):  this approach is not 
compatible with the requirements of the emerging South East 
Plan.  The Borough has delivered higher levels of development in 
the past.  

• To not meet either the Surrey Structure Plan 2004 or the South 
East Plan requirement:  this option primarily arises from the 
current difficulties arising from the inability to avoid or mitigate 
for the effect of new development upon the European sites.  In 
the long term this is likely to harm future redevelopment within 
Camberley Town centre and the attractiveness of the Borough to 
new employers as the pool of young skilled workers diminishes 
and families are forced to look outside the Borough for housing.  

Question 9

Do you agree with the preferred approach for Policy CP6 set 
out above?  Should any of the rejected options be preferred? 
Are there any other matters that the Council should have 
considered in addition to those set out above? 

Policy CP7  Distribution of New Housing       

4.82 This is currently considered as part of the Spatial Distribution in 
Chapter 4.
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Policy CP8  Phasing of Housing  

National, regional and local policy guidance  
4.83 PPS3 requires local planning authorities to ensure that sufficient 

suitable land for housing is available.   Local planning authorities
should set out in local development documents their policies and 
strategies for delivering the level of housing provision that will 
enable continuous deliver of housing for at least 15 years from the 
date of adoption.  Local Planning authorities should: 
• identify sufficient specific deliverable sites to deliver housing in 

the first five years;
• identify a further supply of specific developable sites for years 6 

-10;
• where possible identify a supply of specific developable sites for 

years 11 – 15; and 
• linked to the above identify those strategic sites critical to the 

delivery of the housing strategy over the plan period.

What our evidence says
4.84 The delivery of housing sites is dependent on the Boroughs ability 

to provide avoidance or mitigation measures for the Special 
Protection Area. The difficulties in granting planning permission 
have resulted in a land supply of less than 5 years as house 
builders have ceased acquiring sites and moved their business out 
of the Borough.  It will take some time for the house builders to 
acquire new sites.  In the short term there will be a continuing 
short fall in housing numbers.  In the mid term housing supply will 
be dependent on a continuing supply of avoidance and mitigation 
measures for the Special Protection Area.  In the mid to long term 
much of the land supply will come forward through Deepcut which 
can provide its own avoidance measures.  

What you have told us so far  

4.85 No views expressed on phasing of housing development.  

Preferred Approach  
4.86 The Preferred Approach is to set 5 year targets for the plan period.  

Targets to be phased around the release of strategic locations and 
identified sites together with windfalls.  

4.87 Given the 2006 start date for polices and the difficulty of 
maintaining a continuous supply of housing land in the light of 
constraints imposed by the European sites, it is considered that 
most of the housing supply will be end loaded within the plan 
period.  In the first five years, most supply is likely to arise from 
windfall sites.  This is contrary to the guidance contained in PPS3.  
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However, this reflects local circumstances as these are the sites 
most likely to benefit in the short term from the emerging 
avoidance/mitigation strategy for the European sites. The 
emerging avoidance/mitigation strategy addresses predominantly 
the needs of sites of 1-9 units.  

Other Options considered  
4.88 Other options considered were as follows:

• No phasing.  This would allow sites to come forward as and 
when available providing no guarantee of a continuous supply 

• To set 5 year targets. This was acceptable but it was considered 
that some indication of what would contribute toward these 
targets was required.

• To phase housing around release of strategic and broad 
locations with unrestricted windfalls.  It was felt that this 
approach would not provide a continuous supply and would fail 
to fully recognise that much of the identified supply would by its 
nature come forward at the end of the Plan period. 

Question 10

Do you agree with the preferred approach for Policy CP8 set 
out above?  Should any of the rejected options be preferred? 
Are there any other matters that the Council should have 
considered in addition to those set out above? 

CP9 – Mix of Housing

National, regional and local policy and guidance 
4.89 Planning Policy Statement (PPS) 3 was published in November 2006 

and replaces both PPG3 and Circular 6/98.    The PPS highlights the 
importance of delivering affordable housing through Section 106 
agreements.  The PPS states that local authorities should set an 
overall target for the amount of affordable housing to be provided.  

4.90 The Draft South East Plan (SEP) is the Regional Spatial Strategy for 
the South East and will replace Regional Planning Guidance 9 when 
adopted.  Draft Policy H4 ‘Affordable Housing’ requires local 
authorities to set targets for the amount of affordable housing that 
will be provided.  In doing so, they should have regard to the 
overall regional target of 35% of all new housing to be affordable, 
of which 25% should be social rented and 10% other forms.  

4.91 Policy DN11 ‘Affordable Housing’ of the Surrey Structure Plan 2004 
states that Local Development Frameworks will include a target for 
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affordable housing, having regard to the objective that at least 40% 
of new housing provision in the county should be affordable.  

4.92 Other documents that have been had regard to are as follows:

• Delivering Affordable Housing – Companion Guide to PPS3 
(November 2006)

• South East England Regional Housing Board – Towards the 
South East Housing Strategy

• Surrey Community Plan and Draft Surrey Sustainable 
Community Strategy

• Meeting affordable housing needs in the South East through 
Intermediate Housing (2006) by Three Dragons Heriot Watt 
University

• Affordable Housing Needs in Surrey (January 2003)
• The Economics of Affordable Housing in Surrey (October 2003) –

produced for the Surrey Local Authority Chief Executives by 
Knight Frank.

• Surrey Supporting People Strategy 2004-2009
• Surrey Key Worker Strategy
• Surrey Heath Corporate Plan 2006-15 and Community Plan 

2004-14.
• Draft Surrey Heath Housing Strategy 2005-10
• Surrey Heath Homeless Strategy 2003-07
• Surrey Heath Housing Needs Survey (2002) and Update (2006)
• Surrey Heath Housing Market Assessment (2007)
• Surrey Heath Affordable Housing – Financial Viability Study 

(2008)
• Housing Needs Survey Report – Chobham – The Rural Housing 

Trust (December 2005)
• Affordability Targets: Implications for Housing Supply – ODPM 

(2005)
• Affordability and the Supply of Housing, House of Commons, 

ODPM, Planning and Local Government and the Region’s 
Committee, Third Report of Session 2005-06

• Affordable Rural Housing Commission Report (2006)

What our evidence says
4.93 The Housing Needs Update Survey 2006 used existing data from 

the 2002 Housing Needs Survey.  The survey indicates that the gap 
between incomes levels and house prices in Surrey Heath have 
resulted in many people being unable to access the housing 
market.  Affordability is particularly a problem for first time buyers, 
single persons and those on low household incomes.   The survey 
identifies that the total affordable housing need annually is for 695 
units.  

What you have told us so far  
4.94 There has generally been support for including a target for the total 

amount of affordable housing to be provided over the plan period.  
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Comments also highlighted the need to also specify the overall mix 
and the need for regular reviews and close monitoring.  

Preferred approach  
4.95 The policy option suggested below aims to maximise the delivery of 

affordable housing in order to address the high level of need for 
affordable housing in the Borough whilst recognising the potential
impact on the viability of schemes.  The approach of the policy will
be to set out an overall affordable housing target for the plan 
period to 2026.   

4.96 The preferred approach to this policy is to include targets based on 
those in Draft South East Plan Policy H4 as follows:  

4.97 The Council will aim to achieve 35% of all housing to be affordable 
by 2026.  The mix of social rented and other forms of affordable 
housing required may vary according to evidence of housing need 
at the time.  The expected mix in terms of type (house or flats) and 
size ( number of bedrooms) will be set out in an SPD. 

Other options considered  

4.98 The other options considered were as follows:  
• To set no target, this was rejected as it would not accord 

with government guidance. 

• To include a target related to LAA target NI154/155 this 
related to gross figures and it was considered preferable to 
set targets relating to net figures.  

• To include a target related to past trends on achieving 
affordable housing, this would not identify the level of 
identified need.  

• To include a target related to predicted future trends on 
achieving affordable housing.  This option was not considered 
practicable as it gave no certainty for the number of units 
being sought.  

Question 11

Do you agree with the preferred approach for Policy CP9 set 
out above?  Should any of the rejected options be preferred? 
Are there any other matters that the Council should have 
considered in addition to those set out above? 
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CP10 – Dwelling Size and Type

National, regional and local policy and guidance 
4.99 PPS3 seeks to achieve mixed communities through a mix of 

housing, both market and affordable, particularly in terms of tenure 
and price, to support a wide variety of households in all areas, both 
urban and rural.  As such local authorities should plan for a mix of 
housing on the basis of the different types of households that are 
likely to require housing over the plan period having regard to 
current and future demographic trends and profiles and based on 
the findings of the Strategic Housing Market Assessment.  

4.100 Local Planning Authorities should set out in Local Development 
Documents:
• The likely profile of household types requiring market housing 

e.g. multi-person, including families and children, single 
persons, couples.

• The size and type of affordable housing required.

4.101 PPS3 also states that developers should bring forward proposals for 
market housing which reflect demand and the profile of households 
requiring market housing, in order to sustain mixed communities.  

4.102 Policy H6 ‘Type and Size of New Housing’ of the Draft South East 
Plan states that local authorities should identify a full range of 
existing and future housing needs in their areas, in the form of 
housing need and market assessments, working with adjoining local 
authorities as appropriate.  Such needs should include those of 
elderly and disabled people, students, black and minority ethnic 
households, families with children, Gypsies and Travellers and 
others with specialist requirements, as relevant.  Informed by such 
assessments, Local Development Documents should require an
appropriate range of housing opportunities in terms of a mix of 
housing types, sizes and tenures.  

4.103 Policy DN10 ‘Housing Type and Need’ of the Surrey Structure Plan 
2004 states that new dwelling provision should incorporate a mix of 
sizes and types and contribute towards meeting the needs of all 
sections of the community.  The identification of specific needs and 
the mix of dwellings on each site will be determined by the local 
authorities.

4.104 Other documents that have been had regard to are as follows:
• Housing Type and Size in the South East – South East England 

Regional Development Agency and South East England Regional 
Assembly (2007)

• Surrey Heath Housing Market Assessment (2007)
• Surrey Heath Housing Needs Survey (2002) and Update (2006)
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What our evidence says
4.105 In Surrey Heath only 10% of all household spaces are classed as 

‘small dwellings’ compared with 36% across the South East.  47% 
of the Borough’s housing stock is in the form of detached dwellings, 
more than twice the national level of 22% and the stock of entry 
level properties (flats/maisonettes/terraces) is 27% compared with 
the national average of 45%.   

4.106 The mix of housing in Surrey Heath is therefore significantly out of 
balance with the South East and the UK.  In addition, there is an 
increased level of household formation made up principally of 
smaller households due to increasing levels of divorce, separation 
and a low birth rate, a trend that is set to continue into the future.  
The likely result is longer travel patterns for those who work in the 
Borough but are unable to secure appropriate accommodation 
within the Borough, and an unbalanced population structure within 
the community.  

4.107 The effect of having an imbalance in the mix of housing is that the 
housing needs of certain groups go unmet.  Those that seek small 
dwellings in the Borough for reasons of affordability, convenience or 
simply personal preference are likely to experience far more 
difficulty in Surrey Heath than elsewhere.  There is a need for small 
dwellings to enable smaller and newly forming households to access 
the housing market and current provision is not enough to keep 
pace with predicted demand whilst also addressing the historic 
imbalance.  

4.108 The Council’s Housing Market Assessment (2007) identified a need 
for 1, 2 and 3 bedroom properties (both market and affordable) and 
recommended that 60% of new delivery on suitable sites should be 
1 and 2 bed units. A Strategic Housing Market Assessment will be 
prepared in late 2008.   

What you have told us so far   
4.109 Whilst most comments received acknowledged the need for small 

dwellings, some expressed concern about the attempt to influence 
or control the type and size of market housing and that a greater 
degree of flexibility is required in these instances. Requests were 
also made to make the type and size of affordable housing more 
location specific and include an element of flexibility.  

Preferred Approach  
4.110 The preferred approach is to increase the supply of small dwellings 

(both market and affordable).  

4.111 The Council will expect developments comprising 5 or more 
dwellings to provide at least 60% of their total as one or two 
bedroom units.  Where affordable housing is provided as part of a 
development, 65% should be one or two bedroom units. 
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4.112 The Council considers that in most cases it will be possible to 
achieve the provision of small dwellings in line with the policy target 
through the use of high standards of design.  However, the Council 
recognises the need for flexibility in individual cases.  Where a small 
dwellings provision of less than 60% is proposed, development will 
not be permitted unless special circumstances can be 
demonstrated.  In assessing a case for special circumstances the 
Council will take into account the characteristics of the site, 
surrounding area and the design and layout of the development. 

(Figures will be rounded up and provision will be monitored closely)  

Other options considered  
4.113 The other options considered were as follows:  

• To continue with the existing policy.  In practice this has been 
exceeded and it is considered preferable to identify a more 
realistic target.  

• To include a policy which seeks to achieve 60% of housing on 
sites of 10 or more units to be in the form of small dwellings;  
where affordable housing is provided on-site, 65% should be in 
the form of small dwellings. This option failed to recognise 
that many sites are for less than 10 units and a lower 
threshold is needed to achieve more small dwellings.

Question 12

Do you agree with the preferred approach for Policy CP10 
set out above?  Should any of the rejected options be 
preferred? Are there any other matters that the Council 
should have considered in addition to those set out above? 

CP11- Affordable Housing

National, regional and local policy and guidance 
4.114 PPS3 requires local authorities to develop target based policies for 

affordable housing based on viability evidence.  The PPS states that 
local authorities should:

• Set out the range of circumstances in which affordable housing 
will be required.

• Set out the approach to seeking developer contributions to 
facilitate the provision of affordable housing with a presumption 
for on-site provision where feasible.
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4.115 The Government is also keen to encourage the provision of 
affordable housing without grant, a position that is made clear by 
PPS3 in its supporting documentation on affordable housing, 
‘Delivering Affordable Housing’ (DCLG, 2006).  The Housing 
Corporation’s preference for affordable housing to be delivered on 
S106 sites without grant input is clearly stated.  

4.116 Policy H4 ‘Affordable Housing’ of the Draft South East Plan requires 
local authorities to set targets for the amount of affordable housing 
that will be provided.  In doing so, they should have regard to the 
overall regional target of 35% of all new housing to be affordable.  

4.117 Policy DN11 ‘Affordable Housing’ of the Surrey Structure Plan 2004 
states that Local Development Frameworks will include a target for 
affordable housing, having regard to the objective that at least 40% 
of new housing provision in the county should be affordable.   

What our evidence says  

4.118 The Housing Needs Update Survey 2006 used existing data from 
the 2002 Housing Needs Survey.  The survey indicates that the gap 
between incomes levels and house prices in Surrey Heath have 
resulted in the inability of many people to access the housing 
market.  Affordability is particularly a problem for first time buyers, 
single persons and those on low household incomes.  The survey 
identified that the total affordable housing need annually is for 695 
units.  It recommended an affordable housing target of 40% from 
suitable sites be considered with a threshold of 15 units in urban 
areas and as low as 5 units in rural areas.  

4.119 The Affordable Housing Financial Viability Study 2008 looked at the 
viability of various affordable housing targets and thresholds.  The 
study proves that far higher levels of affordable housing can be 
achieved across the Borough on smaller sites and at higher 
proportions even assuming no grant funding.  This also allows for 
planning contributions in line with the Surrey Tariff scheme should 
the Council choose to implement it, and additional SPA 
contributions e.g. a 4-bed house could be required to provide nearly 
£25,000 in overall contributions. The range of options available to 
the Council for future policy formulation identified in the Affordable 
Housing financial Viability Study are as follows:

• Sites of 1-2 units – 10% affordable housing equivalent financial 
contribution target (future policy option only).

• Sites of 3-4 units: 10% to 20% affordable housing equivalent 
financial contribution target.

• Within the range 5 to 14 units: 
• 5-9: 20% on-site affordable housing target.
• 10-14: 20% to 30% on-site affordable housing target.

• Or
• 5-9: 20% affordable housing equivalent financial 

contribution.
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• 10-14: 20% to 30% on-site affordable housing target.
• Sites of 15 or more units: 35% to 40% on-site affordable 

housing target.

• Or
• Sites of 15 to 24 units: 35% on-site affordable housing 

target.
• Sites of 25 or more units: 40% affordable housing target.

4.120 There can be issues relating to the very dispersed nature of 
affordable housing stock which can result from it being secured 
singly, or perhaps in groups of 2 or 3 units.  Relatively dispersed 
affordable housing stock can also result from an affordable housing 
requirement on small sites, which may be an issue for RSLs from a 
management perspective and lead to a tenant feeling of isolation 
etc.   For these reasons the study did not recommend the on-site 
provision of affordable housing on sites below 5 units but instead 
suggested the seeking of carefully judged financial contributions 
from sites of 3 and 4 units.  

What you have told us so far  
4.121 There was a general acknowledgement of the need for affordable 

housing particularly in rural areas.  However, some concern was 
expressed regarding the economic viability of the thresholds below 
PPS3 and targets puts forward.  The need to spend financial 
contributions in the same location from which they were collected 
was also highlighted.  

Preferred approach  
4.122 Housing delivery in the borough has historically relied on smaller 

sites and the annual scale of affordable housing need is almost four 
times that of the Boroughs total housing allocation figure.  Whilst 
the Council aims to maximise the provision of affordable housing by 
capturing more it is concerned that the recommendations of the 
Affordable Housing Financial Viability Study 2008.  The policy will 
be to set out the thresholds of development at which affordable 
housing is required to be provided and target proportions sought.   

4.123 The preferred approach is to maximise opportunities for on-site 
provision as far as this is considered achievable.  Possible policy 
wording could be along the lines of:  

4.124 Affordable housing will be required to be provided on-site in line 
with the following thresholds and targets:

On developments of 5-9 units (gross) - 20%
On developments of 10-14 units (gross) – 30%
On developments of 15 (gross) – 40%

4.125 On development of 3-4 units (gross) a 20% affordable housing 
equivalent financial contribution will be sought.
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4.126 A financial contribution in lieu of provision for affordable housing 
will only be acceptable where on-site provision is not achievable 
and where equivalent provision cannot readily be provided by the 
developer on an alternative site.  The approach to seeking financial 
contributions in lieu of on-site provision will be set out in an 
Affordable Housing SPD.  Contributions will be held in a ring-fenced 
account.  

4.127 The Council will consider setting higher targets for broad locations 
and allocated sites.  The requirement to provide affordable housing 
will apply to all residential development including private retirement 
homes, sheltered accommodation and Extra Care schemes.  

4.128 The Council requires all social rented housing to be provided in 
perpetuity, through the use of a Section 106 agreement.  Social 
rented schemes subsidised by grant funding from the Housing 
Corporation are subject to the legal Right to Buy/Acquire 
provisions.  Shared Ownership or New Build HomeBuy homes will 
remain affordable in perpetuity but may be subject to occupiers 
‘stair-casing’ to full ownership by purchasing additional equity in the 
property.  The grant that was initially invested in the additional 
equity purchased by the occupier can generally be recycled to fund 
new affordable housing provision elsewhere in the borough.  

4.129 The affordable housing proportion should be calculated in relation to 
gross rather than net development.  

4.130 The Housing Corporation is unlikely to fund affordable housing 
delivered through legal agreements, so applicants will need to 
consider this when buying the land and at the early stages of their 
development economics calculations.  If Housing Corporation grant 
funding is secured, the Council will expect better standards of 
development across the whole or part of the development secured 
through a S106 agreement.  

4.131 Where, as a means of avoiding the requirement to provide 
affordable housing, a proposed development site is subdivided so as 
to be below the site size threshold, or is not developed to its full 
potential so as to be below the number of dwellings threshold, 
planning permission will be refused.  

4.132 It is recognised that within the Borough there will be local 
variations in land value that affect site viability and accordingly the 
ability to provide affordable housing to the identified target level.  
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4.133 Applicants, who cite non-viability as a reason for not complying with 
CP11, must support their case with financial evidence which they 
should submit with a planning application.  The evidence will be 
open to public scrutiny and audited by external experts at the cost 
of the developer.  Where the Council is satisfied that the affordable 
housing target cannot be provided in line with CP11 a cascade 
approach to negotiations will take place including consideration of 
securing public subsidy.  As part of this the Council will also 
consider the relative merits of the various planning obligations in 
choosing which to prioritise.  

4.134 Further details of these procedures will be set out in an Affordable 
Housing SPD.  

Other Options Considered
4.135 The other options considered were as follows:

• To continue with the existing policy.  

• To require affordable housing to be provided on-site in line with 
the following thresholds and targets:
§ On developments of 10-14 units (gross) – 30%
§ On developments of 15 or more units (gross) – 40%
§ On sites of 3-9 units (gross) a 20% affordable housing 

equivalent financial contribution will be sought.
These were rejected as it was considered that they would deliver 
insufficient housing in the light of evidence on viability. 

Question 13

Do you agree with the preferred approach for Policy CP11 
set out above?  Should any of the rejected options be 
preferred? Are there any other matters that the Council 
should have considered in addition to those set out above? 

CP12 – Mix of Affordable Housing

National, regional and local policy and guidance 
4.136 PPS3 states that in local development documents, local authorities 

should set separate targets for social-rented and intermediate 
affordable housing where appropriate.   
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4.137 Policy H4 ‘Affordable Housing’ of the Draft South East Plan says 
that in setting targets for the amount of affordable housing that will 
be provided, local authorities should have regard to the overall 
regional target of 35% of all new housing to be affordable, of which 
25% should be social rented and 10% other forms. Other 
documents that were had regard to are as follows:
• Meeting Affordable Housing Needs in the South East through 

Intermediate Housing, Three Dragons and Herriot Watt 
University for the South East County Leaders, Technical Report 
(September 2006).

• Housing Need in the South East - Summary, Cambridge Centre 
for Housing and Planning Research for SEERA

• Need for Intermediate Housing in the South East, Cambridge 
Centre for Housing and Planning Research for SEERA

What our evidence says
4.138 The joint housing register indicates a high level of need for social 

rented accommodation.  However, there is also a need for more 
intermediate forms of accommodation.  An income of £20,200 is 
required to purchase a 45% share of a 1-bed flat on a shared 
ownership scheme.  This means that shared ownership is beyond 
the reach of over 55% of concealed households.   

4.139 The tenure balance of new affordable delivery over the last three 
years has averaged 75% social rented and 25% intermediate 
market housing.  The largest proportion of affordable units is 
required as social rented properties, both for newly forming 
households and existing families. The Council needs to find 
innovative ways of making shared ownership models more 
affordable for local people.  

4.140 The Housing Needs Survey Update (2006) recommended that in 
adopting an affordable housing target of 40%, targets for social 
rent (25%) and intermediate housing (15%) should be adopted.  
The Housing Market Assessments (2007) recommendations are also 
in line with this approach.   

What you have told us so far  
4.141 Comments acknowledged the greater need for social rented 

accommodation.  However, the need for more flexibility on the mix 
required generally and in particular in rural communities was also 
mentioned along with the need to negotiate on a case by case 
basis.

Preferred Approach  
4.142 The preferred approach is to have no policy and continue to 

negotiate the mix of affordable housing on a site-by-site basis.  This 
allows flexibility to reflect the need as existing at the time.  Further 
guidance would be included in SPD.
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Other options considered
4.143 The other option considered was to set targets which maximise 

opportunities for social rented accommodation to help meet 
identified need subject to viability.  However this approach largely 
duplicates Policy CP9 and was considered superfluous.

Question 14

Do you agree with the preferred approach for Policy CP12 
set out above?  Should any of the rejected options be 
preferred? Are there any other matters that the Council 
should have considered in addition to those set out above? 

CP13 – Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling 
Showpeople

National, regional and local policy and guidance 
4.144 PPS3 sets out the Government’s key housing policy goal to ensure 

that everyone has the opportunity of living in a decent home, which 
they can afford, in a community where they want to live.  

4.145 Evidence showed that the advice set out in Circular 1/94 ‘Gypsy 
Sites and Planning’ failed to deliver adequate sites for gypsies and 
travellers in many areas of England over the last 10 years.  Circular 
01/2006 ‘Planning for Gypsy and Traveller Caravan Sites’ (Office of 
the Deputy Prime Minister, 2006) replaces Circular 1/94 and 
provides updated guidance on the planning aspects of finding sites 
for Gypsies and Travellers.  In summary, the Circular aims to:

• To create and support sustainable, respectful and inclusive 
communities where gypsies and travellers have fair access to 
suitable accommodation, education, health and welfare 
provision;

• Reduce the number of unauthorised encampments;
• Increase the number of sites with planning permission to 

address under-provision over next 3-5 years;
• Recognise, protect and facilitate the traditional travelling way of 

life of gypsies and travellers, whilst respecting the interests of 
the settled community;

• Underline the importance of assessing needs at regional and 
sub-regional level;

• Ensure that Development Plan Documents include policies to 
address need and identify sites and make provision;

• Promote more private Gypsy and Traveller provision through the 
planning system, while recognising that there will always be 
those who cannot provide their own sites;
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• Help avoid Gypsies and Travellers becoming homeless.

4.146 The Circular sets out the requirement for local authorities to 
undertake a Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Assessment 
(GTAA) to identify need.  The findings of the GTAA will then inform 
the following process:

• Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) will identify the number of 
pitches required for each local planning authority area in light of 
the GTAAs and a strategic view of needs across the region;  

• Number of pitches set out in the RSS should then be translated 
into specific site allocations in a local planning authorities DPD; 

• Core Strategies should set out criteria for the location of Gypsy 
and Traveller sites which will be used to guide the allocation of 
sites in the relevant DPD.  These criteria will also be used to 
meet unexpected demand.

• Allocate sufficient sites for Gypsies and Travellers, in terms of 
the number of pitches required in the RSS, in site allocations 
DPDs.

4.147 The Circular specifically states that criteria must not be used as an 
alternative to site allocations in DPDs where there is an identified 
need for pitches.  

4.148 As with Circular 1/94 relating to Gypsies and Travellers, evidence 
shows that advice set out in Circular 22/91 has failed to deliver 
adequate sites for Travelling Showpeople.  Circular 04/2007 
‘Planning for Travelling Showpeople’ replaces Circular 22/91.  It is 
the Government’s belief that the needs of Travelling Showpeople 
can best be met with a separate circular for the following reasons:
• Travelling showpeople do not in general share the same culture 

or traditions as Gypsies and Travellers;
• Sites for Travelling Showpeople are normally mixed residential 

and business use;
• The nature of Travelling Showpeople’s business means that 

equipment repairs and maintenance are necessary and can have 
a visual impact and can create noise in the immediate 
surrounding areas;

• For clarity and ease and to ensure that all relevant guidance on 
planning for Travelling Showpeople is contained within one 
document.

4.149 The accommodation needs of Travelling Showpeople should be 
assessed as part of GTAAs.  The data collected through the GTAA 
will inform the preparation of Development Plan Documents through 
the process described below:

• Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) will identify the number of 
pitches required for each local planning authority area in light of 
the GTAAs and a strategic view of needs across the region;  
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• Number of pitches set out in the RSS should then be translated 
into specific site allocations in one of the local planning 
authorities Development Plan Documents; 

• Core strategies should set out criteria for the location of 
Travelling Showpeople sites which will be used to guide the 
allocation of sites in the relevant DPD.  These criteria will also be 
used in respect to planning applications on allocated sites that 
may come forward;

• Allocate sufficient sites for travelling showpeople, in terms of the 
number of pitches required in the RSS, in a Site Allocations 
Development Plan Document.

4.150 As discussed, in order to assess the accommodation needs of 
Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Showpeople local authorities are 
required to undertake a GTAA.  The information from the GTAAs will 
feed into the RSS which will identify the number of pitches that 
each local authority will have to provide within their area.  The RSS 
is due to be adopted by the end of 2008.  However, due to the 
Partial Review of Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation and the 
formal consultation process, the Council envisages that the final 
allocation of pitches to local authorities will not take place until 
2009/10.

4.151 Other documents that have been had regard to are as follows:
• Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Assessments (DCLG, 2007)
• West Surrey Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Assessment 

(Undertaken by David Couttie Associates for Guildford, Surrey 
Heath and Waverley Borough Council’s, 2006)

What our evidence says
4.152 The Council has undertaken a joint GTAA with Guildford and 

Waverley Borough Councils.  The GTAA identified a need within the 
Borough for additional pitches for Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling 
Showpeople in line with the following:
• 19 pitches for Gypsies and Travellers between 2006 and 2011;
• 10 pitches for Travelling Showpeople between 2006 and 2011

4.153 This work has been submitted to the South East of England 
Regional Assembly for consideration as part of the partial Review of 
the South East Plan to consider the housing needs of the Travelling 
Community.  That work will consider whether the pitch requirement 
should be distributed on this basis or in accordance with alternative 
approaches being considered.  

What you have told us so far
4.154 Comments received identified the need for the allocation to be 

treated as a minimum and to continue to review the need for 
pitches post 2011 was raised.  That the Core Strategy should set 
out how the current backlog of unmet need is to be met.  A need to 
differentiate between permanent and transit sites was raised as was 
the retention and safeguarding of existing sites.            
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Preferred Approach  
4.155 The preferred approach of this policy is for the Council to make 

provision for additional pitches for gypsies, travellers and travelling 
showmen, in accordance with the numbers agreed and adopted in 
the South East Plan Partial Review.  The Council will identify and 
allocate sites as necessary within the Site Allocations Development 
Plan Document.  Criteria for allocating sites and assessing 
applications for new sites will be set out within the Development 
Management Policies

Other options considered  
4.156 The other options considered were as follows:  

• To not include a Core Strategic policy but include a criteria 
based Development Management policy.  This option was 
rejected as the requirement should be included in the same 
way as other elements of the Borough housing requirement. 

• To set a requirement for the number of pitches for Gypsies and 
Travellers and Travelling Showpeople. This option was 
rejected as guidance is needed for new sites which may come 
forward as windfalls.

Question 15

Do you agree with the preferred approach for Policy CP13 
set out above?  Should any of the rejected options be 
preferred? Are there any other matters that the Council 
should have considered in addition to those set out above? 

Policy CP14 Retail Hierarchy and Role of Town 
Centres

National, regional and local policy guidance
4.157 Planning Policy Statement 6:Planning for Town Centres (PPS6) 

advises that, set within the regional context, local planning 
authorities should actively plan for growth and manage change in 
town centres by:
• selecting appropriate existing centres to accommodate identified 

need for growth;
• managing the role and function of existing centres;
• planning for new centres of appropriate scale in areas of 

significant growth.
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4.158 Local planning authorities should set out a spatial vision and 
strategy for the network and hierarchy of centres, including local 
centres, within their area setting out how the role of different 
centres will contribute toward meeting the spatial vision for their 
area. Appendix 1 of PPS6 sets out the criteria for each level of the 
hierarchy.  

What our evidence says  
4.159 The Surrey Heath Retail Study 2007 found that Camberley fulfils 

the role of a major town centre and that there was further capacity 
for growth.  This is addressed in further detail in Policy CP14 below.  
The study found that Bagshot and Frimley successfully filled their 
roles as district shopping centres.  There was no indication that 
these centres could support any major expansion.  The study also 
looked at Chobham, Frimley Green, Lightwater and Windlesham 
and found that these functioned as local centres.  Bisley and West 
End were found to function only as neighbourhood centres.  The 
study did not look at Deepcut.  

What you have told us so far  
4.160 Comments received support the continuation of Bagshot and 

Frimley as District centres and Camberley as a major town centre.  
Concern has been expressed at the loss of local traders and 
replacement by chain stores and multiple national retailers.  
Concern has also been expressed at the deterioration of small local 
shopping parades and the spread of fast food outlets.  

Preferred Approach  
4.161 The preferred approach is to adopt a hierarchy based around the 

Spatial Strategy.  This would include recognition of the changing 
role of Deepcut.   

4.162 Within Surrey Heath the hierarchy of retail centres is as follows:
• Town - Camberley
• District – Bagshot and Frimley
• Local – Chobham, Deepcut, Frimley Green, Lightwater and 

Windlesham
• Neighbourhood includes Bisley and West End

4.163 The Town, District and Local Centres will be shown on the Key 
Diagram.  Further work will be undertaken for the Site Allocations 
DPD to review and identify the boundaries of, and primary and 
secondary frontages within, these centres.  In addition, local shops 
and parades of neighbourhood significance will also be identified in 
the Development Management policies.  

Other Options considered  
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4.164 The other option considered was to maintain the current hierarchy 
as per Local Plan policies S4 and S5.  This option was rejected 
because it failed to reflect the changing role of Deepcut centre 
following redevelopment of the Princess Royal Barracks site.

Question 16

Do you agree with the preferred approach for Policy CP14
set out above?  Should any of the rejected options be 
preferred? Are there any other matters that the Council 
should have considered in addition to those set out above? 

Policy CP15 Camberley Town Centre

National, regional and local policy guidance
4.165 Planning Policy Statement 6:Planning for Town Centres (PPS6) 

advises that, set within the regional context, local planning 
authorities should actively plan for growth and manage change in 
town centres by:
• selecting appropriate existing centres to accommodate identified 

need for growth;
• managing the role and function of existing centres;
• planning for new centres of appropriate scale in areas of 

significant growth.

4.166 Local planning authorities should set out a spatial vision and 
strategy for the network and hierarchy of centres, including local 
centres, within their area setting out how the role of different 
centres will contribute toward meeting the spatial vision for their 
area.  Appendix 1 of PPS6 sets out the criteria for each level of the 
hierarchy.  

4.167 Camberley is identified in the draft South East Plan as part of the 
strategic network of town centres in the south east, specifically a 
secondary regional centre.  These centres have a role as the focus 
for large scale developments, in particular: major retail 
developments, uses which attract large numbers of people, 
employment particularly large scale leisure and offices and a range 
of housing, where possible as part of mixed use developments.  
Major developments are classified as those for retail, employment, 
tourism/leisure and mixed use sites of 10ha or more (10,000square 
metres of gross floorspace).   Policy LO3 of the Surrey Structure 
Plan 2004 identified Camberley as one of six major town centres in 
Surrey and as having a role as a major all-purpose centre of 
importance for commerce, retail and leisure.  Policy LO8 aims to 
maintain the current retail hierarchy within Surrey.  Camberley is 
identified as a Group 2 centre that is of sub-regional importance. 
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What our evidence says  
4.168 A number of studies have been carried out for Camberley Town 

Centre: Blackwater Valley Shopping Study 1989; Camberley Town
Centre Retail study (by Donaldsons) 1994,and Retail and Leisure 
Assessment Report for Camberley (MVM) 1999.  The 1989 study 
found that Camberley competes with a number of similarly sized 
centres within the Blackwater Valley at Aldershot, Farnborough and 
Farnham.  That study identified 3 major development proposals in 
Camberley:
• Refurbishment of Main Square ( completed 1990) 
• Redevelopment of Land West of Park Street ( now under 

construction)
• Redevelopment of the London Road/ High Street frontage
That study considered that these would meet the retail needs of 
Camberley for the then foreseeable future.  

4.169 In 2007 the Surrey Heath Retail Study and subsequent 
supplementary report looked at the current market share of 
Camberley within its catchment area and found that to maintain 
this market share Camberley would need to enhance and expand its 
retail floorspace beyond that coming forward in The Atrium.  In 
particular a need for further comparison goods floorspace was 
identified. Again it was felt that this growth could be 
accommodated within the existing town centre boundary with 
refurbishment of parts of Main Square utilising some of the service 
areas and redevelopment of the London Road block. The study 
looked at the period up to 2026.  

4.170 The town centre has an important role as a centre for employment.  
However, the vacancy levels within the office market have been 
high in recent years as many buildings no longer meet modern
needs.  There are a number of opportunities for redevelopment 
within the town centre and a flexible approach to uses will be taken 
to facilitate redevelopment.   

4.171 Within the town centre many of the flats above shops are being lost 
as the needs of retailers change and also environmental conditions 
make such units unattractive.  However, the town centre represents 
an opportunity to achieve high density housing in a sustainable 
location.  In addition the town centre contains a number of edge of 
centre employment locations which may be better suited to 
residential use.  

What you have told us so far  
4.172 The public have, in the past, expressed concern at a perceived 

decline in the quality of shops on offer in the Town Centre and poor 
environmental quality.  The response to the Preferred Options work 
for the Town Centre supported the proposals for retail growth, 
environmental improvements and the recognition of the need to 
improve public transport.  There was support for more housing 
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subject to the provision of proper amenities and some limited loss 
of offices.  

Preferred Approach  
4.173 The preferred approach is the high growth option of 54,000 square 

metres, up until 2021. This includes The Atrium plus some 
improvements to Main Square and large scale redevelopment of 
London Road frontage – this would increase current market share in 
the primary catchment area by 10% and maintain market share in 
the secondary catchment area.  In addition some loss of 
employment in offices and industrial  uses (Use Classes B1 – B8) 
would be allowed.   Overall employment would remain the same as 
growth would occur in the retail sector. This would also allow some 
sites to come forward for redevelopment for housing. From a base 
date of 2006, the town centre could provide at least 400 new units.  
This will be taken forward through the Camberley Town Centre Area 
Action Plan which will identify specific sites for development.  

Other Options considered  
4.174 Other options considered were as follows:

• To allow for low retail growth of 13,000 square metres, up until 
2021. This would account only for The Atrium and would result 
in a reduced market share in the primary and secondary 
catchment areas.  

 
• Medium retail growth of 33,000 square metres, up until 2021.  

This would include The Atrium, some improvements to Main 
Square and small scale redevelopment of London Road frontage.  
This would maintain current market share in the primary and 
secondary catchment areas. However, over the last ten years 
market share has been lost to bigger centres such as Guildford 
and Reading.  Maintaining current market share would not 
recover the position of Camberley within its catchment area.  

• To maintain current levels of employment floorspace for B1 –
B8, this would not provide flexibility in the use of land within the 
town centre.  The aim is to promote employment and this can be 
achieved in other ways.

Question 17

Do you agree with the preferred approach for Policy CP17 
set out above?  Should any of the rejected options be 
preferred? Are there any other matters that the Council 
should have considered in addition to those set out above? 
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Policy CP16 Employment

National, regional and local policy guidance
4.175 Planning Policy Guidance Note 4 : Industrial and Commercial 

Development and Small Firms (1992) (PPG4) aims to encourage 
continued economic development that is compatible with 
environmental objectives.  Draft Planning Policy Statement 4; 
Planning for Sustainable Economic Development (2007)  although 
not approved suggests approaches based on guidance on 
undertaking Employment Land Reviews.  In particular it advises 
that local planning authorities should use a wide evidence base to 
understand existing and future business needs.  Policies should 
support sustainable economic development.  Local planning 
authorities should plan for and facilitate a supply of land to cater for 
the differing needs of business and expected employment needs.   

4.176 RPG9 advises that development plans should take account of the 
regional economic strategy.  Within the Western Policy area, which 
includes Surrey Heath, positive strategies should be developed for 
areas where economic growth is constrained by labour or land 
shortages.  In “hotspots” specific policies should be identified to 
tackle local problems.   

4.177 The draft South East Plan requires local planning authorities to 
assess the employment needs of the local economy and workforce.  
Within those parts of the region that are the most economically 
successful the Plan seeks to maintain and enhance competitiveness.  
The Western Corridor and Blackwater Valley, which includes Surrey 
Heath, is identified as one of the economically successful areas.  
Threats to sustainable economic growth are identified as:
• Congestion and delay on the area’s transport systems
• Shortages of labour with the appropriate skills
• The high cost of housing in the area (which in turn increases 

employers’ costs and threatens competitiveness)
• Pressure on essential services and infrastructure (which in turn 

threatens the attraction of the area to employees and employers 
alike).

4.178 At the time of writing, the Report of the Examination in Public of the 
South East Plan is still under consideration by the government.  The 
Report recommends an early partial review of the Plan to address 
the weaknesses around economic strategy and lack of guidance on 
the scale and location of new employment land.   

4.179 The Regional Economic Strategy 2006 – 2026 addresses the 
economy of the greater South East and advises that: “the vast 
commercial base of the Thames Valley, North and West Surrey 
(reaching as far as Guildford) and North East Hampshire.  This area 
has a legacy of high-tech innovation and a rich range of research 
spread across the sub-region in universities, public sector 
institutions and companies, large and small.  The high number of 
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research intensive corporations with head offices in or close to the 
region (with Heathrow as the principal magnet) is a distinctive 
economic characteristic of the sub-region.  Although many locate 
their research elsewhere, such corporations make a significant 
contribution to the innovation process through commercialisation.  
Together with London and the Oxford to Cambridge Arc, the 
Thames Valley has the potential to anchor a national innovation 
cluster for the UK”.  

4.180 It identifies the Inner South East which includes North and West 
Surrey and North East Hampshire as a particularly strong 
performing economic area.  It identifies however that the resident 
skills base is not strong.  In respect of the Blackwater Valley it 
states that:  “The Blackwater Valley straddles the boundary 
between North East Hampshire and West Surrey. It is influenced by 
the economic dynamics of the Thames Valley, North West Surrey 
and Heathrow Airport. The issues facing the area include the need 
to support the development of the knowledge economy, in 
particular in terms of Aerospace and Defence. Connectivity, 
particularly by road and rail, and local labour and skills supply are 
also an issue, and these need to be addressed if the area is to 
remain competitive.”  

4.181 The Surrey Structure Plan 2004 advises that development needs for 
employment growth should be met primarily through the re-use of 
suitably located land.  There should be an appropriate range and 
mix of premises.  Employment land allocations should be reviewed.  

What our evidence says  
4.182 The work undertaken so far on employment shows that over 60% 

of all businesses in the Borough are located in the western urban 
area.  The Borough reflects the trend throughout the South East of 
a loss of industrial floorspace and growth of offices.  Surrey Heath 
ranks highly as a prosperous area 19th out of 408 local authorities.  
Unemployment is low, the claimant rate in Surrey Heath at May 
2008 was 0.6% compared with 2.2% nationally.  Information from 
the Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings shows that on average 
employees working in the Borough earn less than those residents 
who commute out of the Borough to work.  Analysis of floorspace 
availability suggests that the quality of available floorspace is 
relatively poor compared to the wider Blackwater Valley.  The 
market also shows a preference for workspace that can be used 
flexibly between office, industry and warehousing (B1, B2 and B8).  
The older nature of many units in Surrey Heath does not 
accommodate this flexibility.  This suggests that there is a need to 
improve the quality of floorspace to attract high quality employers 
and attract back the skills lost through out commuting of the 
resident labour supply.  

4.183 Further work is currently being undertaken on the Employment 
Land Review.  
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What you have told us so far  
4.184 Responses to previous consultations, have said that new 

employment development should not increase commuting in the 
Borough, new development for jobs should be primarily in the 
urban areas making the best use of existing locations.  Poorly 
located sites should be allowed to change to other uses.  There 
should be a recognition of the need to maintain jobs in rural areas 
for local people.  

 

Preferred Approach  
4.185 The preferred approach is to base an approach around a review of 

employment needs.  This approach would protect the Core 
Employment  areas whilst allowing the loss of less suitably located 
sites.  Limited expansion of industrial estates would be permitted 
where appropriate and new employment provision will come 
forward as part of the redevelopment of Deepcut.  Core 
Employment Areas will remain as identified in the Local Plan.  Core 
Employment Sites and any new allocations will be identified through 
the Site Allocations Development Plan Document

4.186 The issue of flexibility of uses will be addressed through 
Development Management policies.  

Other Options considered  
4.187 The other option considered was to maintain current policies of 

protecting all employment land and Core Employment Areas and
make no provision for new areas.  This option fails to address loss 
of employment land as unsuitably located sites are redeveloped for 
new homes.

Question 18

Do you agree with the preferred approach for Policy CP16 
set out above?  Should any of the rejected options be 
preferred? Are there any other matters that the Council 
should have considered in addition to those set out above? 

Policy CP17 Biodiversity and Nature Conservation

4.188 A simple definition of biodiversity is “ the variety of life forms, the 
ecological roles they play, and the genetic diversity they contain”
(Wilcox 1984).  
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National, regional and local policy guidance  
4.189 The Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c) Regulations 1994 ( as 

amended in 2007) provide the procedure and priorities for 
implementing the EU Directives for Wild Birds and Habitats as 
summarised below.  Under these regulations  ‘Appropriate 
Assessments’ are required where a plan or proposal would be likely 
to have a significant effect on a European site, this includes 
development plan documents.   

4.190 The (EU) Wild Birds Directive (79/409/EEC): This directive sets out 
a “Protection Scheme” for all of Europe’s wild birds. This directive 
requires the designation of Special Protection Areas for threatened 
and migratory bird species. The Special Protection Areas are 
“scientifically identified areas critical for the survival of the targeted 
species”.  

4.191 The (EU) Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC):  The main aim of this 
Directive is to “promote the maintenance of biodiversity, taking 
account of economic, social, cultural and regional requirements”. 
This directive allows the designation of Special Areas of 
Conservation which will restore and maintain natural habitats and 
species to a ‘favourable’ condition. This directive introduced the 
Natura 2000 network and includes Special Protection Areas within 
this.  This Directive introduced the need for Appropriate 
Assessments.  

4.192 The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 in Part III improves 
the protection and management of SSSI’s by introducing new and 
enhanced powers for Natural England. It also places public bodies 
under a statutory duty to further the conservation and 
enhancement of SSSI’s, and increases penalties for deliberate 
damage to SSSI’s. It should be noted that SSSI’s are designated by 
Natural England under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. Part 
III also includes measures to give greater protection to wildlife, by 
strengthening the legal protection for threatened species and 
bringing up-to-date the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.  These 
Acts have been partly superceded by the Natural Environment and 
Rural Communities Bill 2006 which introduces a duty of care for 
biodiversity.  

4.193 Planning Policy Statement 9: “Biodiversity and Geological 
Conservation”, this guidance is accompanied by Circular 06/2005 
and together they set out the Government's objectives for nature 
conservation, and the framework for safeguarding  natural heritage 
under domestic and European Union law.  

4.194 RPG 9 gives priority to protecting areas designated at international 
or national level for their intrinsic nature conservation value.  It 
seeks to maintain and enhance biodiversity through positive action.  
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4.195 The South East Plan seeks to conserve and enhance biodiversity.  
Areas of Strategic Opportunity for biodiversity improvement have 
been identified, this includes the areas of lowland heath that cover 
much of Surrey Heath.  

4.196 The Surrey Structure Plan 2004 seeks to conserve biodiversity.  The 
draft South East Plan includes policies to protect biodiversity.  

4.197 The Surrey Biodiversity Action Plan focuses on county level 
protection for biodiversity. It localises national targets to ensure 
that regional biodiversity conservation programmes will be effective 
in dealing with local issues.  Through local partnerships, the plan 
also seeks to raise “awareness of the need for biodiversity 
conservation in the local context”.  This includes an action plan for 
the heathland.  Action for the heathland will include assessing how 
restored heathland can be used to meet targets and also its use as 
an accessible natural green space.  

What our evidence says  
4.198 Biodiversity has been identified as a major issue in the Borough due 

to the internationally important heathland it contains and the 
pressure that is placed on it by housing development. The sites 
designated as European sites cover approximately 18% of the 
Borough and much of the area surrounding the Borough.  In 
particular there is a need to protect the habitat of three species of 
birds, these are the Dartford warbler, the woodlark and the 
nightjar.   The Examination in Public for the South East Plan 
incorporated a parallel set of Assessor hearings to consider the 
evidence put forward in respect of the effect upon new development 
arising from the need to avoid significant effect upon the Thames 
Basins Heaths Special Protection Area. The Assessor supported the 
need to provide avoidance measures to ensure no likely significant 
effect arose from new development.  

4.199 In order to conserve and enhance biodiversity within the Borough, 
the damage and fragmentation of habitats and species must be 
avoided. This includes habitats and species within parts of the 
Borough that have not been designated or identified as significant.
New developments will be expected, where appropriate, to 
incorporate nature conservation interests and provide opportunities 
for the enhancement of habitats and species.  

What you have told us so far   
4.200 Virtually all responses to past consultations have supported the 

need to protect biodiversity.  However, some from both the public 
and the development industry have cautioned against imposing 
unreasonable requirements upon new development and expressed 
concern that all new development could be prevented.  
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Preferred Approach  
4.201 The preferred approach is to have a locally distinct policy for 

European and national sites and to identify and protect local sites of 
importance for biodiversity.  The policy wording would include 
provision for the 400 metre buffer and avoidance/ mitigation 
measures in accordance with the approach being developed through 
the Thames Basin Heaths Joint Strategic Framework but also 
reflecting the needs of the Thursley, Ash, Pirbright and Chobham 
Special Area of Conservation.  

4.202 A policy wording and approach is suggested below.    

4.203 The Borough Council will conserve and enhance biodiversity within 
Surrey Heath.  New development will be required to contribute to 
the protection, management and, where appropriate, enhancement 
of biodiversity within the Borough.  

4.204 Particular regard will be had to the following hierarchy of important 
sites and habitats within the Borough:
a)  Special Protection Areas(SPA) and Special Areas of Conservation 
(SAC) (International)
b)  Sites of Special Scientific Interest and National Nature Reserves 
(National)
c)  Sites of Nature Conservation Importance, Ancient Woodland and 
Local Nature Reserves (Local)

4.205 The Borough Council will not permit any development which either 
alone, or in combination with other schemes, has or is likely to have 
a significant effect upon those areas designated as a SPA or SAC.    

Residential Development  
4.206 Within 400 metres of the SPA or SAC no new residential 

development will be permitted.  Within the rest of the Borough only 
residential development which avoids any significant adverse effect 
or , where appropriate, contributes toward or provides mitigation to 
the required standard will be permitted.   

Non-residential development  
4.207 Non-residential development will be required to demonstrate that it 

would not have or be likely to have a significant effect on the SPA 
or SAC either alone or in combination with other plans or projects.  

4.208 Of the above sites only Sites of Nature Conservation Importance 
and Local Nature Reserves are designated by Surrey Heath Borough 
Council.  Identification of sites is carried out in accordance with the 
Surrey County Council draft Supplementary Planning Guidance 
“Biodiversity and Nature Conservation”.  Sites are designated in 
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consultation with the Surrey Wildlife Trust and Surrey Nature 
Conservation Liaison Group.  

4.209 Sites will be identified as part of the work on the Site Allocations 
Development Plan Document.  Regard will also be had to the best 
practice guidance being developed by DEFRA on the development 
and management of local sites systems.  Ancient Woodland and 
Local Nature Reserves will be identified where they are not already 
subject to another designation such as an SNCI.   

4.210 Planning applications for development affecting sites of importance 
for biodiversity will be determined in accordance with the principles 
set out in these documents.  Detailed criteria-based policies will be 
set out in the Development Management Policies.

Other Options considered
4.211 The other options considered were as follows:

• To have no policy, this would have failed to address the local 
issues arising from biodiversity and the impact upon new 
development.

• To have a locally distinct policy for European/ national sites, this 
approach failed to address the issue of protecting sites of local 
importance for biodiversity.

Question 19

Do you agree with the preferred approach for Policy CP17 
set out above?  Should any of the rejected options be 
preferred? Are there any other matters that the Council 
should have considered in addition to those set out above? 

Policy CP18 Countryside

National, regional and local policy guidance
4.212 Planning Policy Guidance Note 2: Green Belts (1995) (PPG2)

advises that the fundamental aim of Green Belt is to prevent urban 
sprawl by keeping land open, the most Important attribute of Green 
Belt is its openness.  The essential characteristic of Green Belts is 
their permanence and boundaries should be altered only in 
exceptional circumstances.  
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4.213 Planning Policy Statement 7: Sustainable Development in Rural 
Areas (2004) (PPS7) includes the following amongst its objectives:
• To raise the quality of life and the environment in rural areas 

through the promotion of:
• More sustainable patterns of development:
• Sustainable, diverse and adaptable agriculture sectors 

4.214 PPS7 advises that local development documents should identify and 
focus new development within local service centres.  Policies should 
allow for some limited development in other rural settlements to 
meet local needs.  Policies should support and plan for local 
services, including criteria to prevent the loss of important village 
services.  Within the open countryside between settlements there 
should be a positive framework to support sustainable 
development, the quality and character of the countryside should 
be protected.  There is support for the re-use of appropriately 
located and suitably constructed existing buildings.  Policies should 
include criteria permitting the conversion and re-use of buildings 
and for the replacement of buildings including where this would not 
be acceptable.   

4.215 RPG9 advises that the quality and character of the rural 
environment should be maintained and enhanced.  Rural 
communities should be sustained.   

4.216 The South East Plan supported positive and high quality 
management of the open countryside.  Policy CC10a sought to 
retain Green Belts within the region.  Policy CC10b made provision 
for the identification of Strategic Gaps.  The Report of the Panel on 
the Examination in Public accepted in principle the inclusion of a 
policy on Strategic Gaps. However, the Proposed Changes have 
deleted any reference to Strategic Gaps in policy and advised that 
they are unnecessary. 

4.217 Surrey Structure Plan 2004 seeks to protect the countryside and 
Green Belt. The Blackwater Valley Strategic Gap is recognised in 
Policy LO1.  

What our evidence says  
4.218 The Countryside continues to be an important aspect of the 

Boroughs character.  The defining characteristic is the presence of 
the heathland much of which is protected as European sites.  The 
Spatial Strategy for the Borough addresses the issue of whether 
there is a need to amend the Green Belt boundaries to release land 
for housing development.  The evidence from the Housing Land 
Availability Assessment work undertaken to date suggests that 
there is no need to review the Green Belt boundary in the period up 
to 2031.  This is, however, dependent on being able to achieve an 
avoidance/mitigation strategy for the European sites that allows 
land within settlements to continue to come forward for 
development.  
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4.219 The Strategic Gap will be looked at jointly with Rushmoor as part of 
work for a Landscape Character Assessment.   

What you have told us so far  
4.220 There is general support for the retention and protection of 

countryside, the Green Belt and the Blackwater Valley Strategic 
Gap.  Clarification is needed on the role of existing large developed 
sites in the Green Belt and Countryside.  There should be policies to 
support the role of the countryside as a multifunctional resource 
and to promote green networks and spaces.   

Preferred Approach  
4.221 The preferred approach is to retain the Green Belt as currently 

defined but delete the Blackwater Valley Strategic Gap.  The 
settlement of Chobham will continue to be “washed over” by Green 
Belt.  Site specific policies such as those for Areas of Landscape 
Importance will be included in a Site Allocations Development Plan 
Document.  

4.222 Sites in West End and Windlesham have previously been reserved 
from the Green Belt for future development needs.  The need for 
these sites will be reviewed through the housing sites allocations 
work for the Site Allocations Development Plan Document.  In the 
event that no need for the development of these sites is found to 
exist the Borough Council will return these sites into the Green Belt.  
In considering the circumstances necessary to support such a 
change to the Green Belt boundary, the Borough Council will have 
regard to the following criteria based upon the requirements of 
PPG2 :
• The sustainability of these sites;
• The requirement to meet longer term development needs;
• The relationship of the sites to the broad location of 

development within the plan period and beyond;

Other Options considered
4.223 Other policy options considered were as follows:

• To make no change to the Green Belt or the Strategic Gap, this 
approach would not be in accordance with the proposed changes 
to the South East Plan.

• To review the Green Belt and maintain the Strategic Gap.  The 
evidence from the Housing Land Availability Assessment work 
undertaken to date suggests that there is no need to review the 
Green Belt boundary in the period up to 2031.  Accordingly no 
exceptional circumstances are felt to arise that warrant a review 
of the Green Belt boundary at this time.  
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Question 20

Do you agree with the preferred approach for Policy CP18 
set out above?  Should any of the rejected options be 
preferred? Are there any other matters that the Council 
should have considered in addition to those set out above? 

Policy CP19 Green Infrastructure

4.224 Green Infrastructure is the network of open spaces within the 
Borough and the links between them.  

National, regional and local policy guidance  
4.225 Planning Policy Guidance Note 17: Planning for Open Space, Sport 

and Recreation recognises that open spaces and the activities they 
support underpin people’s quality of life.  

4.226 The Proposed Changes to the South East Plan introduce a new 
policy for Green Infrastructure. The policy advises that designation
and management of green infrastructure will be particularly 
important in areas close to sites of international ecological 
importance.  

4.227 Areas that are identified as possibly forming part of networks of 
Green Infrastructure include:  
• Parks and gardens, including urban parks, country parks and 

formal gardens.  
• Natural and semi-natural urban green spaces, including 

woodlands urban forestry, scrub, grasslands (e.g. downlands, 
commons and meadows) wetlands, open and running water, 
wastelands and derelict open land and rock areas (e.g. cliffs, 
quarries and pits).

• Green corridors, including river and canal banks, cycleways and 
rights of way.  

• Outdoor sports facilities (with natural or artificial surfaces and 
either publicly or privately owned) – including tennis courts, 
bowling greens, sports pitches, golf courses, athletics tracks, 
school and other institutional playing fields, and other outdoor 
sports areas.

• Amenity green space (most commonly, but not exclusively in 
housing areas) – including informal recreation spaces, green 
spaces in and around housing, domestic gardens and village 
greens.  

• Provision for children and teenagers, including play areas, 
skateboard parks, outdoor basketball hoops, and other more 
informal areas (e.g. “hanging out” areas, teenage shelters).

• Allotments, community gardens and city (urban) farms.  
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• Cemeteries and churchyards.  
• Accessible countryside in urban fringe areas.  
• River and canal corridors.

What our evidence says
4.228 Within and immediately surrounding the Borough are large areas of        

international ecological importance, in particular those areas 
forming part of the Thames Basin Heaths Special Protection Area 
(SPA). In considering proposals for new development within the 
Borough, the council is requested to ensure that no harm will arise 
to these internationally important sites. The Borough Council is 
working as part of a Joint Strategic Partnership of other local 
authorities affected by the SPA, together with SEERA, Natural 
England, the wildlife trusts and other organisations to find ways of 
ensuring harm does not occur to the SPA. Within Surrey Heath 
much of the SPA is Common Land and accessible to the public. The 
effect of increased recreational use of these areas arising from new 
development is a particular concern. The approach being adopted is 
to identify Suitable Accessible Natural Green Spaces (SANGS) to act 
as alternative recreational resources to the SPA. Alongside this, the 
green network of footpaths, bridleways and adjacent areas to public 
open space will be enhanced.  

What you have told us so far  
4.229 This policy matter has not previously been the subject of public 

consultation.  

Preferred Approach  
4.230 The preferred approach is to retain the current Local Plan Policy 

approach of identifying and protecting Green Spaces in settlement 
areas, together with those seeking to preserve informal open space 
and the use of the Blackwater Valley. In addition to identify SANGS 
and an associated Green network.  

4.231 This will be supported by the identification of Green Spaces and 
SANGS in the Site Allocations DPD together with supporting SPD to 
address other aspects of this policy.  

Other Options Considered
4.232 Other policy options considered were as follow:

• To maintain the current approach in Local Plan Policy. This 
approach fails to address the need for SANGS or the supporting 
Green Network. 

• To maintain the current approach in Local Plan Policy and 
include SANGS. This approach fails to address the need to 
identify a supporting Green Network.
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Question 21

Do you agree with the preferred approach for Policy CP19
set out above?  Should any of the rejected options be 
preferred? Are there any other matters that the Council 
should have considered in addition to those set out above? 
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5 Introduction to the Development 
Management Policies

5.1 This section of the Development Plan Document sets out the 
Development Management Policies, by which all proposals will be 
considered.

5.2 Once adopted, Local Development Documents (LDD’s) forming the 
Surrey Heath Local Development Framework (LDF) along with the 
regional spatial strategy (The South East Plan) will form the 
development plan for the Borough, replacing the current saved 
Surrey Heath Local Plan 2000, saved Surrey Structure Plan 2004 
and current Regional Planning Guidance for the South East (RPG9, 
2001). This means that all the policies currently saved in the Surrey 
Heath Local Plan 2000, which number over 130, those saved in the 
Surrey Structure Plan and within RPG9 will be replaced by the 
Surrey Heath LDF and South East Plan. 

5.3 As such in the future all proposals will be considered against 
policies within The South East Plan, Surrey Heath LDF and guidance 
issued nationally in planning policy statements, guidance notes and 
Circulars.

5.4 The initial Planning Policy Statement 12: Local Development 
Frameworks, set out that a DPD of development control policies 
within a local development framework should: -

‘Contain a limited suite of policies which should set out the criteria 
against which planning for the development and use of land and 
buildings will be considered’

5.5 Planning Policy Statement 12 has now been revised and makes 
clear that DPD’s other than the Core Strategy should not be used to 
take its place. However PPS12 does state that: -

‘In order to aid delivery of sustainable development, the local 
planning authority may prepare other development plan documents 
to provide additional detail which would not be suitable in a core 
strategy and which requires the status of the development plan’.

5.6 The old style system of local plans and structure plans set out a raft 
of detailed policies by which proposals were assessed with the 
emphasis placed on controlling development. The new style 
planning system however, places emphasis on how development 
can be managed in order that the overall strategic vision and 
objectives set out in the Core Strategy as well as measures set out 
in the Borough’s community plan or sustainable community 
strategy can be realised. What this means in reality are fewer, less 
detailed policies on how development will be assessed. Instead 
policies should concentrate on measures that are generic in nature 
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and applicable to all development, such as good design, 
sustainability and reducing flood risk.  

5.7 The purpose of the development management policies therefore is 
to provide additional policy detail in order to assist in the 
consideration of proposals, in tandem with other LDF documents 
such as the Core Strategy, as well as national and regional policy. 

5.8 Given that there is now an emphasis on considering proposals 
against the development plan as a whole, that is to say against 
national, regional and local policies, any policies set out within this 
section of the DPD, should be locally distinctive and expand upon 
but not merely repeat national or regional policy or those contained 
within the Core Strategy section, although they must be in 
conformity with them. As such there will be some issues and areas 
that will not be covered by a proposed policy approach. Where an 
approach has not been set out in this section of the DPD, it is 
considered that national planning policy; regional planning policy 
and/or Core Strategy approaches can be used to guide 
development. Therefore the approach to areas such as those listed 
in the table below will be to rely on other policy advice in the main; 
however the generic nature of the policy approaches set out in this 
document will mean that they could apply to some of the areas 
below such as sustainable design/general design, locations for 
development, etc.  

Subject Policy Advice
Listed Buildings & 
Conservation Areas

National 
Planning Policy Guidance Note15: Planning 
and the Historic Environment

Regional
draft South East Plan policies BE1, BE7

Archaeology in 
general

National
Planning Policy Guidance Note16: 
Archaeology and Planning

Regional
draft South East Plan policy BE7

Ancient Monuments National
Planning Policy Guidance Note 16:
Archaeology and Planning

Regional
Draft South East Plan policy BE7

Advertisements National
Planning Policy Guidance Note 19: Outdoor 
Advertisement Control
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Circular 03/2007: Town & Country Planning 
(Control of Advertisements)(England) 
Regulations 2007

Local
Additional criteria for the control of 
advertisements in Camberley Town Centre 
will be set out in a Camberley Town Centre 
Area Action Plan (AAP)

Pollution 
Management, 
including 
contaminated land, 
noise, odour, air 
quality etc

National
Planning Policy Statement 23: Planning & 
Pollution Control
Planning Policy Guidance Note 24: Planning 
& Noise

Regional, 
Draft South East Plan policies NRM1, NRM7, 
NRM8

Telecommunications National
Planning Policy Guidance Note 8: 
Telecommunications

Residential/Non-
Residential Parking 
Standards

National
Planning Policy Guidance Note 13: 

Regional
County Standards

Tourism National
Good Practice Guide on Planning for Tourism 
May 2006 

Regional
draft South East Plan policies TSR2, TSR4, 
TSR5, TSR6, TSR7

Out of Centre Retail 
Development

National 
Planning Policy Statement 6: Planning for 
Town Centres

Regional
Draft South East Plan policies TC4

Question 22

Do you think that the above policy areas should be reflected 
in a development management policy and if so why? Please 
bear in mind that if a policy repeats and does not add to 
national or regional policy advice it should not be included.
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5.9 The Development Management preferred approaches have been 
formed alongside and in parallel with the Core Strategy preferred 
approaches. The Development Management preferred approaches
will follow and correspond to the themes of the Core Strategy and 
relate back to its preferred approaches. This is to aid coherence and 
consistency of the document as a whole. 

5.10 Whilst forming the Development Management preferred approaches 
and options, regard has been had to the Core Strategy objectives 
and vision and how the options in this section can support these 
whilst framed against the ‘hook’ of the Core Policies, that is, how 
the Development Management approaches can support the Core 
Strategy approaches, to achieve the vision and objectives. 

5.11 Each development management option has been set out as an 
approach to the policy area covered, with possible policy wording 
drafted for some policy approaches. Account has been taken of 
National/Regional policy advice, evidence base studies, issues 
arising from sustainability appraisal work and comments received to 
a previous Development Control Policies DPD Issues & Options 
Paper.

5.12 Policies that deal specifically with development within the boundary 
of Camberley Town Centre will be set out within a Camberley Town 
Centre Area Action Plan (AAP). Therefore any proposal within the 
boundary of Camberley Town Centre as defined by the AAP, will be 
covered by any eventual policies in the AAP and this DPD.

5.13 It should also be noted that the broad locations for development as 
set out under the Core Strategy preferred approaches and other 
specifically allocated sites will also have separate policy advice for 
guiding development, contained within a Site Allocations DPD, 
which should be read in conjunction with this DPD once adopted, 
and possibly further Area Action Plans or Supplementary Planning 
Documents (SPD).

5.14 When assessing the policy approaches in this document, it should 
be borne in mind that some approaches will be phrased positively, 
generally setting out support for development where it would help 
to achieve core policies and objectives, and some approaches will 
be more restrictive, where it is felt the core policies and objectives 
seek restraint.
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6 The Development Management Policies

DM1 – Development Principles

National, Regional and Local Policy Guidance
6.1 Planning Policy Statement 1: Delivering Sustainable Development

sets out the overarching principles for the delivery of sustainable 
development. The PPS makes reference to the prudent use of 
natural resources, which includes the use of land.

6.2 Planning Policy Guidance Note 2: Green Belts and Planning Policy 
statement 7: Sustainable Development in Rural Areas set out a 
general presumption against development within rural and green 
belt areas, aside from certain types of development.

6.3 The vision contained within current regional policy RPG9, sets a 
focus on urban renaissance, promoting regeneration and renewal 
and concentrating development in urban areas, and this is reflected 
in Policy Q1. Key principles of RPG9 are also protection of the 
countryside from inappropriate development, and at the same time 
supporting measures to sustain its economy and communities, 
which is reflected in Policies Q7, E3 and E6.

6.4 Policy CC8a of the draft South East Plan sets out that local 
authorities should see the prime focus for development within 
urban areas. Policy CC10a states that the regions Green Belts will 
be retained and supported and Policy CC10b sets out that 
development should only be permitted within identified strategic 
gaps where it would not compromise the fundamental integrity or 
purpose of the gap.

6.5 The Panel undertaking the South East Plan Examination in Public 
(EIP) endorsed the urban focus set out in policy CC8a. However, 
they set out that whilst the general extent of the Green Belt in 
policy CC10a should be protected, selective reviews of its 
boundaries should be undertaken, including more local reviews. The 
Panel also recommended that policy CC10b be re-written to require 
evidence of why general countryside policies could not protect 
strategic gaps. 

6.6 The Secretary of State has now published proposed changes to the 
draft South East Plan in light of the Panel’s report and 
recommendations. The Secretary of State has considered that draft 
policies CC8a and CC10a should be amended and moved to the 
spatial strategy section of the plan, renamed as policies SP3 and 
SP5 and that policy CC10b should be deleted. The amendments 
however, still retain an urban focus for development within the 
South East region
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6.7 The saved Surrey Structure Plan 2004, states that new 
development will continue to be focussed in urban areas, and aims 
to protect the openness and character of the countryside, whilst 
meeting the needs of the rural community. Policy LO1 of the 
Structure Plan reinforces the ideal that development should be 
concentrated within existing urban areas.

What Our Evidence Says
6.8 The approaches to the overall spatial strategy and settlement 

hierarchy have been set out within the Core Strategy section of this 
DPD. The overall spatial strategy approach has informed the 
development of this preferred approach.

What You Have Told Us So Far
6.9 In general, comments have been received which highlight that the 

countryside should be protected from development, but that some 
development could be acceptable such as for community use. 
However, there were some comments that the countryside 
designation under the saved Local Plan should be reviewed to allow 
further development. 

6.10 It was also generally accepted that there should be no definition of 
what could constitute ‘very special circumstances’ for development 
within the Green Belt.

Preferred Approach

6.11 The preferred approach seeks to support Core Strategy objectives 1 
and 12 and core policy preferred approaches CP1, CP2, CP3, CP7 
and CP18.

6.12 The preferred approach of this policy will be to direct development 
to the most sustainable locations, whilst giving expression to the 
scale of development proposed and whether it would be acceptable 
within its location i.e. development should be of a scale 
commensurate with its location within the settlement hierarchy. The 
preferred approach will also set out general protection for Green 
Belt and countryside locations, by restricting development in these 
areas to certain land uses.

6.13 Reason: It is considered that a single policy can adequately set out 
the general principles of development for different land designations 
in the Borough. It is also considered that one policy would avoid 
repetition and aid coherence and consistency.

6.14 Possible policy wording could be along the lines of: -
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6.15 ‘Development will generally be supported within settlement areas, 
where it is of a scale commensurate to a location’s standing within 
the settlement hierarchy as set out in Core Policy 2. 

6.16 Outside of settlement areas, including the Green Belt, development 
will be restricted to: -

(i) Development (including dwellings) essential for agriculture or 
forestry; and

(ii) Development for an appropriate diversification of an existing 
agricultural use; and

(iii) Essential small scale facilities for outdoor sport and 
recreation, cemeteries, nature conservation and other uses 
which retain or enhance the open, rural and undeveloped 
character of the locality.

(iv) The re-use of buildings of sound structural merit; and

(v) Limited extension to existing dwellings; and

(vi) Replacement dwellings; and

(vii) Outbuildings within the curtilage of existing residential units 
which are small in scale and ancillary to the existing 
residential unit; and

(viii) Housing to meet the rural exceptions policy or where not in 
the Green Belt to meet the needs of Gypsies and Travellers; 
and

(ix) Engineering or other operations or the material change of use 
of land which would not prejudice the open, rural and 
undeveloped character of the area.’

Other Options Considered
6.17 Include separate policies for settlement areas with general 

acceptance and for rural areas with general restrictions.  This option 
has not been preferred because it is considered that two separate 
policies would dilute the focus of separating where development is 
likely to be generally supported and generally restricted.

6.18 To have no development management policy on development 
principles but rely on core policies only.  This option is not preferred 
as the spatial strategy and preferred approaches identified in the 
Core Strategy section are strategic in nature and require a finer 
definition for the guiding principles of development.
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6.19 Maintain Local Plan policies UE3, UE4, RE2, RE3, RE4, RE5, RE6, 
RE7, RE8, RE9, RE17.  This option is not preferred as it would 
merely be a continuation of existing Local Plan policies which may 
require updating to reflect updated national and regional policy 
advice. Also, a continuation of the many policies set out above 
would not lead to greater clarity or coherence of the DPD as a 
whole and is likely to merely repeat national and regional policy 
guidance.

Question 23

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out or should 
any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there any 
options that the Council should have considered in addition 
to the above?

DM2 – New Dwellings in the Countryside & Green 
Belt

National, Regional and Local Policy Guidance
6.20 Planning Policy Guidance Note 2: Green Belts, sets out a general 

presumption against development within Green Belt locations, aside 
from specific types of development, which includes buildings for 
agriculture or forestry, including dwellings associated with such 
uses.

6.21 Planning Policy Statement 7: Sustainable Development in Rural 
Areas sets out that new isolated dwellings within the countryside 
require special justification. Annex A of PPS7 sets out stringent 
requirements which would need to be demonstrated in order to 
allow a new dwelling in the countryside which is associated with an 
agricultural, forestry or other occupational use linked to a rural 
based enterprise.

6.22 There are no policies at regional level which specifically mention 
isolated new dwellings in the countryside, although support is given 
to the rural economy. Policy DN16 of the Surrey Structure Plan 
gives support to agricultural diversification and policy LO4 states 
that development will be permitted where it is required for 
agriculture or forestry.

What Our Evidence Says
6.23 The Borough contains several properties with occupational 

conditions and ties attached to them, some of which have been 
placed on occupational dwellings in connection with equestrian 
related development.
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6.24 The Council considers that a policy is required to expand upon 
national and regional policy with respect to these issues, including 
proposals to remove such conditions.

What You Have Told Us So Far
6.25 There have been no specific comments relating to new dwellings 

associated with agriculture or forestry, although a comment has 
been raised that a policy is required to ensure that any dwelling 
connected to an equestrian use is conditional.

Preferred Approach
6.26 The preferred approach seeks to support Core Strategy objective 12 

and core policy preferred approach CP18.

6.27 The preferred approach is to set out a presumption against new 
isolated dwellings in rural areas, unless they are required for 
agriculture or forestry. The preferred approach will also set out the 
use of conditions to restrict occupation of such dwellings and the 
approach to the lifting of conditions on existing occupational 
dwellings.

6.28 Reason: The preferred approach is considered to expand upon 
national policy and although proposals for occupational dwellings in 
rural areas are not an issue per se, it is considered that for the sake 
of consistency a policy is required.

6.29 Possible policy wording could be along the lines of: -

6.30 Development for isolated new dwellings in the Countryside or Green 
Belt will not be supported unless they are essential for agriculture 
or forestry and where both a functional and financial assessment 
demonstrates a need for such development and where no other 
dwelling or building on or adjacent land within the ownership of the 
applicant can be utilised for such purposes. 

6.31 New dwellings associated with other rural based occupations will be 
subject to the same considerations as agricultural or forestry 
dwellings.

6.32 Conditions will be attached to any permission granted restricting 
the occupancy of any dwelling as well as conditions requiring the 
removal of other forms of development should a requirement cease. 

6.33 The removal of occupancy conditions will not be granted within 10 
years of completion of a permitted agricultural dwelling and then 
after 10 years, only where it can be demonstrated that a long term 
agricultural or forestry need no longer exists.
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Other Options Considered
6.34 To have no policy.  This option is not preferred as it is considered 

that a policy is required to expand upon national advice by setting 
out the criteria by which occupancy conditions can be applied or 
lifted.

6.35 To maintain Local Plan policies RE2 and RE3.  This option is not 
preferred as the existing Local Plan policies do not give mention to 
occupancy conditions or the need to undertake a financial or 
functional test.

Question 24

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out or should 
any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there any 
options that the Council should have considered in addition 
to the above?

DM3 – Farm Diversification & Equestrian Related 
Development

National, Regional and Local Policy Guidance
6.36 Planning Policy Guidance Note 2: Green Belts, sets out the types of 

development which in principle could be supported within the Green 
Belt. One of these types of development is essential small scale 
facilities for outdoor sport and recreation. Further, the PPG states 
that once Green Belts have been defined, the use of land in them 
has a positive role to play in fulfilling several objectives which 
includes providing opportunities for outdoor sport and outdoor 
recreation near urban areas. 

6.37 Planning Policy Statement 7: Sustainable Development in Rural 
Areas, sets out the Governments objectives for rural areas, one of 
which is to promote more sustainable patterns of development 
through providing appropriate leisure opportunities to enable both 
urban and rural dwellers to enjoy the wider countryside. The PPS 
also states that in preparing policies, local authorities should 
support activities which support the rural economy and/or promote 
recreation in and the enjoyment of the Countryside.

6.38 Specifically PPS7 recognises that horse and other equestrian related 
activities are popular forms of recreation in the countryside that can 
fit in well with farming activities and help diversify the rural 
economy. PPS7 goes on to state that local authorities should set out 
in Local Development Documents their policies for supporting 
equine enterprises that maintain environmental quality and 
countryside character.  
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6.39 In relation to farm diversification, PPS7 sets out that local planning 
authorities should be supportive of well conceived diversification 
proposals that contribute to sustainable development objectives 
and which help sustain the agricultural enterprise. PPS7 also states 
that favourable consideration should be given in Green Belt areas, 
where diversification proposals preserve the openness of the Green 
Belt and do not conflict with the purpose of including land within it. 
If a diversification proposal is inappropriate development as defined 
by PPG2, very special circumstances will need to be demonstrated, 
but the wider benefits of the proposal can count towards the very 
special circumstances.

6.40 The pre-text to Policy TSR2 of RPG9 which was updated in 2004, 
sets out that carefully managed recreation and leisure development 
in rural areas can bring significant economic, social and 
environmental benefits. The pre-text goes on to state that the 
potentially significant environmental impacts associated with such 
development warrants the inclusion of specific criteria in 
development plan documents. Policy TRS2 itself gives general 
support for recreation based rural diversification where they provide 
jobs for local residents and are of a scale and type appropriate to 
their location. Policy Q7 of RPG9 sets out that development plans 
should encourage farm based diversification to allow the 
development of alternative sources of income and employment for 
those in rural areas. Policy Q7 goes on to state that local authorities 
should ensure that the scale of any diversification activity is 
appropriate to its setting.

6.41 Policy TRS2 of the draft South East Plan, is for all intents and 
purposes a rolling forward of the policy from RPG9.  Draft policy S7 
states that increased and sustainable participation in sport, 
recreation and cultural activity should be encouraged by local 
authorities through local development documents. The Secretary of 
State’s proposed changes include a minor amendment to TRS2 and 
renumbering S7 to S5, with amended wording. However, none of 
the changes amend the general thrust of these policies.

6.42 Policy DN16 of the Surrey Structure Plan states that the 
diversification on agricultural holdings will be permitted where it 
contributes to sustaining the viability of farming enterprises and 
safeguards the character of the countryside.

What Our Evidence Says
6.43 In the rural areas of the Borough there are a number of equestrian 

facilities which range from small stable facilities for private use to 
larger commercial facilities. Some of these facilities have previously 
involved the change of use of land from agriculture to equestrian. 

6.44 Therefore, equestrian related developments form an important part 
of the rural economy in Surrey Heath and it is considered that this 
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will continue to be the case, especially given the decline in 
agricultural practices within the Borough. 

What You Have Told Us So Far

6.45 There have been no specific responses relating to farm 
diversification; however comments have been raised in relation to 
equestrian development. There was a general consensus that 
equestrian development should re-use existing buildings and should 
give consideration to wildlife, impacts on neighbours and traffic.  

Preferred Approach  
6.46 The preferred approach seeks to support Core Strategy objectives 

12 and 16 and core policy preferred approach CP18.  

6.47 The preferred approach will be to set out a criteria based policy by 
which to judge farm diversification proposals as well as new and 
existing equestrian related development. 

6.48 Reason: In the absence of detailed policy guidance within national 
and regional policy, it is considered, given the issue of equestrian 
related development within the Borough that a locally distinctive 
policy is required for the management of such facilities. Given the 
nature of such proposals, the decline in agricultural practice and for 
the sake of clarity and coherence, it is considered such a policy 
should include farm diversification.  

6.49 Possible policy wording could be along the lines of: 

6.50 ‘Development for an appropriate diversification of an existing 
agricultural use will generally be supported providing that it is 
subordinate to the main agricultural use and which: -

(i) In the first instance gives consideration to the re-use of an 
existing redundant building which is in keeping with its 
surroundings and capable of conversion; and 
(ii) Where no existing redundant building capable of conversion is 
available and a new building(s) is required, it is sited to minimise 
impacts to the rural locality and retains an element of compactness 
within the development site.
(iii) Is appropriate in use and scale within a rural area and any 
ancillary development associated with that use is appropriate within 
a rural locality.  

6.51 Equestrian related development will generally be supported, 
provided that it accords with criteria (i)-(iii) as set out above and 
where the number and size of stables proposed along with any 
ancillary development is commensurate with the number of horses 
to be kept at the site. 
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6.52 The cumulative impact of previous development will be taken into 
consideration for both farm diversification and equestrian related 
development.’  

Other Options Considered  
6.53 To have no farm diversification and equestrian policy.  This is not 

the preferred approach as it is considered that detailed criteria 
which expands upon national and regional policy is needed to guide 
such development and that equestrian related development is an 
important local issue. To have no policy would not give support to 
the local rural economy.

6.54 To maintain Local Plan policy RE8.  This is not the preferred 
approach as policy RE8 would repeat elements of other approaches 
in this document. The current Local Plan does not contain a policy 
for Farm Diversification.  

Question 25

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out or should 
any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there any 
options that the Council should have considered in addition 
to the above?

DM4 – Re-use and Adaptation of Non-Residential 
Buildings in the Countryside and Green Belt

National, Regional and Local Policy Guidance
6.55 Planning Policy Guidance Note 2: Green Belts sets out that the re-

use of buildings in the Green Belt is not inappropriate development 
provided that it does not have a materially greater impact then the 
present use on the openness of the Green Belt; the building is a 
permanent and substantial construction, capable of conversion 
without major or complete reconstruction and the form, bulk and 
general design of the buildings are in keeping with their 
surroundings.  

6.56 PPG2 also states that evidence that the building is not redundant in 
its present use, is not sufficient reason to refuse a proposal for a 
new use.

6.57 Planning Policy Statement 7: Sustainable Development in Rural 
Areas, states that the government’s policy is to support the re-use 
of appropriately located and suitably constructed buildings in the 
countryside. The PPS also sets out that preference will be given for 
economic development purposes, but that residential conversions 
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may be more preferable in some locations and for some types of 
building. The re-use of buildings that are adjacent or closely related 
to country towns and villages and serve an economic or community 
use, should be supported.

6.58 Policy Q7 of RPG9 states that development plans should encourage 
good quality development which contributes to local distinctiveness 
and reflects national guidance on the scale of development in rural 
areas, including the re-use and adaptation of rural buildings.

6.59 There are no South East Plan draft policies which relate to the re-
use or adaptation of buildings in rural areas. 

6.60 Policy LO4 of the Surrey Structure Plan sets out that the re-use and 
adaptation of buildings in the countryside is acceptable in principle, 
providing that it would not harm local amenity.

What Our Evidence Says
6.61 The re-use or adaptation of buildings in the Countryside or Green 

Belt is not an inappropriate form of development, although strict 
regard must be had to any proposal with regard to its impact. 

6.62 The Council considers that a policy is required to expand upon 
national and regional policy in order to manage the re-use or 
adaptation of buildings in the Surrey Heath countryside and to give 
a clearer steer to those wishing to carry out such development.  

What You Have Told Us So Far
6.63 There has been support for the recycling of rural buildings provided 

that they are not used for unsociable purposes.

Preferred Approach

6.64 The policy approach seeks to support Core Strategy objective 12 
and core policy preferred approach CP18.

6.65 The preferred approach to this policy will be to set out criteria by 
which proposals for the re-use and adaptation of rural buildings will 
be considered. The approach will be to give preference for the re-
use of buildings for economic or community purposes, especially 
where sited close to or adjacent service centres.

6.66 Reason: It is considered that a policy is required to expand upon 
national and regional policy guidance, especially to give a steer as 
to the preferable use of such buildings.

6.67 Possible policy wording could be along the lines of: 

6.68 The re-use or adaptation of non-residential buildings in the 
countryside or Green Belt will generally be supported where:-
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(i) The building is structurally sound, and is appropriate to its 
locality; and
(ii) In the first instance is considered for an economic or community 
use rather than a residential use; and
(iii) Would not have a greater impact on the open, rural and 
undeveloped character of the locality then the existing use or built 
form, including the cumulative impact of other development within 
the site; and
(iv) Is capable of only limited adaptation or alteration to bring it 
into its desired use.

Other Options Considered

6.69 To have no policy.  This is not the preferred option as it is 
considered that a policy is required to expand upon national and 
regional policy guidance.

6.70 To maintain Local Plan policy RE6.  This is not the preferred 
approach as the existing Local Plan policy contains criteria which 
will be considered under other policies within this DPD and would 
therefore be repetitive and potentially lack consistency and 
coherence.

Question 26

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out or should 
any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there any 
options that the Council should have considered in addition 
to the above?

DM5 – Replacement, Extension and Alteration of 
Existing Residential Dwellings and Residential 
Outbuildings in the Countryside and Green Belt

National, Regional & Local Policy Guidance
6.71 Planning Policy Guidance Note 2: Green Belts, sets out that 

extensions or alterations to existing residential dwellings in the 
Green Belt are not inappropriate, provided that they do not result in 
‘disproportionate’ additions to the original dwelling. PPG2 also 
states that replacement dwellings in the Green Belt are not an 
inappropriate form of development provided that the replacement is 
not materially larger than the original. PPG2 does not stipulate what 
is considered ‘disproprtionate’ or what is considered ‘materially 
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larger’. PPG2 does not set out criteria for considering new or 
extended residential outbuildings in the Green Belt.  

6.72 Planning Policy Statement 7: Sustainable Development in Rural 
Areas, states that new building in the open countryside away from 
existing settlements should be strictly controlled. Further, PPS7 
states that all development in the countryside should be well 
designed, in keeping and in scale with its location and sensitive to 
the character of the countryside and local distinctiveness.  

6.73 Policy Q7 of RPG9 states that in rural areas, development plans 
should encourage good quality development, which contributes to 
local distinctiveness and reflects guidance set out in PPG7 (now 
PPS7).  

6.74 There are no draft policies in the South East Plan which reflect 
extensions or replacement of dwellings in the countryside or Green 
Belt.  

6.75 Policy LO4 of the Surrey Structure Plan sets out that the openness 
and intrinsic qualities of the countryside will be protected, and that 
all development must respect the character of the countryside.  

What Our Evidence Says  
6.76 National and regional policy advice sets out that extensions and 

alterations to and replacement of dwellings in the countryside and 
Green Belt are acceptable in principle. Although PPG2 states that 
such development should not be ‘disproportionate’ or ‘materially 
larger’, there is no advice as to what these terms mean in practice, 
such as a maximum permitted size of extension over the original 
dwelling.  

 
6.77 Further, national and regional policy advice does not set out criteria 

or make reference to the construction of new or extension or 
conversion of existing residential outbuildings.  

What You Have Told Us So Far  

6.78 Mixed views were raised with regards to extensions and 
replacement dwellings. Some views were expressed that a 
maximum figure or size should not be used for assessing extensions 
and some views stated that they should. Also, some respondents 
stated that a replacement dwelling should not have a larger 
footprint than the original and that replacement dwellings should 
not be sited on the same footprint as the existing if justified.

 
6.79 There was however a consensus of opinion that outbuildings could 

be used as ‘trade off’ to allow extensions or replacement dwellings.  
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Preferred Approach  

6.80 The preferred approach seeks to support Core Strategy objective 12 
and core policy preferred approach CP18.  

 
6.81 The preferred approach will be to set out criteria by which 

extensions, alterations or replacement of dwellings will be judged. 
The criteria will also include the approach to be taken in considering 
residential outbuildings. The preferred approach is to not set out 
size limits for development.  

6.82 Reason: It is considered that a policy which expands upon national 
and regional policy advice is required in order to clarify the 
Council’s approach to such development. It is further considered 
that criteria for outbuildings needs clarification, given the lack of 
advice at national and regional level. It is considered that setting a 
size restriction on such developments would not be flexible.  

6.83 Possible policy wording could be along the lines of: -

6.84 ‘The extension or alteration of existing dwellings in the countryside 
or Green Belt will generally be supported where they are limited in 
size and do not result in disproportionate additions over and above 
the original dwelling in terms of either bulk, mass, volume or floor 
area. 

6.85 Replacement dwellings will generally be supported provided that 
they are of a similar floor area, volume, mass and bulk to the 
existing, and where the dwelling to be replaced is, or was recently, 
permanently occupied as a dwelling unit of a permanent 
construction. Proposals which seek to replace an unoccupied 
dwelling of a sound and permanent construction, should justify why 
the existing dwelling cannot be altered or adapted to bring it into 
habitable use.  

6.86 Outbuildings within the curtilage of existing residential units which 
are small in scale, retain an element of compactness and are 
ancillary to the existing residential unit will generally be supported.

6.87 In considering such proposals regard will be had to the cumulative 
impact of existing development within the site, including the loss of 
any building or ancillary structure.  

Other Options Considered  
6.88 To include size restrictions for extensions, replacement dwellings 

and outbuildings.   This is not the preferred approach as this would 
lead to an inflexible approach to such development.  
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6.89 To have no policy.  This is not the preferred approach as it is 
considered that national and regional policy requires expanding to 
aid clarity especially in relation to outbuildings.  

6.90 To maintain Local Plan policies RE2 and RE5.  This is not the 
preferred approach as it is considered that the existing Local Plan 
policies need updating to take account of outbuildings. 

Question 27

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out or should 
any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there any 
options that the Council should have considered in addition 
to the above?

DM6 – Major Existing Developed Sites in the Green 
Belt

National & Regional Policy Advice
6.91 Planning Policy Guidance Note 2: Green Belts, sets out that 

development within the Green Belt is inappropriate unless it is for 
one of the acceptable forms of development set out therein. One of 
the types of development acceptable in principle in Green Belt areas 
is the infilling or redevelopment of major existing developed sites, 
which have been identified within adopted plans.  

6.92 There are no relevant draft regional policies which deal with major 
existing developed sites within the Green Belt directly, however the 
Panels Report made mention that some local reviews of the Green 
Belt boundary could be undertaken including those of major 
developed sites, where the release of a site is the most sustainable 
development option. This has been taken on board in the Secretary 
of States proposed changes and new South East Plan policy SP5 
reflects the Panels findings. The DERA test centre in Chertsey is 
identified for a Green Belt boundary review, however this is not the 
part of the site falling within Surrey Heath.  

6.93 Policy LO4 of the Surrey Structure Plan 2004 indicates that further 
infilling or redevelopment of major developed sites within the Green 
Belt and identified within Local Development Frameworks may be 
acceptable.  

6.94 The saved Surrey Heath Local Plan 2000 identifies three sites 
considered to be major developed sites within the Green Belt. 
These sites and their boundaries are shown on the current saved 
Local Plan proposals map and include: -
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i) The DERA Test and Evaluation Centre, Chobham Lane, 
Longcross; and

ii) Gordon’s School, West End; and

iii) Fairoaks Airport.

What Our Evidence Says
6.95 The Council has not conducted a review of the major developed 

sites within the Green Belt as defined by policy RE17 of the current 
Surrey Heath Local Plan 2000, neither has it undertaken a 
wholesale review of whether there are any other sites within the 
Green Belt that should be designated as major developed sites.

6.96 However, it is proposed by the Council that the current list of major 
developed sites should be rolled forward and shown on a proposals 
map, with the addition of one other major developed site. 

6.97 The addition is the British Oxygen Company (BOC) site in 
Windlesham. This site has recently been vacated and as such forms 
a large and empty developed site within the Green Belt, capable of 
accommodating an employment or other associated use. The site 
lies within 400m of the Thames Basin Heaths Special Protection 
Area (SPA), and as such is considered unsuitable for housing 
development. In allocating the BOC site as a major developed site 
within the Green Belt, the local authority hopes to make the best 
use of the site in terms of its ability to support the local economy 
and skills base within the borough. In support of its inclusion the 
local planning authority will consider undertaking a site brief. 

6.98 It is also considered that a review of the boundaries of the existing 
major developed sites is not required and that the release of such 
sites for other uses would not be sustainable.

6.99 In relation to Fairoaks Airport, saved Policy M21 of the Surrey 
Heath Local Plan adds additional criteria that development shall be 
restricted to business aviation only. The Aviation White paper 
identifies Fairoaks Aiport as having capacity for limited business 
aviation development and as such it is considered that this 
restriction should remain.

What You Have Told Us So Far
6.100 The majority of responses to previous consultations have raised 

general comments in light of building in the Green Belt and have 
not singularly raised issues with respect to existing major 
developed sites.  
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Preferred Approach

6.101 The preferred approach seeks to support Core Strategy objectives 7 
and 12 and core policy preferred approach CP18.

6.102 The preferred approach is to identify major developed sites in the 
Green Belt and roll these forward onto the updated proposals map, 
with development restricted to the criteria set out in PPG2 and 
further criteria that development at Fairaoks be restricted to 
business aviation use. The preferred approach also includes the 
addition of the BOC site in Windlesham.  

6.103 Reason: Although it is recognised that this is not a locally distinctive 
policy per se, it is considered necessary to define those major sites 
both within a policy and on a proposals map. It is considered that 
this will avoid an omission in policy advice, and re-apply the general
restriction at Fairoaks Airport as well as allow the addition of the 
BOC site.  

6.104 Possible policy wording could be along the lines of: -

6.105 ‘Development within major existing developed sites within the 
Green Belt as identified on the proposals map will only be permitted 
provided that it accords with the guidance set out in Annex C of 
PPG2. Any such development at Fairoaks Airport will only be 
permitted for business aviation. For the purposes of this policy the 
major existing developed sites identified on the proposals map are: 

i) The DERA Test and Evaluation Centre, Chobham Lane, 
Longcross

ii) Gordon’s School, West End

iii) Fairoaks Airport

iv) BOC site, Windlesham

Other Options Considered
6.106 Maintain Local Plan policies RE17 and M21.  This option is not 

preferred as the existing local plan policy criteria merely repeat 
national policy advice, aside from the general restriction at Fairoaks 
Airport and does not include the addition of the BOC site, 
Windlesham.
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Question 28

Should the major developed sites as set out continue to be 
considered as such, or should any of the sites be excluded 
and development be considered against general Green Belt 
policy? Are there any further sites that should be included? 
Should development at Fairoaks Airport continue to be 
restricted to business aviation only? Should site boundaries 
be reviewed and should sites be considered for other forms 
of development?

DM7 – Physical & Community Infrastructure 
Provision

National & Regional Policy Advice
6.107 PPS1 sets out that in promoting strong, stable and productive 

economies, planning authorities should ensure that infrastructure 
and services are provided to support new and existing economic 
development and housing and when bringing forward land for 
housing, industrial/commercial and retail development, take 
account of issues such as provision of infrastructure.  

6.108 PPS3 (Housing), also advises that the Government’s policy is to 
ensure that housing is developed in suitable locations, which offers 
a range of community facilities, good access to jobs, key services 
and infrastructure, which should be achieved through making 
effective use of land, existing infrastructure and available public and 
private investment.  

6.109 Circular 05/2005: Planning Obligations sets out that Section 106(2) 
of the Planning & Compensation Act 1991 provides that a planning 
obligation may impose any restriction or requirement and provide 
for payments of money to be made. The Circular also highlights 
that obligations can be used to prescribe the nature of a 
development, compensate for losses or damage and/or mitigate a 
developments impact. However a planning obligation must be: -

(i) Relevant to Planning; and
(ii) Necessary to make the proposed development acceptable in 

planning terms; and
(iii) Directly related to the proposed development; and
(iv) Fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the 

proposed development; and
(v) Reasonable in all other respects.
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6.110 The Circular also encourages employing formulae and standard 
charges as part of the framework for negotiating and securing 
planning obligations.  

6.111 In January 2008 the Government published guidance on the 
proposed Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) which will come into 
force as part of the Planning Bill. The aim of CIL is to aid with the 
delivery of infrastructure associated with new developments 
through a package of funding. The CIL is proposed to be a standard 
charge decided by designated charging authorities, levied by them 
on new development. At this moment in time it is not proposed that 
CIL replaces planning obligations, but is discretionary.  

6.112 The Council are currently at the very early stages of production of a 
Developer Contributions Supplementary Planning Document (SPD), 
which will set out the level of contributions expected of 
development for the provision of services and infrastructure such as 
education, community facilities, open space and mitigation for the 
Thames Basin Heaths SPA.  

6.113 Policy CC5 of the draft South East Plan states that local 
development documents should identify the necessary additional 
infrastructure and services required to serve the area and proposed 
developments. Policy DN1 of the Surrey Structure Plan 2004 states 
that developers will be expected to provide or contribute towards 
infrastructure improvements which result from new development.  

6.114 The South East Plan Panels Report gave support for Policy CC5 but 
stated that criteria iii) should be deleted and that a greater 
emphasis should be placed on managing demand for existing 
infrastructure and reducing demand through behavioural change.   

6.115 The Secretary of State’s proposed changes have re-numbered 
policy CC5 as CC7 and renamed it ‘Infrastructure and 
Implementation’, but has largely agreed with the Panel’s findings.  

What Our Evidence Says  

6.116 In September 2005 the Council produced an Infrastructure 
Requirements Interim Report (IRIR). The report was a technical 
document to assist in the formation of policies for the then Core 
Strategy preferred options paper published in 2005. The findings of 
the IRIR, were based on a consultation exercise undertaken in June 
2005, and the responses received. The main findings of the report 
are that there is generally sufficient infrastructure in place to cater 
for new development up to 2016, but increased capacity may be 
required for development up to 2026.  

6.117 The Council is currently assessing the need to up-date this work, 
through consultation with the relevant infrastructure providers.
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What You Have Told Us So Far
6.118 mments have been received which supports the use of commuted 

sum payments for children’s play space provision in development, 
so long as payments do not stifle smaller developments. Increasing 
sewer capacity ahead of development where sufficient capacity 
does not exist was also a concern.  

Preferred Approach  
6.119 This policy approach seeks to support Core Strategy objective 10 

and core policy preferred approach CP5.  

6.120 The preferred approach will be to focus on setting out the types of 
physical and community infrastructure required, as examples, with 
reference to SPD which would set out the levels of contribution 
required, and whether these would be a financial payment or on-
site provision. The preferred approach is also to express a need for 
infrastructure either through individual developments or cumulative 
impact. 

6.121 Reason: It is considered that the above approach will assist in 
clarifying the possible types of infrastructure required with 
development, whilst leaving the details to a supplementary planning 
document (SPD).  

6.122 Possible policy wording could be along the lines of: -

6.123 ‘All development which would give rise to a requirement for new or 
improved physical or community infrastructure, whether individually 
or cumulatively, will be expected to contribute to its provision by 
either providing such infrastructure or by making a financial 
contribution as is reasonably required due to its nature and scale. 
Examples of infrastructure for which contributions will be sought 
are: -

6.124 Physical Infrastructure
• Highway improvements including cycle and pedestrian facilities  
• Utility services
• Waste water treatment and disposal of surface water run-off
• Flood defences and other mitigation measures
• Waste disposal facilities and recycling facilities
• CHP or district heating schemes

6.125 Community Infrastructure  
Social, educational and health facilities where there is a justifiable 
need, Open space and recreational facilities including mitigation for 
the Thames Basin Heaths SPA.  

Public Art  
6.126 A definitive list of infrastructure requirements, thresholds and 

expected levels of contributions will be set out in SPD’
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Other Options Considered  
6.127 Not include a policy but rely only on core policy preferred approach 

CP5 to deliver developer contributions.  This option is not preferred 
as the core policy is strategic in nature and a lower level policy 
would be required to add details of the types of infrastructure 
required.  

 
6.128 Maintain Local Plan policies G3 and M6.  This option is not preferred 

as national policy advice has been updated since adoption of these 
policies.

Question 29

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out or should 
any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there any 
options that the Council should have considered in addition 
to the above? Do you agree that contributions should be 
sought for individual and cumulative impacts?

DM8– Travel Demand and Traffic Management

National & Regional Policy Advice
6.129 Planning Policy Statement 1: Delivering Sustainable Development

states that in preparing development plans, local authorities should 
seek to provide improved access for all by ensuring that 
development is accessible to services and facilities by foot, bicycles 
and public transport rather than the private car. The PPS also states 
that development plans should seek to reduce the need to travel 
and encourage accessible public transport by focussing 
development in existing centres and near to major public transport 
interchanges.  

 
6.130 Planning Policy Statement 3: Housing states that development 

should be easily accessible and well connected to public transport. 
Draft Planning Policy Statement 4: Planning for Sustainable 
Economic Development states that in positively planning for 
economic development, one of the government’s objectives is to 
shape travel demand by promoting sustainable travel choices 
wherever possible.  

6.131 Planning Policy Guidance Note 13: Transport sets out that planning 
has a role to play in the governments integrated transport strategy 
by shaping and influencing the pattern of development, which can 
help to reduce the need to travel and enable people to make 
sustainable transport choices.  
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6.132 The section on Transport in RPG9 was updated in July 2004 and 
formed the Regional Transport Strategy (RTS). One of the principles 
of the RTS was to rebalance the existing structure and use of 
transport to more sustainable modes, and this is reflected in Policy 
T1.

6.133 Draft South East Plan policy CC8a sets out an urban focus for 
development and states that local planning authorities should 
identify the scope for intensification of development around 
transport hubs and interchanges and policy CC8b requires local 
authorities to put in place policies to support the role of regional 
hubs.

6.134 Draft policy T1 states that development plan documents should 
ensure that their policies achieve a rebalancing of the transport 
system in favour of non-car modes of transport and encourages 
development that is located and designed to reduce journey 
lengths. Draft policy T5 bases the rebalancing of the transport 
system on various criteria including an increase in bus priority, 
improvements in pedestrian and cycling quality. Draft policy T8 
requires that all major travel generating development must have a 
travel plan in place by 2011.

6.135 The South East Plan Panel’s Report commented that part of the 
answer to worsening congestion, growth and future movement 
needs must be that the dependency on travel by private car is 
reduced. However, the Panel felt that policy T5 should be 
strengthened to reinforce the message of demand management and 
tackling climate change.  

6.136 The Secretary of State maintained policy T1 with some limited 
changes. Draft policy T5 has now been re-numbered as policy T2
and maintains the general thrust of the original policy, however it 
has been slightly amended to delete reference to a rebalancing of 
the transport system to non-car modes of transport and replaced by 
reference to more sustainable modes of transport.

6.137 Changes to draft policy T8 include re-numbering to policy T5 and 
that local development documents must ensure that they identify 
those categories of major travel generating development, both 
existing and proposed, for which a travel plans should be 
developed.

6.138 Policy DN2 of the Surrey Structure Plan sets out that development 
should only be permitted where it is, or can be made compatible 
with transport infrastructure, and measures to encourage cycling 
and walking should be incorporated into development. Policy DN4 
supports development which would result in the use of public 
transport.
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6.139 The Surrey Local Transport Plan (LTP) 2006/2007 to 2010/2011 
sets out 5 broad objectives over the lifetime of the plan which are: 

• Tackling congestion to reduce delays
• Increasing accessibility to key services and facilities
• Improving road safety and security
• Enhancing the environment and quality of life
• Improving management and maintenance of the transport 

network.

6.140 The LTP recognises that congestion causes delays not only for 
private car users, but also for public transport such as for buses 
and also recognises that few journeys are made by public transport, 
walking or cycling within the county. The LTP states that the 
objective of easing congestion will be focussed on the most affected 
areas, which are identified as Guildford, Woking and 
Redhill/Reigate, although if funding allows this may be extended to 
other areas, which includes Camberley. The principal opportunities 
identified by the LTP are for travel planning initiatives, cycling and 
walking measures and park & ride schemes.  

6.141 Other relevant documents include:
• Regional Transport Strategy
• Guidance on Transport Assessments (DFT)
• Development Travel Plan Good Practice Guide (Surrey County 

Council 2007)
• Transportation Development Control Good Practice Guide 

(Surrey County Council )
• Cycling Strategy 2007-2011 (Surrey County Council).

What Our Evidence Says
6.142 The Council has undertaken a stage 1 Transport Statement which 

was published in 2008. The stage 1 Statement seeks to set out the 
broad impacts on the transport network from the overall level of 
development up to 2026 including an assessment of trip 
generation, degree of mitigation through sustainability initiatives 
and public transport, impact of a changing population and travel to 
work patterns.  

 
6.143 The Stage 1 report found that: -

- The levels of growth in the Core Strategy will have a very small 
impact on the M3

- Demographics indicate a rise in the elderly population who are 
unlikely to travel in peak periods

- Additional burden on the M3 will be absorbed between two 
junctions with the majority of extra commuters utilising junction 
4, which has marginally more capacity then junction 3

- There will be growing pressure on the A325 and A331 and due 
to development within Camberley Town Centre the A30 London 
Road
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- Progress on sustainable transport initiatives will need to be 
sustained to ensure development can be accommodated

- Travel Plans provide an immediate and vital tool in achieving a 
practical and co-ordinated approach in the management of 
transport flows from new commercial development

What You Have Told Us So Far
6.144 Previous consultation exercises have highlighted that there should 

be easy access to public transport, and that travel plans and traffic 
assessments should be undertaken in certain circumstances.

Preferred Approach
6.145 is policy would support Core Strategy objective 15 and core policy 

preferred approaches CP1 and CP4.  

6.146 The preferred approach is to seek a modal shift away from private 
car use to other forms of transport and expect some new 
developments to mitigate impacts to the highway network through 
traffic management measures such as travel plans and traffic 
impact assessments.  

6.147 Reason: It is considered that this option represents an opportunity 
to seek a modal shift away from the private car and allows impacts 
to the wider highway network arising from development to be 
considered.   

6.148 Possible policy wording could be along the lines of: -  

6.149 ‘Where appropriate, development will be expected to promote and 
incorporate measures which encourage the use of transport modes 
other than the private car. 

6.150 Any development likely to give rise to adverse impacts on the 
highway network will not be permitted unless it can be
demonstrated through a transport statement or transport 
assessment that measures to reduce and mitigate such impacts can 
be implemented, such as for example, travel plans and traffic 
management measures to ensure the safe and efficient movement 
of all modes of transport on the highway network’ .  

Other Options Considered  

6.151 Include a policy as set out above, but add in criteria and thresholds 
for when a traffic impact assessment and/or travel plan would be 
required.  Surrey County Council produces guidance on travel 
planning which includes thresholds and criteria and national advice 
sets out guidance for producing traffic impact statements and 
assessments. These sets of guidance may change during the 
lifetime of the development plan and as such to secure a flexible 
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approach the option of adding thresholds and criteria was not 
preferred.  

 
6.152 Do not include a policy but rely on core policies CP1 and CP4.   This 

option is not preferred as it is considered that a policy with a finer 
level of detail than those expressed in the Core Strategy section will 
be required to effectively manage transport impacts from 
development.  

6.153 Maintain Local Plan policy M5.  This option is not preferred as the 
current local plan policy does not make mention of travel plans and 
traffic impact statements/assessments, and may no longer conform 
to updated national and regional policy advice.

Question 30

Do you agree with the preferred approach or are there other 
options that should be considered for seeking a shift away 
from private car use? Should any approach specifically 
mention other forms of transport? 

DM9 – Decentralised, Renewable & Low Carbon 
Energy in New Development

National & Regional Policy Advice
6.154 Planning Policy Statement: Planning and Climate Change sets out 

that in developing their Core Strategy and supporting local 
development documents a framework that promotes and 
encourages renewable and low carbon energy should be provided. 
The PPS also states that local authorities should set out a target 
percentage of the energy to be used in new development to come 
from decentralised, low carbon or renewable sources where viable, 
and set higher standards where opportunities arise.  

6.155 Planning Policy Statement 22: Renewable Energy also emphasises 
that local authorities may include polices that require a percentage 
of the energy to be used in new residential, commercial and 
industrial developments to come from on-site renewable energy 
developments. PPS22 also states that local authorities and 
developers should consider the opportunity of incorporating 
renewable energy projects into all new development. 

6.156 Section 10 of RPG9 relates to energy efficiency and renewable 
energy and was updated in November 2004. Policy INF4 of RPG9 
sets out that local authorities should encourage the use of 
renewable energy technologies in new development.
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6.157 Draft South East Plan Policy CC2 addresses the issue of climate 
change and seeks mitigation through reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions by amongst other matters, encouraging the development 
and use of renewable energy.  

 
6.158 Draft policy EN1 also sets out that a proactive approach to the 

implementation of EN1 will require developers to submit an 
assessment of a developments energy demand and provide at least 
10% of this from renewable sources, for housing schemes over 10 
dwellings and commercial development over 1,000sqm. Draft Policy 
EN2 also sets out that local development documents should 
encourage the integration of CHP in all developments and district 
heating in large scale developments of mixed use.  

6.159 The South East Plan Panel’s Report stated that it supported the 
requirement that 10% of a developments energy demand should 
come from renewable energy, but left it to government to 
determine how best the policy could be strengthened in line with 
PPS22.  

6.160 In the Secretary of State’s proposed changes, there was a slight 
amendment to policy CC2, but still encourages the development 
and use of renewable energy. With respect to draft  policy EN1, this 
has now been renumbered to NRM11. Whilst the Secretary of State 
has broadly agreed with the 10% target in the draft policy, views 
are sought as to whether this target is appropriate.  

6.161 Surrey Structure Plan policy SE2 also states that development 
should incorporate best practice energy efficiency measures and 
that 10% of a developments energy demand should be met through 
on-site renewables. Policy SE2 does not stipulate a threshold for 
when the 10% requirement should be applied.  

6.162 Other relevant documents include:
• Code for Sustainable Homes (CLG 2008)
• Building a Greener Future: Towards Zero Carbon Development 

(CLG 2006)
• Building a Greener Future: Policy Statement (CLG 2007)
• Planning Policy Statement: Planning and Climate Change –

Developing Practice Guidance (Environment Resources 
Management on behalf of CLG 2008)  

What Our Evidence Says
6.163 As part of its evidence base the Council has undertaken a climate 

change background evidence paper. The paper sought to assess the 
viability of a range of different percentage targets for the inclusion 
of decentralised, renewable or low carbon technologies in new 
development.

6.164 The paper looked at whether such targets should be expressed as a 
reduction in carbon dioxide or as displacement of energy demand. 
The targets tested were a 10%, 15%, 20% and 25% requirement 
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for decentralised, renewable or low carbon technology to meet 
energy demand of new development or a 10%,15%, 20% and 25% 
reduction in CO2 from the use of decentralised, renewable or low 
carbon technologies. No thresholds were assumed when calculating 
the cost of meeting targets.

6.165 The paper concluded that the requirement for a percentage target 
should be expressed as energy not CO2 as this would be in 
conformity with national and regional advice and that it was viable 
to require different percentage targets over time to coincide with 
increased levels of energy efficiency required by the Building 
Regulations. 

6.166 The paper also explored measures that could be employed to 
reduce CO2 emissions from the existing housing stock.

What You Have Told Us So Far
6.167 Previous consultation exercises have raised a general level of 

support for policies requiring renewable energy provision in new 
development, subject to issues such as design, visual impact, 
viability and flexibility on types of technologies.  

Preferred Approach  
6.168 This policy would support Core Strategy objective 14 and core 

policy preferred approach CP1.  

6.169 The preferred approach of this policy would be to introduce targets, 
with thresholds, for development to meet a proportion of its energy 
requirement from decentralised, renewable or low carbon 
technologies set at 15% between 2010 – 2012 and 20% from 2013. 
The approach will also explore the potential for specific sites to 
achieve a greater percentage requirement than the target set and 
also explore the opportunity to require a financial contribution 
should on-site provision prove technically unviable. Measures to 
reduce energy demand from the existing building stock will also be 
explored.   

6.170 Reason: It is considered that the above approach is viable in the 
context of Surrey Heath and is consistent with national and regional 
policy advice. The setting of thresholds is preferred so as to exclude 
smaller developments where housing or commercial viability could 
be affected. It is also considered at this stage that measures to 
achieve reductions in energy demand in the existing housing stock 
and setting a financial contribution should a scheme be technically 
unfeasible should be explored.  
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6.171 Possible policy wording could be along the lines of: -  

6.172 ‘To support the national programme for achieving zero carbon 
residential development by 2016 and zero carbon 
industrial/commercial development by 2019, all new residential 
development of 5 or more dwellings and commercial development 
of 1,000sqm or over will be expected to provide a proportion of its 
energy demand through decentralised, renewable and/or low 
carbon technologies at the following levels: -
• For development between 2010 and 2012 – 15%  
• For development from 2013 onwards – 20%  

6.173 e Council will explore the potential for higher targets at the broad 
locations for development as set out under Core Policy 3 and other 
allocated sites as set out within a Site Allocations DPD.

6.174 Where on site provision of decentralised, renewable and/or low 
carbon technology is proven to be unviable or unsuitable in terms of 
costs and/or in reducing carbon emissions, the Borough Council will 
consider negotiating a financial contribution as set out within a 
Developer Contributions SPD.

6.175 Where an extension to an existing residential or commercial 
property is proposed, measures will be expected to improve the 
whole building’s energy efficiency, by reducing its carbon dioxide 
emissions.’  

Other Options Considered  
6.176 Include a graduated set of targets without setting development 

thresholds.  This option is not preferred as it was found that the 
costs of requiring percentage targets on small residential 
developments could prove to be unviable.   

6.177 Include a graduated set of targets as above and set development 
thresholds but do not include reference to a financial contribution 
and do not include reference to a requirement for extensions to 
reduce CO2 emissions from the existing building stock.  This option 
is not preferred because at this stage of plan preparation it was 
considered that the Council should continue to explore measures for 
contributions should a scheme prove technically unfeasible and 
should explore measures aimed at reducing energy demand from 
the existing building stock. 

6.178 Include a graduated set of targets as above with no thresholds, and 
do not include a reference to a financial contribution if that scheme 
proves to be unviable and without reference to reducing CO2 from 
the existing building stock.  This option is not preferred as it would 
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not allow the Council the opportunity to explore alternative 
measures.  

6.179 Maintain Local Plan policies G9 and G25.  This option is not 
preferred as the existing saved Local Plan policies do not reflect 
updated national or regional guidance.

Question 31

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out or should 
any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there any 
options that the Council should have considered in addition 
to the above? Should targets be expressed in terms of 
reducing energy demand or carbon dioxide? Should targets 
help achieve carbon dioxide reductions as required by the 
Building Regulations, or should targets be on top of any 
reductions required under the Building Regulations?  

DM10 – Stand Alone Decentralised, Renewable & 
Low Carbon Schemes

National & Regional Policy Advice
6.180 National and Regional policy advice on stand alone decentralised, 

renewable and low carbon schemes is similar to that as set out 
under DM9.

6.181 However, in addition, the PPS on climate change states that local 
authorities should not require a justification for the need for such 
stand alone development and policies should not exclude any type 
of renewable energy technology except in exceptional 
circumstances.  

6.182 Also, PPS22 states that local authorities should form policies which 
encourage not restrict development of renewable resources, and set 
out the criteria by which they will be judged, but that the allocation 
of land for such schemes should only be put forward, where a 
developer has indicated such interest.

6.183 Updated section 10 of RPG9 sets out the regional and sub-regional 
targets for energy capacity from renewable sources at 2010, 2016 
and 2026. Policy INF8 of RPG9 sets out that LDF’s should encourage 
the development of renewable energy to help meet the regions 
targets, and sets criteria for the consideration of renewable energy 
schemes. Policy INF5 encourages the use of Combined Heat and 
Power (CHP) including micro CHP and district heating schemes in 
large mixed use developments as well as encouraging local 
authorities to promote the awareness of CHP in the existing building 
stock.   
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6.184 Aside from the draft South East Plan policies already set out under 
DM9, draft policy EN5 encourages the development of renewable 
energy and EN6 sets out criteria which should be included within 
development policies. Draft policy EN3 sets out the regional 
renewable energy target and EN4 the sub-regional target, which 
has been rolled forward from the targets in RPG9 and in the case of 
Thames Valley and Surrey is 140MW by 2010 and 209MW by 2016.  

 
6.185 The South East Plan Panel’s Report does not make mention of the 

above draft policies, save again for the reference to government 
strengthening policy in line with PPS22.  

6.186 The Secretary of State has proposed re-numbering draft policies 
EN1 to EN6 as NRM11 to NRM16. It does not appear that any 
changes have been made to draft policies EN2 – EN6 (aside from 
renumbering).  

6.187 Policy SE2 of the Surrey Structure Plan encourages the generation 
of energy from renewable resources.  

6.188 Other relevant documents include:
• Planning for Renewable Energy: A Companion Guide to PPS22 

(CLG 2004)
• Surrey County Council Climate Change Strategy (SCC)
• Climate Change and the South East: Climate Change Mitigation 

and Implementation Plan (SEERA 2007) .

What Our Evidence Says
6.189 The climate change background evidence paper does not stipulate 

the viability or feasibility of stand alone decentralised, renewable or 
low carbon technologies, rather, it states that such schemes should 
be positively planned for subject to non prescriptive criteria.  

6.190 However, the paper does include a section on possible 
decentralised/low carbon energy in the form of district heating and 
Combined Heat and Power (CHP). Such schemes could come 
forward for large scale mixed use development, but would be more 
‘near or off site’ rather than ‘on-site’, and as such are tantamount 
to stand alone schemes. 

6.191 There has been no interest from developers or energy providers for 
the siting of a decentralised, renewable or low carbon scheme in 
the Borough, however a policy should still be included should such a 
scheme come forward.

What You Have Told Us So Far
6.192  Issues raised from previous consultation exercises were the same 

as set out under DM9.
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Preferred Approach

6.193 This policy would support Core Strategy objective 14 and core 
policy preferred approach CP1.  

6.194 The preferred approach of this policy will be to set out general 
support for decentralised, renewable or low carbon energy schemes 
including micro renewables subject to any social, economic and 
environmental benefits they bring not being outweighed by adverse 
impacts. The approach could also include that such schemes should 
explore providing new and existing developments with energy 
where feasible. The use of Energy Service Companies (ESCO’s) in 
providing energy will also be explored.   

6.195 Reason: It is considered that the preferred approach will allow for a 
more positively worded policy on stand alone schemes, including 
provision of energy to new or existing developments, but at the 
same time gives sufficient consideration to its potential impacts.  

6.196 Possible policy wording could be along the lines of: -  

6.197 Proposals for stand alone decentralised, renewable or low carbon 
energy generating schemes including micro renewables will be 
supported unless, the social, economic and environmental benefits 
are outweighed by adverse impacts to the immediate and wider 
environment’.  

6.198 Where feasible any such scheme should explore providing both new 
and existing property with decentralised, renewable or low carbon 
energy. The Council will explore the use of private wire systems and 
the role of Energy Service Companies (ESCO’s) in providing such 
energy.’  

Other Options Considered  

6.199 Include a policy but base it on detailed criteria.  This option was 
rejected as it was considered that a detailed criteria based policy 
would be overly prescriptive.  

6.200 Maintain Local Plan policy G25.  This option was rejected as the 
current saved policy does not reflect up to date national guidance in 
PPS22.

Question 32

Do you agree with the preferred approach, or should 
detailed criteria be included in any policy? Should stand 
alone schemes be expected to provide energy for new and 
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existing developments within the Borough if they come 
forward? Should the policy include the use of ESCO’s?  

DM11 – Sustainable Design

National & Regional Policy Advice
6.201 Planning Policy Statement 1: Delivering Sustainable Development

sets out that good design goes beyond purely aesthetic 
considerations and should consider the needs of people to access 
jobs and services, be integrated into the existing built form and 
built and natural environments and optimise the potential of the 
site to accommodate development with appropriate mixes.  

 
6.202 More generally, PPS1 states that in delivering sustainable 

development local planning authorities should promote communities 
which are inclusive, healthy, safe and crime free, with 
developments that reduce the need to travel and address the 
causes and effects of climate change.   

6.203 The PPS on climate change states that it may be appropriate for 
local authorities to anticipate levels of building sustainability in 
advance of those set out nationally, but that any local 
circumstances that warrant and allow this should be clearly 
demonstrated. The PPS also clearly states that local approaches for 
a buildings environmental performance such as construction 
techniques, building fabrics and fittings and fixtures should not be 
required.

6.204 PPG2: Green Belts states that the visual amenities of the green belt 
should not be injured by proposals within or conspicuous from the 
green belt, which might be visually detrimental by reason of siting, 
materials and design.

6.205 PPS3: Housing, sets out that good design is fundamental to the 
development of high quality housing and should be assessed on a 
number of criteria including: -
- accessibility and connections to public transport and community 

facilities and services
- enables good access to amenity areas as well as private amenity 

space
- is well integrated with neighbouring buildings and the local area 

more generally
- creates or enhances a distinctive character
- provides for the retention or re-establishment of biodiversity.

6.206 Draft PPS4: Planning for Sustainable Economic Development states 
that local authorities should ensure that economic development is 
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of a high quality and inclusive design, which improves the character 
and quality of an area.  

6.207 PPS6: Planning for Town Centres sets out that it is essential that 
town centres provide a high quality and safe environment if they 
are to remain attractive and competitive.  

6.208 PPS7: Sustainable Development in Rural Areas states that local 
planning authorities should prepare policies and guidance which 
promotes good quality design throughout rural areas.  

 
6.209 PPS9: Biodiversity and Geological Conservation states that plan 

policies should seek to promote opportunities for the incorporation 
of beneficial biodiversity and geological features within the design 
of development. PPS9 also sets out that development proposals 
provide many opportunities for building in beneficial biodiversity 
and geological features as part of good design.  

6.210 PPS10: Planning for Sustainable Waste Management states that 
good design and layout in new developments can help to secure 
opportunities for sustainable waste management and that planning 
authorities should ensure that development makes sufficient 
provision for waste management without adverse impact on the 
street scene.   

6.211 PPG15: Planning and the Historic Environment sets out that 
development plans should set out the local planning authority’s 
policies for the preservation and enhancement of the historic 
environment in their area.  

6.212 Policy Q1 of RPG9 states that development in and around urban 
areas should be well designed and Policy Q2 sets out a range of 
criteria for design issues in urban areas.  

6.213 The draft South East Plan contains a number of policies related to 
sustainability and design. Policy CC2 on climate change refers to 
accessibility to public transport. Policy CC4 on sustainable 
construction seeks to increase the use of natural lighting, heating 
and ventilation through design and designing flexibility into 
development to reflect changing lifestyle needs. Policy CC8a sets 
out an urban focus for development which is well designed and 
consistent with the principles of an urban renaissance and 
sustainable development. Policy CC11 in supporting an aging 
population seeks for existing and proposed housing stock to be 
adaptable and Policy CC12 sets out encouragement for 
developments which conserves and enhances the character, 
distinctiveness and sense of place of settlements.  

6.214 Further draft South East Plan policies include BE1 which seeks to 
promote and support built excellence building upon local character, 
distinctiveness and sense of place.       
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6.215 The South East Plan Panel’s report stated that draft policy CC4 
should reflect sustainable construction in new developments, 
expressed through the Code for Sustainable Homes.  

6.216 The Secretary of State’s proposed changes include strengthening of 
draft policy CC2. With respect to draft policy CC4 the Secretary of 
State disagreed with the panel over the introduction of the highest 
levels of Code for Sustainable Homes standards in new dwellings. 
The Secretary of State also disagreed with requiring energy and 
water efficiency above those required by the Building Regulations. 
However, a paragraph was added to the policy to state that higher 
levels of building sustainability than those set out nationally could 
be appropriate to specific locations provided that local authorities 
have an evidence base to support this.  

6.217 The Secretary of State has proposed some changes to draft policy 
BE1, but none that alter the general thrust of the policy.  

6.218 Policy SE1 of the Surrey Structure Plan states that development 
should be designed to promote the efficient use of energy and 
water and the careful use of natural resources. Policy SE4 states 
that development should contribute to improvements to the quality 
of urban and rural areas, with design integrating well with its 
surroundings, be of a high standard and give emphasis to 
enhancing movement choice. DN3 sets out that sustainable travel 
choices will be promoted through reducing the amount of land used 
for car parking.  

What Our Evidence Says  
6.219 The Council does not have a specific evidence study or statement 

with respect to sustainable design. However regard has been had to 
all relevant national and regional policy advice as listed above. The 
Council has adopted a Supplementary Planning Document (SPD), 
entitled the Lightwater Village Design Statement and another SPD 
entitled Yorktown Landscape Strategy. These SPD’s deal with 
design issues in specific locations of the Borough.  

 
What You Have Told Us So Far  

6.220 Previous consultation exercises have raised issues with respect to 
ensuring that the design of new development remains in keeping 
with its surroundings, should have easy access to public transport, 
protects the natural environment and biodiversity, maintains 
highway safety and incorporates sustainable design measures.  

 
6.221 A development’s density was also an issue, with some responses 

highlighting development should be under 30 dwellings per hectare 
and some arguing for greater density, especially where there is 
good access to public transport.  
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Preferred Approach  
6.222 This policy would support Core Strategy objectives 9, 10, 11, 14, 

and 15 and core policy preferred approach CP1.  

6.223 The preferred approach is to include a policy that sets out 
sustainable design measures and general design measures that will 
be applicable to all developments, in all locations of the Borough.  

6.224 Reason: It is considered that a single policy on design should 
include sustainability criteria as this will focus and highlight the 
importance of sustainability in the design of all new developments. 
It is also considered that a single policy will reduce repetition and 
aid coherence throughout the DPD.  

6.225 Possible policy wording could be along the lines of: -  

6.226 ‘Development will generally be supported where it will: -

(i) Be of a high quality design which respects the historic 
environment and enhances local character, be it urban or 
rural, by paying particular regard to siting, scale, layout, 
materials, massing, bulk and density; and

(ii) Maximise opportunities for CO2 emission reductions through 
layout, orientation, siting and landscaping where this does 
not conflict with adverse impacts to the historic environment 
or local character; and

(iii) Provide sufficient private amenity space and also respect the 
private amenities of neighbouring property and other land 
uses; and

(iv) Reduce the potential for crime and the fear of crime; and
(v) Protect biodiversity interests and where possible incorporate 

design features which promote and enhance biodiversity; and
(vi) Protect trees and other vegetation worthy of retention and 

where necessary provide replacement planting where existing 
trees and other vegetation is or has been removed with 
appropriate species at an appropriate level of maturity; and 

(vii) Be accessible to all members of the community and where 
appropriate be flexible towards future adaptation in response 
to changing needs; and

(vii) Ensure safe, convenient and attractive access to a range of 
transport modes including provision of links to existing or 
proposed networks of public transport, cycle and pedestrian 
facilities, and ensure that vehicular access is safe and well 
designed; and

(viii) Incorporate measures for the storage of waste, including 
adequate facilities for recyclable waste; and

(ix) Incorporate through design, water conservation measures for 
example, rainwater harvesting and grey water recycling 
techniques as well as drought resistant planting in 
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landscaping schemes and incorporate appropriate 
Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDS); and

(x) Incorporate and reflect design measures set out either in 
general or area specific SPD.’

Other Options Considered

6.227 To have separate policies for sustainability issues and general 
design issues.  This option is not preferred as it is considered that 
two separate polices would lose the focus of emphasising that all 
design should be sustainable and could lead to unnecessary 
repetition. 

6.228 Maintain Local Plan policies G4, G5, G6, G8, G24,G26, UE3, UE4, 
HE1, HE2, HE3, HE10, HE11, HE12, HE14, RE2, RE3, RE5, RE6, 
RE8, RE13, RE14, RE15, RE16, H17, H18, H20, H21, H23, S3, M5, 
M8, M12, TC4.  This option is not preferred, as it is considered that 
the number of saved policies would result in an overly prescriptive 
and repetitive approach and would not lead to a coherent or 
streamlined development plan document.  

Question 33

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out or should 
any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there any 
options that the Council should have considered in addition 
to the above? Do you agree that sustainable design issues 
are just as important as general design issues? Are there 
any design criteria that you feel should be included in such a 
policy?

DM12 – Development & Flood Risk

National & Regional Policy Advice
6.229 Planning Policy Statement 25: Development & Flood Risk sets out 

that a risk based approach should be taken to flooding. The PPS 
also states that all sources of flooding should be considered, 
through a strategic flood risk assessment (SFRA). 

6.230 PPS25 also introduces the sequential and exception tests by 
highlighting that certain types of development based on their 
vulnerability to flood risk should not be permitted in high risk areas.  

6.231 Policy INF1 of RPG9 states that development should be guided away 
from areas at risk or likely risk of flooding or where it would 
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increase the risk of flooding and that encouragement should be 
given to the adoption of sustainable drainage systems (SUDS).

6.232 The draft South East Plan contains a number of relevant policies 
with respect to flood risk. Policy CC2 on climate change seeks to 
guide development to areas with greater protection from flood 
impacts and Policy NRM3 on sustainable flood risk management 
holds a presumption against inappropriate development in flood risk 
areas.  

6.233 The South East Plan Panel’s Report agreed with the view that draft 
policy NRM3 achieves broad compliance with PPS25.  

6.234 The Secretary of State broadly accepted policy CC2 with some 
minor amendments. Draft policy NRM3 has been re-numbered to 
policy NRM4, and with some minor amendments broadly follows the 
original draft policy.  

6.235 Other relevant documents include:
• Planning Policy Statement 25: Development and Flood Risk 

Practice Guide (CLG 2008)
• Making Space for Water (Defra 2005)
• Sustainable Drainage Systems: An Introduction (Environment 

Agency).

What Our Evidence Says
6.236 The Council has undertaken two SFRA’s, one jointly with Woking 

Borough Council covering the catchments of the rivers Addlestone 
and Hale Bourne in the east of the Borough, and one jointly with 
Hart District Council covering the catchment of the river Blackwater 
to the west of the Borough.  

6.237 The Bourne SFRA indicates the actual level of fluvial flood risk in the 
east of the Borough, adding to the Environment Agency’s flood 
zones by taking into account detailed modelling where available. A 
brief assessment of other sources of flooding has also been 
undertaken.

6.238 The Blackwater SFRA highlights historic flooding extents as well as 
the environment agency’s flood risk zones. This SFRA also places 
areas in the west of the Borough at low, medium or high risk from 
other sources of flooding such as overland, sewer and groundwater. 

6.239 The SFRA’s also state that Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDS) 
may not be appropriate in all developments, given soil conditions in 
some parts of the Borough. 

What You Have Told Us So Far
6.240 Previous consultation responses have suggested that development 

needs to take flood risk into account and that mitigation measures 
should be designed into development. 
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Preferred Approach
6.241 The preferred approach would support Core Strategy objectives 10 

and 14 and core policy preferred approach CP1.  

6.242 The preferred approach will be to set a general presumption against 
development in areas at risk of fluvial flooding and to set criteria for 
development in areas of high and medium risk from other sources 
of flooding as set out within Strategic Flood Risk Assessments. The 
preferred approach also includes a requirement for site specific 
Flood Risk Assessments, in certain flood risk areas, which should 
identify appropriate SUDS techniques.  

6.243 Reason: It is considered that the preferred approach will assist in 
forming a comprehensive policy to deal with both local fluvial and 
non-fluvial forms of flooding, based on the Council’s Strategic Flood 
Risk Assessment.   

6.244 Possible policy could be along the lines of: -  

6.245 ‘Development within flood zones 2 & 3 as defined within the 
Council’s Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) and sites of 1ha 
or over within flood zone 1 will not be supported unless it can be 
demonstrated that: 

• The proposed development is compatible within these areas 
taking account of advice set out in Annex D of PPS25; and

• The sequential and exception tests as set out in PPS25 have 
been applied where necessary; and

• An Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) demonstrates that the proposal 
would lead to a reduction of flood risk both to and from the site.

6.246 Development sites located within areas at high or medium risk from 
other sources of flooding or where historic flood events have 
occurred from whichever source as defined by the SFRA or within 
areas at risk of flooding from a breach of the Basingstoke Canal, as 
defined within the SFRA, must demonstrate that the development 
will reduce flood risks both to and from the site through an Flood 
Risk Assessment (FRA). Where a reduction of flood risk cannot be 
demonstrated within these areas, development will not generally be 
permitted.  

Other options considered  
6.247 To include a policy, but only include reference to other sources of 

flooding as set out in the SFRA, with reliance on fluvial flood risk 
impacts from PPS25.  This option is not preferred as although a 
policy of general presumption against development in areas of 
fluvial flood risk would be repetitive of national policy, it is 
considered that for clarity, coherence and the importance of 
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considering flood risk issues, any policy should set out fluvial flood 
risk considerations, alongside the local risks from other sources.   

6.248 Maintain Local Plan policies G14 and G17.  This option was rejected 
as the policies do not reflect up to date national policy advice or the 
advice of the SFRA.

Question 34

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out or should 
any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there any 
options that the Council should have considered in addition 
to the above? 

DM13 - Rural Exception Sites

National, regional and local policy and guidance 
6.249 Planning Policy Statement 3: Housing states that in providing 

affordable housing in rural communities, where opportunities for 
delivering affordable housing tend to be more limited, the aim 
should be to deliver high quality housing that contributes to the 
creation and maintenance of sustainable rural communities in 
market towns and villages.  

6.250 It goes on to say that this requires planning at local and regional 
level adopting a positive and pro-active approach which is informed 
by evidence, with clear targets for the delivery of rural affordable 
housing.  Where viable and practical, Local Planning Authorities 
should consider allocating and releasing sites solely for affordable 
housing, including using a Rural Exception Site Policy. This enables 
small sites to be used, specifically for affordable housing in small 
rural communities that would not normally be used for housing 
because, for example, they are subject to policies of restraint.  
Rural exception sites should only be used for affordable housing in 
perpetuity. A Rural Exception Site policy should seek to address the 
needs of the local community by accommodating households who 
are either current residents or have an existing family or 
employment connection, whilst also ensuring that rural areas 
continue to develop as sustainable, mixed, inclusive communities.  

6.251 Policy H4 of RPG9, states that special rural measures such as 
‘exceptions policy’ will continue to be appropriate in some 
circumstances.  

6.252 Policy H4 ‘Affordable Housing’ of the Draft South East Plan states 
that in rural areas, Local Development Documents will promote 
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small scale affordable housing sites within or well-related to 
settlements, possibly including land which would not otherwise be 
released for development.  

6.253 The South East Plan Panel’s report stated that the lack of affordable 
housing in rural areas is a widely recognised issue in the South 
East, but that there was nothing regionally distinctive for the South 
East Plan to add to PPS3. However the Panel were content with a 
reference to rural affordable housing in draft policy H4.  

6.254 The Secretary of State has proposed to re-number draft Policy H4 
to policy H2, however the reference to small scale affordable 
housing sites in rural areas is retained.  

6.255 Policy DN11 ‘Affordable Housing’ of the Surrey Structure Plan 2004 
states that Local Authorities will, in rural areas, where there is 
evidence of local need, permit small scale affordable housing within 
or well related to settlements, on land that would not otherwise be 
released for development.  

6.256 Other documents that were referred to include:
• Affordable Housing Needs in Surrey (January 2003)
• Surrey Heath Housing Needs Survey (2002) and Update (2006)
• Housing Needs Survey Report – Chobham – The Rural Housing 

Trust (December 2005)
• Affordable Rural Housing Commission Report (2006)

What our evidence says
6.257 The Housing Needs Update Survey 2006 used existing data from 

the 2002 Housing Needs Survey.  The survey indicates that the gap 
between income levels and house prices in Surrey Heath have 
resulted in the inability of many people to access the housing 
market.  Affordability is particularly a problem for first time buyers, 
single persons and those on low household incomes.  Affordability is 
particularly bad in rural areas where house prices are higher and 
the provision of new affordable units much lower.  

What you have told us so far
6.258 The comments received indicated strong support for the inclusion of 

a ‘rural exceptions’ policy.

Preferred approach
6.259 This preferred approach will seek to support Core Strategy objective 

5 and core policy preferred approaches CP9 and CP11. 

6.260 The preferred approach will aim to increase the provision of 
affordable units in rural areas where a need is demonstrated and 
will look to secure such housing for local people and in perpetuity.  
It will form an important part of meeting the need for affordable 
housing in rural areas where fewer qualifying sites come forward. 
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However, the preferred approach is to include criteria such as sites 
being located in or adjoining rural villages.

6.261 Reason: It is considered that this approach will support the 
provision of rural affordable housing where a need arises, but still 
gives general protection against development in the open
countryside. 

6.262 Possible policy wording could be along the lines of: -  

6.263 In exceptional circumstances, residential development on sites in or 
adjacent to rural settlements may be permitted to meet local needs 
provided that:

(i) There is a proven local need for affordable housing for local 
people;
(ii) The need cannot be met within the settlement boundary;
(iii) The development will provide affordable housing for local 
people in perpetuity;
(iv) The development site is accessible by public transport, walking 
or cycling to local   services and facilities sufficient to support the 
new residents and their daily needs;
(v) The development is of a high standard, is well related to the 
character and scale of the adjacent settlement, and will not harm 
the appearance of the settlement or its surroundings.’

Other Options Considered
6.264 Have no policy relating to rural exception sites.  This option is not 

preferred as it would not allow for the provision of rural exception 
sites, even should an identified need arise.

6.265 Include a policy allowing for development of rural exception sites 
anywhere in rural areas.  This option was rejected as it provided 
the least sustainable option.

Question 35

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out or should 
any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there any 
options that the Council should have considered in addition 
to the above?
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DM14 – Retention of Existing Housing Stock

National, Regional and Local Policy Advice
6.266 There is no national, regional or county level policy advice or 

guidance on this matter. However the Surrey Heath Local Plan does 
contain saved policy H14 which states that the Council will resist 
the loss of accommodation, subject to criteria set out therein.

What Our Evidence Says
6.267 The delivery of housing numbers as set out in the South East Plan 

Panels Report will be challenging given the constraints of the 
Thames Basin Heaths SPA, and that few large strategic sites are 
likely to come forward during the plan period.

6.268 Therefore, in order to meet this challenge it is considered that 
resisting the loss of existing housing stock to other uses is vital to 
ensure the Council meets its net annual dwelling requirement.

What You Have Told Us So Far
6.269 There was a general consensus that the conversion of residential 

accommodation to institutional uses was acceptable, but there were 
no further comments relating to the loss of units to other types of 
uses.

Preferred Approach
6.270 This approach will support Core Strategy objectives 2 and 5 and 

core policy preferred approach CP6.

6.271 The preferred approach is to set out a policy which seeks to resist 
the loss of existing housing stock to other uses, subject to criteria.  

 
6.272 Reason: It is considered that this approach aids the Council in 

meeting its net additional housing requirements arising from the 
South East Plan and with criteria attached is flexible enough to 
allow some loss if justified.  

6.273 Possible policy wording could along the lines of: -

6.274 ‘The loss of existing residential units will be resisted unless it can be 
demonstrated that: -
(i) Within Camberley Town Centre, the loss accords with the overall 
objectives set out in the Camberley Town Centre Area Action Plan;
(ii) The overall environmental quality of the dwelling(s) and their 
amenities cannot support continuing residential use’.
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Other options considered
6.275 To maintain policy H14 of the Local Plan.  This option is not 

preferred as there may be additional criteria to be added to the 
existing policy and the reference in Policy H14 to Camberley Town 
Centre will now need to be related to the Camberley Town Centre 
Area Action Plan (AAP).

6.276 To not have a policy.  This option is not preferred because, to have 
no policy resisting a loss in a Borough constrained by the Thames 
Basin Heaths SPA, could lead to a net undersupply of housing. 

Question 36

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out or should 
any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there any 
options that the Council should have considered in addition 
to the above?

DM15 – Retention of Small Dwellings in Rural Areas

National, regional and local policy and guidance 
6.278 PPS3 seeks to achieve mixed communities, a mix of housing, both 

market and affordable, particularly in terms of tenure and price, to 
support a wide variety of households in all areas, both urban and 
rural.  As such local authorities should plan for a mix of housing on 
the basis of the different types of households that are likely to 
require housing over the plan period having regard to current and 
future demographic trends and profiles and based on the findings of 
the Strategic Housing Market Assessment.

6.279 Local Planning Authorities should set out in Local Development 
Documents:

• The likely profile of household types requiring market housing 
e.g. multi-person, including families and children, single 
persons, couples.

• The size and type of affordable housing required.

6.280 PPS3 also states that developers should bring forward proposals for 
market housing which reflects demand and the profile of 
households requiring market housing, in order to sustain mixed 
communities.

6.281 Policy H4 of RPG9 states that local authorities should ensure that 
local housing needs assessments are related to local conditions.
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6.282 Policy H6 ‘Type and Size of New Housing’ of the Draft South East 
Plan states that Local Authorities should identify a full range of 
existing and future housing needs in their areas, in the form of 
housing need and market assessments, working with adjoining local 
authorities as appropriate.  Such needs should include those of 
elderly and disabled people, students, black and minority ethnic 
households, families with children, Gypsies and Travellers and 
others with specialist requirements, as relevant.  Informed by such 
assessments, Local Development Documents should require an 
appropriate range of housing opportunities in terms of a mix of 
housing types, sizes and tenures.  

 
6.283 The South East Plan Panel’s report concluded that draft policy H6 

was appropriate given that it is consistent with PPS3, addresses 
regionally specific challenges such as changing household 
composition and without the policy the mix of housing would be 
unduly influenced by the high cost of land.

6.284 The proposed changes to the South East Plan has seen draft policy 
H6 re-numbered to policy H4 and grouped together with draft policy 
H3. However, the general thrust of the policy remains the same 
although the term ‘housing needs’ has been replaced with the term 
‘housing required’ to reflect that assessments should include 
demand for market housing.  

6.285 Policy DN10 ‘Housing Type and Need’ of the Surrey Structure Plan 
2004 states that new dwelling provision should incorporate a mix of 
sizes and types and contribute towards meeting the needs of all 
sections of the community.  The identification of specific needs and 
the mix of dwellings on each site will be determined by the local 
authorities.  

6.286 Other documents that were referred to include:
• Housing Type and Size in the South East – South East 

England Regional Development Agency and South East 
England Regional Assembly (2007)

• Surrey Heath Housing Market Assessment (2007)
• Surrey Heath Housing Needs Survey (2002) and Update 

(2006).

What Our Evidence Says
6.287 The general need for small dwellings is set out in core policy 

preferred approach CP10.  It is not uncommon for small dwellings 
to be extended and the loss of small dwellings through extensions 
has implications for securing a balanced housing market and 
creating mixed communities.  In rural areas, the lack of 
development sites coming forward which meet the requirements to 
provide new small dwellings mean that the stock of small dwellings 
in many rural villages is gradually diminishing.  
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What You Have Told Us So Far
6.288 The majority of comments were in favour of including a policy 

concerning the retention of small dwellings.  The need for better 
monitoring and enforcement was mentioned.

Preferred Approach
6.289 This will support Core Strategy objective 5 and core policy preferred 

approach CP10.  The preferred approach will be to ensure that a 
stock of small dwellings is maintained in rural areas but with 
different definitions of a small dwelling than the existing local plan 
policy.

6.290 Reason: It is considered that this approach will aid in meeting the 
continuing need for smaller households in rural areas. Changing the 
size definition of a small dwelling will bring a policy in line with the 
definition of small dwellings set out in the Council’s background 
evidence.  

6.291 Possible policy wording could be along the lines of: -

6.292 ‘In rural areas in the east of the Borough including the settlements 
of Bisley, Chobham, West End and Windlesham, proposals for the 
rebuilding or substantial extension of dwellings will not normally be 
permitted where this would result in the reduction in the stock of 
small dwellings, detract from the rural character of the area, or lead 
to difficulties in the provision of public services.

6.293 Exceptionally, the local planning authority may permit larger 
extensions in order to provide basic amenities for a dwelling.’

Other Options Considered  
6.294 Continue to retain small dwellings in rural areas in line with the 

existing local plan policy H12.  This option is not preferred as the 
existing local plan policy requires updating in terms of re-defining a 
‘small dwelling’.

6.295 Do not include a policy.  This option is not preferred as it is 
considered that the retention of small dwellings in rural areas, 
based on the Council’s evidence continues to be an important local 
issue. 

Question 37

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out or should 
any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there any 
options that the Council should have considered in addition 
to the above? Do you think there is still a requirement for 
small dwellings in rural areas?
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DM16 – Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation
National, regional and local policy and guidance 

6.296 Planning Policy Statement 3: Housing sets out the Government’s 
key housing policy goal to ensure that everyone has the opportunity 
of living in a decent home, which they can afford, in a community 
where they want to live.

6.297 Circular 01/2006: Planning for Gypsy and Traveller Caravan Sites 
sets out the requirement for local authorities to allocate sufficient 
sites for Gypsies and Travellers, in accordance with the number of 
pitches required in the Regional Spatial Strategy, in a site 
allocations DPD.  It also requires core strategies to set out criteria 
for the location of Gypsy and Traveller sites which will be used to 
guide the allocation of sites in the relevant DPD and used to meet 
unexpected demand.  The Circular also states 

• Where there is a need for affordable Gypsy and Traveller 
accommodation in rural areas local planning authorities should 
include a ‘rural exception site policy’.  

• Alterations to the Green Belt boundary can be used in 
exceptional circumstances to meet a specific, identified need for 
a Gypsy and Traveller site.  

• Wherever possible, local authorities should identify sites suitable 
for mixed residential and business uses, having regard to the 
safety and amenity of occupants and neighbouring residents.  
Where this is not possible, should consider scope of identifying 
separate sites for residential and business uses in close 
proximity.  Mixed uses are not acceptable on rural exception 
sites.

6.298 In deciding where to provide for Gypsy and Traveller sites, local 
planning authorities should first consider locations in or near 
existing settlements with access to local shops, doctors and 
schools.  Sustainability considerations should include:

• Promotion of a peaceful and integrated co-existence between 
the site and the local community;

• Wider benefits of easier access to GP and other health 
facilities;

• Children attending school on a regular basis;
• The provision of a settled base that reduces the need for 

long-distance travelling and possible environmental damage 
caused by unauthorised encampment;

• Not locating sites in areas at high risk of flooding, including 
functional floodplains, given the particular vulnerability of 
caravans.

6.299 Policy H4 of RPG9 states that development plans should make 
provision for a range of dwelling types and sizes to meet the 
assessed needs of all sectors of the community.  
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6.300 The South East of England Regional Assembly is undertaking a 
Partial Review of the South East Plan to assess the needs of 
Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Showpeople and identify if and 
when additional site provision is required.  Local authorities 
throughout the South East are undertaking GTAAs to inform the
review.  Surrey Heath is working jointly with other Surrey Districts.  

6.301 Other relevant documents include:
• Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Assessments (DCLG, 

2007)
• West Surrey Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Assessment 

(Undertaken by David Couttie Associates for Guildford, Surrey 
Heath and Waverley Borough Council’s, 2006).

What our evidence says
6.302 The Council has undertaken a joint GTAA with Guildford and 

Waverley Borough Councils.  The GTAA identified a need within the 
Borough for additional pitches for Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling 
Showpeople in line with the following:
• 19 pitches for Gypsies and Travellers between 2006 and 

2011;
• 10 pitches for Travelling Showpeople between 2006 and 2011
Work is now underway to address this as part of the Partial Review 
of the South East Plan.

What you have told us so far
6.303 Comments relating to criteria based policies are as follows:

• The need to allow for mixed use sites in line with paragraph 
56 of Circular 01/2006;

• Provide guidance on the size of sites;
• Should set out how the current backlog of unmet need is to 

be met;
• Differentiate between permanent and transit sites;
• Retain and safeguard existing sites;
• Criteria relating to distance from local services unrealistic;
• No need to require gas supply.

Preferred approach
6.304 This policy will support Core Strategy objective 5 and core policy 

preferred approach CP13.  

6.305 There is not an issue of unauthorised sites in Surrey Heath and 
therefore it is considered that there is no need to identify sites in 
advance of the South East Plan Partial Review.  Therefore, as core 
policy preferred approach 13 sets out the number of pitches, the 
preferred approach of this policy is to set out the criteria by which 
sites for Gypsy and Traveller accommodation will be assessed.  
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6.306 Reason: In advance of any site allocation, the preferred approach 
allows flexibility in considering proposed Gypsy or Traveller sites 
where a need for pitches has come forward through the Core 
Strategy.  

6.307 It has not been possible to form potential policy wording at this 
moment in time.

Other Options Considered
6.308 Continue with existing Local Plan Policy H25.  This option is not 

preferred as the existing Local Plan policy does not reflect current 
government guidance in the form of Circular 01/2006

Question 38

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out or should 
any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there any 
options that the Council should have considered in addition 
to the above?

DM17 – Travelling Showpeople

National, Regional and Local Policy Guidance
6.309 As set out under DM16, Planning Policy statement 3: Housing sets 

out the Government’s key housing policy goal to ensure that 
everyone has the opportunity of living in a decent home, which they 
can afford, in a community where they want to live.

6.310 Circular 04/2007: Planning for Travelling Showpeople sets out a 
similar requirement for local authorities to allocate sufficient sites 
for Travelling Showpeople in accordance with the number of pitches 
required in the Regional Spatial Strategy, in a site allocations DPD.  
It also requires core strategies to set out criteria for the location of 
Travelling Showpeople sites which will be used to guide the 
allocation of sites in the relevant DPD and used in respect to 
planning applications on unallocated sites that may come forward.  

6.311 As set out under DM16, policy H4 of RPG9 states that development 
plans should make provision for a range of dwelling types and sizes 
to meet the assessed needs of all sectors of the community.

6.312 Again as set out under DM16, a partial review of the South East 
Plan to assess the needs of Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling 
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Showpeople and identify if and when additional site provision is 
required is still being undertaken.  

What Our Evidence Says
6.313 As set out under DM16, the Council has undertaken a joint GTAA 

with Guildford and Waverley Borough Councils.  The GTAA has 
identified a need within the Borough for additional pitches for 
Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Showpeople in line with the 
following:

• 19 pitches for Gypsies and Travellers between 2006 and 
2011;

• 10 pitches for Travelling Showpeople between 2006 and 
2011.

What You Have Told Us So Far
6.314 There have been no specific previous responses received with 

respect to Travelling Showpeople

Preferred Approach
6.315 This policy will support Core Strategy objective 5 and core policy 

preferred approach CP13.

6.316 Like DM16, the preferred approach of this policy will be to set out 
the criteria by which sites for Travelling Showmen accommodation 
will be assessed.

6.317 Reason: As set out under DM16, the approach allows a flexible 
approach to site considerations where the number of pitches has 
been set through the Core Strategy.

6.318 It has not been possible to form potential policy wording at this 
moment in time.

Other options considered
6.319 Continue with no specific policy.  This option is not preferred as it 

would not be an approach in conformity with national policy advice 
as contained within Circular 04/2007.

Question 39

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out or should 
any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there any 
options that the Council should have considered in addition 
to the above?
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DM18 – Protecting the Role of District & Local 
Centres

National, Regional and Local Policy Guidance
6.320 Planning Policy Statement 6: Planning for Town Centres sets out 

that a network of local centres within a local authority’s area is 
essential to provide easily accessible shopping to meet day to day 
needs and should be the focus for investment in facilities such as 
health centres and other small scale community facilities. PPS6 also 
states that retail development should be focussed in existing 
centres and that local development documents should define a 
hierarchy of local centres, setting out their roles and catchments.

6.321 PPS6 also states that local authorities should plan carefully, how to 
distribute growth to achieve spatial plan objectives.

6.322 Policy Q5 of RPG9 sets out that local authorities should identify 
which town and district centres should be the preferred locations for 
growth, and that the sequential approach as set out in PPS6 for 
identifying sites for retail, leisure and offices should be applied. 
Policy Q1 of RPG9 states that development plans should use growth 
opportunities to restructure urban areas, by encouraging 
development in and around existing centres and promoting local 
neighbourhood centres as places where people can go for day to 
day shopping and other services.

6.323 There are no current draft South East Plan policies which relate to 
local and district centres. However Surrey Structure Plan Policy 
LO8 states that retail development will be directed in accordance 
with the strategic retail hierarchy of centres in Surrey and gives a 
general presumption against retail development outside of centre or 
edge of centre locations.

What Our Evidence Says
6.324 The Council commissioned Chase & Partners to undertake a retail 

study on their behalf. In the main, the study looked at Camberley 
Town Centre, but it also considered the Local & District centres of 
Bagshot, Frimley and Lightwater.

6.325 The report found that: -

(i) Frimley currently fulfils its role as a district centre, but the 
Waitrose store is key to this. The study recommended that 
the secondary shopping frontage in Frimley be extended to 
include 90-96 High Street, in recognition of existing retail 
units.

(ii) Primary shopping frontage in Bagshot district centre should 
be extended to include 23 High Street and secondary 
shopping frontage extended to include 2 & 3 The Square, in 
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recognition of existing retail units. Overall shopping frontage 
should be extended to include 89-91 Guildford Road.

(iii) Vacancy in Bagshot centre is modest with 4 vacant units, but 
it was considered that the centre is currently vital and viable. 

(iv) Providing that the Budgens store continues to trade, 
Lightwater will continue to fulfil its role as a local centre in 
the retail hierarchy.

(v) In terms of other local centres, it was recommended that the 
shopping frontages are extended to take account of existing 
retail units in the following locations: -

• 2-4 High Street, Chobham
• 10 The Green
• 9-11 Wharf Road
• 1 Sturt Road
• 198-204 and 225a-229 Frimley Green Road
• 32-34 Updown Hill and 1 Chertsey Road, Windlesham.

6.326 e study does not recommend further retail floorspace in Local and 
District centres, but advises careful husbandry of existing provision, 
with an objective of promoting and supporting existing retail uses. 
The study also advises the LDF to include policies relating to 
contemporary retail issues such as retail provision from petrol filling 
stations and open retail sales at garden centres. Policies to sustain 
and enhance the provision of A1 retail units should also be included 
and permissible uses should reflect those set out in the revised Use 
Classes (A1-A5).   

  
What You Have Told Us So Far  

6.327 There has been a general consensus from previous consultation, 
that no changes to local shopping policies are required. However, 
some specific points raised were that A3 uses should be limited in 
local shopping areas, and that local shopping provision policies need 
to be reviewed in light of PPS6.  

Preferred Approach  
6.328 The preferred approach seeks to support Core Strategy objective 6

and core policy preferred approach CP12.  
 

6.329 The preferred approach to this policy is to set out that retail 
development outside of Camberley Town Centre will be acceptable 
within district and local centres subject to criteria. The approach is 
also to protect existing retail facilities subject to criteria with any 
residential element only permissible at first floor level and above. 
The approach at this stage is also to explore extending the 
shopping frontages of local and district centres as set out in the 
retail study.  
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6.330 Reason: It is considered that this approach will give protection to 
existing facilities but is flexible enough to allow the consideration of 
other uses that would maintain or enhance the viability and vitality 
of local and district centres.   

6.331 Possible policy wording could be along the lines of: -  

6.332 ‘Development of unallocated sites or changes of use from existing 
retail premises to other uses defined under Class A of the Use 
Classes Order 2005 within district and local centres as set out 
within Core Policy 12 and defined on the proposals map will 
generally be acceptable where: -

• The development is appropriate within a district or local centre 
and proposes a balanced mix of different retail uses at ground 
floor level based on the retail needs of that local or district 
centre; and

• The scale and impact of development including any change from 
an existing A1 use as defined under the Use Classes Order 2005, 
would not prejudice the centre’s role within the retail hierarchy 
as set out in Core Policy 12 or affect its viability, vitality or retail 
function.

6.333 Development for non-retail uses at ground floor level will not 
normally be permitted, although uses falling into Classes D1 & D2 
as defined by the Use Classes Order 2005 will be considered on 
merit, as will sui generis uses with a strong retail element. 
Development at first floor level and above will be expected to 
provide a residential element, although some D1 or D2 uses as 
defined under the Use Classes Order 2005 may also be appropriate 
subject to accessibility.

6.334 Unless small in scale, proposals for the development or re-
development of new retail floorspace outside of District or Local 
centres as shown on the proposals map, or the area as defined by 
the Camberley Town Centre AAP, will not generally be supported, 
unless it can be demonstrated that the development is in 
accordance with guidance set out in PPS6. The cumulative impact of 
the proposed and any existing development will be taken into 
consideration.’  

Other Options Considered  
6.335 To include separate policies on provision of retail facilities and 

protection of existing retail facilities.  This option is not preferred as 
it is considered that two separate approaches to provision and 
protection would lose focus, be potentially repetitive and lack 
coherence.  
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6.336 Maintain Local Plan policies S1, S3, S4, S5, S6 and S7.  This option 
is not preferred as it is considered that a more composite approach 
to all the Borough’s District and Local centres should be taken 
forward to aid coherence and clarity. Further, this option does not 
take account of community or sui generis uses which may be 
acceptable in local or district centres and does not allow for the 
extension of shopping frontages.

Question 40

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out or should 
any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there any 
options that the Council should have considered in addition 
to the above? Is it right to allow some non-retail uses into 
local or district centres if they were of community benefit?

DM19 –Employment Development 

National, Regional and Local Policy Advice
6.337 Planning Policy Guidance Note 4: Industrial, Commercial 

Development and Small Firms states that development plans should
contain clear land use policies for different types of commercial and 
industrial development.

6.338 Draft Planning Policy Statement 4: Planning for Sustainable 
Economic Development sets out that local planning authorities 
should set criteria based policies and where necessary protect land 
from other uses as well as separate certain types of industry and 
infrastructure away from sensitive uses where they would be 
detrimental to amenity.

6.339 Policy RE1 of RPG9 states that development plans should take 
account of regional economic strategies and develop complimentary 
sustainable land use policies including identification of locations for 
growing businesses and inward investors. Policy RE3 sets out that 
development plans will need to take account of local capacity in 
terms of labour supply, land availability and transport infrastructure 
and build upon local strengths and skills as well as reflect changing 
work and living patterns. 

6.340 Draft South East Plan policy RE2 states that policies at the local 
level should provide for a range of sites and premises based on 
accessibility, making efficient use of underused sites, focusing on 
urban areas, intensification of the use of existing sites and 
promotion of mixed use development. RE2 also sets out that 
accessible and well located industrial and commercial sites should 
be retained where there is a good prospect of employment use and 
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that local policies should support agricultural, horticultural, forestry 
industries and rural economic diversification, subject to criteria.

6.341 The South East Plan Panel’s report paints a different picture of 
labour supply and demand in the South East over the plan period. 
It states that due to the ageing population, labour supply will be 
severely curtailed after 2016 and that the disparity between labour 
supply and labour demand in the Western Corridor and Blackwater 
Valley sub-region could be as much as 90,000. However, instead of 
seeking to reduce labour demand through ‘smart growth’ and 
reduction of employment land, the panel propose an increase in 
housing numbers to allow in-migration from other regions to make 
up some of the shortfall i.e. an increase in labour supply.  

6.342 The Panel’s report also states that draft Policy RE2 should require 
local authorities to identify, through joint employment land reviews 
with neighbouring authorities, strategic employment land for those 
sectors showing potential for growth within the area.

6.343 Draft Policy WCBV4 seeks to give priority to the retention of 
existing employment land, but if this is judged to be insufficient 
than LDF’s can identify new areas of employment land, subject to 
criteria.

6.344 The Panel’s report states that draft policy WCBV4 should set out 
that any employment land lost to other uses should be gained 
elsewhere i.e. no net loss. The report further states that any new 
employment land identified should be based not only on local 
evidence of demand, but also on strategic evidence, and that a 
balance between labour supply and demand should be expressed in 
terms of a broad balance over that particular area of the sub-region 
not just over one district or borough. 

6.345 The Secretary of State’s proposed changes includes a new policy 
RE1, which states that Local Development Documents should be 
sufficiently flexible to respond positively to changes in the global 
economy and changing economic needs of the region. Changes are 
also proposed to draft policy RE2, by including a reference to joint 
working between authorities when undertaking employment land 
reviews which should identify strategic employment land. There is 
also a criteria which seeks to intensify underused employment land 
where this is accessible.

6.346 The proposed changes to draft policy WCBV4 include re-numbering 
to WCBV2 and that the need for additional employment floorspace 
will as far as possible be met through the more efficient use of 
existing employment land including employment land in town 
centres. Priority should also be given to the retention of existing 
employment land in employment use. The policy is also amended to 
reflect the strategic demand for floorspace and the broad balance 
between labour supply and demand.
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6.347 Policy LO7 of the Surrey Structure Plan states that the development 
needs of sustainable economic growth will be met primarily through 
the re-use of suitably located land in or available for employment 
use. The policy also seeks to ensure an appropriate mix of types 
and scale of premises and states that reviews of existing 
employment land should be undertaken and where surplus or 
unsuitably located should be allocated for other uses.

What Our Evidence Says
6.348 The Council has undertaken a draft Employment Land Review in 

2007, which also includes commentary from Vail Williams and a 
draft business survey undertaken by DTZ.

6.349 The main findings of the ELR is that by 2016, a net addition of 316 
jobs could be created within the Borough, on top of an existing 
surplus of 2,486, leading to an oversupply of 2,798 jobs to resident 
workforce to fill the posts. As part of the calculation of 316 net 
additional jobs created by 2016, the ELR took account of the 
potential loss of 20% of secondary employment areas.

6.350 The ELR also advises that there should be no loss of the Borough’s 
core employment sites or designated employment sites within rural 
areas. 

6.351 However, given the findings of the South East Plan Panel’s report 
and Secretary of States proposed changes, in particular the 
strategic approaches to labour supply and demand and employment 
land the Council has decided to re-appraise its ELR. 

6.352 Although there is a requirement for an updated ELR, the Council 
still believes at this stage that a preferred approach towards the 
management of employment development can be outlined.

6.353 A business survey undertaken by DTZ on behalf of the Council, 
found that existing businesses within the Borough were in the main 
satisfied with Surrey Heath as a business location and that they 
were likely to remain within the Borough for the foreseeable future. 
However, key issues which could constrain economic growth were 
cited as congestion and lack of affordable housing.

What You Have Told Us So Far
6.354 The main responses received on employment issues were that non-

residential sites should be considered for housing and/or a mix of 
uses should they come forward for redevelopment.

Preferred Approach
6.355 This approach will support Core Strategy objectives 3 and 7 and 

core policy preferred approach CP16. 
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6.356 The preferred approach will be to set out separate policies for: -

1. The restraint of employment development outside designated 
employment areas

2. Protection of existing designated employment areas and 
protecting and rebalancing their mix of uses.

3. The mix of employment uses in new development.
4. Adaptability of new units to changing economic needs and 

support for home working subject to criteria.  

6.357 Reason: Although the Council’s ELR is currently being reviewed, it is 
considered that the preferred approach allows a level of flexibility to 
be applied at this stage of plan preparation.   

6.358 Devising a possible policy wording for numbers 1-4 above has not 
been possible at this stage.

Other Options Considered

6.359 To have one policy covering 1-4 above.  This option is not preferred 
because it is felt that one policy may not be able to fully incorporate 
the complexity of issues arising from the ELR review and changes 
likely to the draft South East Plan. 

6.360 To have separate polices on the protection of existing employment 
sites and the provision of new employment uses without reference 
to home working. For the reason above, it is considered that a 
number of issues should be explored and not discounted at this 
time.

6.361 Maintain Local Plan policies E1, E2, E4, E5, E7.   This option is not 
preferred as it is considered that existing Local Plan policies would 
not be in conformity with draft regional policy and require updating 
to take account of any further employment review work. 

Question 41

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out or should 
any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there any 
options that the Council should have considered in addition 
to the above?
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DM20 – Retention of Existing Community Facilities

National, Regional and Local Policy Advice
6.362 Planning Policy Statement 1: Delivering Sustainable Development

sets out that the government is committed to strong, vibrant and 
sustainable communities as well as meeting the diverse needs of all 
people in existing and future communities. PPS1 also states that 
the impact of development on the social fabric of communities 
should be considered and taken into account, and that development 
plans should recognise the needs and broader interests of the 
community to secure a better quality of life.  

6.363 Planning Policy Statement 3: Housing states that government policy 
is to ensure that housing is developed in suitable locations which 
offer a range of community facilities. 

6.364 One of the objectives of Planning Policy Statement 7: Sustainable 
Development in Rural Areas is to raise the quality of life and 
environment in rural areas through promotion of thriving, inclusive 
and sustainable rural communities.

6.365 Policy Q6 of RPG9 sets out that health, education and other social 
considerations should be taken into account fully in development 
planning throughout the region. This includes facilitating 
reconfiguration and modernisation of health services and enabling a 
varied provision of facilities for education and training and other 
facilities required by local communities. 

6.366 Policy S8 of the draft South East Plan states that the mixed use of 
community facilities should be encouraged by local authorities in 
order to make effective use of resources and reduce travel and 
other impacts. S8 also states that local policies should ensure that 
appropriate facilities are made accessible to all sections of the 
community.

6.367 The Secretary of State’s proposed changes have re-numbered draft 
policy S8 to policy S6 and has added that local authorities should, 
in consultation with  those delivery community services, ensure that 
facilities are located and designed appropriately taking account of 
local needs and having regard to whole life costing.

6.368 Policy DN12 of the Surrey Structure Plan sets out that where 
development would lead to the loss of existing facilities where there 
is a continuing need, alternative provision must be made.

What Our Evidence Says
6.369 The Council’s PPG17 study showed that 10 community centres 

within the Borough are leased out to local associations that run a 
range of community programmes, including sport, leisure, 
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education and childcare. A further 41 village, parish and club halls 
were identified in the PPG17 study as offering leisure and 
recreation.

6.370 Although there were some church and school halls that fulfilled 
some of the demand for community centres in St Michaels, Town 
and Old Dean wards, there were no purpose built community 
centres in these locations. 

6.371 In terms of community facilities such as health centres, GP 
surgeries and dental practices, the local Primary Care Trust (PCT) 
has not identified any existing shortfalls.  However, the 
identification of the Princess Royal Barracks as a site for future 
development in Deepcut, may lead to a requirement for healthcare 
facilities in this part of the Borough. As such the Council will be re-
engaging with the PCT to update its position.  An increased need for 
child care, training and education facilities has not been identified. 

What You Have Told Us So Far
6.372 There were few comments raised with respect to community uses, 

but there was a general consensus that care homes for the elderly 
should not be classified as a community use.  

 
 

Preferred Approach  
6.373 This approach is to support Core Strategy objectives 8 and 16 and 

core policy preferred approach CP5.  The preferred approach for 
this policy is to set out general protection for existing community 
facilities, subject to criteria where a loss may be acceptable. This is 
in effect a continuation of existing local plan policy CS1.  

6.374 Reason: Although there is at present no identified need for further 
community facilities except where growth is likely at Deepcut or in 
the locations such as Old Dean, Town and St Michaels Wards, it is 
considered that the Boroughs existing community facilities should 
be protected to ensure that existing community infrastructures are 
not depleted. It is considered that the preferred approach protects 
these facilities but is flexible enough to allow a loss in certain 
restricted circumstances.  

6.375 Possible policy wording could be along the lines of: -

‘The loss of community facilities will be resisted unless it can be 
demonstrated that:

(i) There is no longer a need for those facilities and no other 
community use or service can make use of the facilities; and

(ii) Adequate accessible alternative provision exists elsewhere 
within the Borough or is to be made available elsewhere 
within the locality within a reasonable time.’
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Other Options Considered
6.376 To have no policy.  Although core policy preferred approach CP5 will 

seek to protect existing community infrastructure, it was felt that 
criteria will be needed for when it may be appropriate to allow a 
loss to other uses.

Question 42

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out or should 
any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there any 
options that the Council should have considered in addition 
to the above? 

DM21 – Sites of Local Nature Significance

National, Regional and Local Policy Advice
6.377 Planning Policy Statement 9: Biodiversity & Geological Conservation

states that LDF’s should indicate the location of designated sites 
and make the distinction between the hierarchy of international, 
national, regional and locally designated sites. PPS9 also states that 
development plans should establish criteria based policies against 
which any development on or affecting regional or local sites will be 
judged, but not international sites as these already benefit from 
statutory protection.

6.378 Policy E2 of RPG9 sets out that the regions biodiversity should be 
maintained and enhanced.   

6.379 Draft South East Plan policy NRM4 sets out that local authorities 
should avoid a net loss of biodiversity and actively pursue a net 
gain, and ensure damage to county and local wildlife sites is 
avoided wherever possible.

6.380 Draft policy NRM4 has been revised by the Regional Assembly in 
the light of comments raised within an appropriate assessment. The 
South East Plan Panel reported that they were generally satisfied 
with the revised wording.

6.381 The Secretary of State proposes to re-number draft policy NRM4 to 
policy NRM5, but the general provision of the draft policy remains 
relatively unaltered. However as well as avoiding damage to county 
and local wildlife areas, the policy now includes that damage should 
be avoided to areas outside the boundaries of Natura 2000 sites 
where they support the species for which the site has been 
designated. 
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6.382 Policy SE6 of the Surrey Structure Plan states that biodiversity 
within Surrey should be conserved and enhanced and Policy SE7 
states that sites designated for nature at an international, national, 
regional or county level will be conserved and enhanced, with 
inappropriate development resisted.

6.383 Surrey also has a Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) which is comprised 
of 10 habitat action plans and 1 species action plan. The 10 habitats 
with action plans include: -

Chalk Grassland Open Water & Large Reed Beds
Farmland Wetland
Floodplain Grazing Marsh Woodlood
Lowland Heathland Wood Pasture & Park Land
Lowland Unimproved Meadows Urban

6.384 The one species action plan is for the butterfly Small blue (Cupido 
minimus).

6.385 The BAP contains a number of objectives and priorities for the 
different habitat types, some of which relate to planning. 

What Our Evidence Says
6.386 It is intended that a review of existing and potential new local sites 

will be undertaken, based on the DEFRA paper ‘Local Sites 
Systems: Guidance on Their Development & Management’.  The 
review is likely to take place after this DPD, and form part of the 
Site Allocations DPD. Protection of international and national sites 
will be covered by a strategic core policy.

What You Have Told Us So Far
6.387 Previous consultation comments have raised the point that 

development should protect the natural environment and 
biodiversity.

Preferred Approach

6.388 This will support Core Strategy objectives 9 & 10 and core policy 
preferred approaches 17 and 19.  The preferred approach to this 
policy will be protection for regional, county and local wildlife sites 
as shown on a proposals map subject to criteria for allowing some 
development related to the site itself. The preferred approach is 
also to undertake a review of sites and their boundaries, including 
potential sites and allocate these on the proposals map and under 
the Site Allocations DPD.  

6.389 Reason: The preferred approach is considered to achieve the overall 
objective of protecting sites of local biodiversity interest, whilst at 
the same time being flexible enough to allow some development in 
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the form of enhancement works, visitor access etc. The approach 
also allows the Council the opportunity of reviewing current site 
boundaries. 

6.390 Possible policy wording could be along the lines of: -

‘Sites of local nature significance such as Sites of Nature 
Conservation Importance (SNCI’s), potential SNCI’s and Local 
Nature Reserve’s as defined on the proposals map will be protected 
for their nature conservation interests. Development proposals will 
not be acceptable unless: -

• Within the site boundaries, it is necessary for access, site 
management or visitor facilities including for vehicle parking, 
which can demonstrate no adverse impacts to the integrity or 
nature conservation interests of the site

• For proposals outside of site boundaries which potentially affect 
a locally designated site, any identified adverse impacts to the 
nature conservation interest can be mitigated through the 
implementation of suitable measures.

6.391 The sites of local nature significance as shown on the proposals 
map will be subject to review with any deletions, amendments or 
additions updated on the proposals map as part of the Site 
Allocations DPD.’  

Other Options Considered
6.392 Do not include a policy, but rely on national policy, statutory 

protection regimes and core policies.  This option is not preferred as 
it is considered that national and core policies would not deliver a 
sufficient level of protection for county and local sites, and would 
not set criteria for when development may be acceptable such as 
enhancement works to act as mitigation for the Thames Basin 
Heaths SPA and the undertaking of boundary reviews.  

6.393 Maintain Local Plan policy RE12.  This option is not preferred 
because the existing local plan policy does not contain criteria for 
assessing development, only general intentions.

Question 43

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out or should 
any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there any 
options that the Council should have considered in addition 
to the above? 
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DM22 – Protection of Open Space and Recreation 
Facilities

National, Regional and Local Policy Advice
6.394 Planning Policy Guidance Note17: Planning for Open Space, Sport 

and Recreation, sets out that existing open spaces, sports and 
recreational buildings and land should not be developed unless an 
assessment shows that they are surplus to requirements. PPG17 
also states that open spaces and facilities of a high quality should 
be protected. 

6.395 PPG17 also states that local authorities may wish to allow small 
scale structures where they would support existing recreational 
uses. Further, where an open space is of a poor quality or under 
used, this should not be taken as indicating an absence of need.

6.396 Policy Q2 of RPG9 sets out that development plans should maximise 
the positive contribution that open spaces can make to urban areas 
in terms of their recreational, nature conservation and their wider 
environmental and social benefits. 

6.397 Draft South East Plan policy BE2, advises that local authorities and 
partners should develop and implement public realm and open 
space strategies. Policy S3 sets out that local policy should embrace 
preventative measures to address the causes of ill health, including 
community access to amenities such as parks, open space, and 
physical recreation activity. Policy S7 states that increased and 
sustainable participation in sport, recreation and cultural activity 
should be encouraged by local authorities.

6.398 The South East Plan Panel’s Report states that draft policy S3 is 
worth retaining to draw attention to the positive health outcomes of 
these polices. The Panel were also broadly in favour of policy S7, 
but with the additional amendments: -
• encouraging local strategies to cover a broader mix of cultural 

and sporting activities; 
• locating facilities to be accessible by a range of transport modes; 

and
• prioritising cultural provision in support of economic growth as 

well as urban regeneration.

6.399 Proposed changes to draft policy S3 include re-numbering to policy 
S1 and draft policy S7 is re-numbered to S5, with some minor 
amendments which do not change the overall thrust of the draft 
policy.

6.400 Policy DN3 of the Surrey Structure Plan states that development for 
leisure or recreation will be encouraged in urban areas, and that 
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land and buildings used for sport and recreation should be retained 
unless surplus to requirements.

What Our Evidence Says
6.401 The Council has undertaken a PPG17 Open Space & Recreation 

Study published in 2007. The main findings of the study were: -

• There is an adequate quantity of amenity space in the east of 
the Borough. The west of the Borough is well catered for and 
may provide opportunities to re-designate some sites to other 
typologies where there is a shortfall. There are small pockets 
where there is no open space provision in the west of the 
Borough for certain typologies.

• There is a perception that a large proportion of open space is 
dominated by outdoor sports pitches.

• There are a high number of outdoor sports facilities in the 
Borough. The highest quality of these should be protected.

• There is a current undersupply of sports hall provision 
(equivalent to 2 Badminton Courts), health & fitness facilities 
(137 stations), and Arena Leisure Centre does not currently 
meet demand for swimming pool facilities.

• Undersupply of health & fitness facilities could be met through 
expansion of existing facilities and neighbouring authority 
facilities. Local schools are unlikely to pick up shortfall of 
swimming undersupply, but this undersupply has to be seen in 
the context of neighbouring authority facilities.

6.402 The PPG17 study also sets out possible open space and children’s 
play area standards, in the east and west of the Borough, and these 
could form the basis for provision of open space in new 
developments as well as for calculations of commuted sums 
towards provision where necessary.

6.403 The Council will be investigating whether the open space standards 
and commuted sums set out in the PPG17 study, could form part of 
a developer contributions SPD, which would in any event be tied to 
the preferred approach set out for DM7 – Physical & Community 
Infrastructure Provision.

What You Have Told Us So Far
6.404 Previous consultation responses have included issues such as 

ensuring open space and children’s play equipment is provided 
within new development, allotments should be retained and only 
released if underused, and that noise criteria is often used to 
restrict outdoor sporting activity.
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Preferred Approach
6.405 This policy will support Core Strategy objectives 8, 12 and 16 and 

core policy preferred approaches 17 & 19. 

6.406 The preferred approach of this policy will be to protect the 
Borough’s open spaces against development, unless for a 
community use compatible with the size and function of the open 
space. The approach will also seek to protect existing formal and 
informal recreation facilities unless surplus to requirements or if 
they are to be replaced with similar. The approach will also include 
a review of existing urban open spaces.

6.407 Reason: It is considered that the preferred approach will allow for 
the protection of open space, recreation and leisure facilities within 
the Borough, given the evidence of the PPG17 study, but still allow 
community based development if a need is identified. It is also 
considered that the approach is flexible enough to allow the loss of 
some recreation or leisure facilities where there is no longer an 
identified need.  

6.408 Possible policy wording could be along the lines of: -  

6.409 ‘Areas of urban open space as defined on the proposals map will be 
protected by restricting development to appropriate community 
uses that are of a scale commensurate to the size of the area of 
urban open space. Such community uses could include: -
• Children’s play equipment
• Skate park facilities
• WC facilities
• Site enhancements

6.410 Existing formal and informal recreation facilities including those 
already sited within areas of urban open space will also be 
protected unless it can be demonstrated that such facilities are 
surplus to requirements and cannot be used for any other leisure or 
recreation purpose or are to be replaced by new facilities of a 
similar quantity, quality and type within the locality.  

6.411 The areas of urban open space as shown on the proposals map will 
be subject to a review with any deletions, amendments or additions 
updated on the proposals map as part of the Site Allocations DPD.

Other options considered
6.412 To include a policy of general protection for open spaces and 

recreation facilities with criteria for allowing some loss to general 
development, not just community uses.  This option is not preferred 
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as it is considered that urban open spaces play an essential role in 
the Borough’s townscape and should receive a high level of 
protection from general development as evidenced by the PPG17 
study. This is also the case for recreation/leisure uses, unless 
surplus to requirements.

6.413 To include a policy protecting open spaces and recreation facilities 
but with no criteria for allowing any development.  This option is 
not preferred because it may be necessary in the future on some of 
the larger open space areas, to allow community and general 
facilities such as children’s play equipment in order to upgrade the 
open space to serve a larger/smaller catchment.

6.414 Maintain LP policies UE1, R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R8, R9 and R10.  
This is not preferred as many of these policies are repetitive and 
require updating.

Question 44

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out or should 
any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there any 
options that the Council should have considered in addition 
to the above? Do you think that some open spaces are no 
longer required?

DM23 – Areas of High Archaeological Potential

National, Regional and Local Policy Advice
6.415 Planning Policy Guidance Note 16: Archaeology and Planning, states 

that development plans should reconcile the need for development 
with the interests of conservation, including archaeology. PPG16 
further states that development plans should include policies for the 
protection, enhancement and preservation of sites of archaeological 
interest and their settings as well as defining these areas and sites 
on a proposals map.

6.416 Policy BE7 of the draft South East Plan states that in developing 
and implementing plans and strategies, local authorities and other 
bodies should adopt policies and proposals which support the 
conservation and where appropriate, the enhancement of the 
historic environment.

6.417 The Secretary of State has re-numbered draft policy BE7 to policy 
BE6, and has changed the emphasis of the draft policy so that local 
planning authority’s will adopt policies and support proposals which 
support conservation and where appropriate the enhancement of 
the historic environment. 
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6.418 Policy SE5 of the Surrey Structure Plan requires prior archaeological 
assessment and possibly evaluation on all development sites of 
0.4ha and above or sites within areas of high archaeological 
potential

6.419 Surrey County Council has produced a Historic Environment Record 
(HER), which replaced the Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) in 
2007. The HER is a record of archaeological sites and finds and 
historic monuments within the county. The HER also contains 
details of statutorily listed buildings and structures and Registered 
Parks and Gardens.

What Our Evidence Says
6.420 The Council intends to roll forward those county and areas of high 

archaeological potential from the existing Local Plan 2000 proposals 
map to the proposals map which will accompany this DPD to avoid 
a policy vacuum.

6.421 The Council will also, with the help of Surrey County Council, review 
the areas of high archaeological potential to ensure that they take 
account of the HER.

What You Have Told Us So Far
6.422 Previous consultation exercises have not highlighted any particular 

issue with archaeological interests.

Preferred Approach
6.423 This will support Core Strategy objective 11 and core policy 

preferred approach 1. The preferred approach will be to roll 
forward onto the updated proposals map current areas of high 
archaeological potential and set out criteria by which applications 
will be judged within and outside of these areas. The preferred 
approach is also to undertake a review of such areas.

6.424 Reason: It is considered that the preferred approach will continue 
to give protection to archaeological interests within the Borough by 
rolling forward those areas set out on the existing local plan 
proposals map.

6.425 Possible policy wording could be along the lines of: -
‘Development sited within areas of high archaeological potential as 
shown on the proposals map will be expected to undertake an initial 
assessment of the archaeological value of the development site. 
Where an initial assessment reveals a potential archaeological 
interest the Council will require: -

• The results of an archaeological field evaluation; and
• Where remains are found, preserve these in situ in accordance 

with an approved scheme or;
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• Where justified or more appropriate, undertake a full site 
investigation in accordance with an approved scheme of 
investigation, recording and reporting prior or during 
development and make the results of such publicly available.

6.426 Outside areas of high archaeological potential the Borough Council 
will apply the above criteria where advice from Surrey County 
Council indicates that a potential archaeological interest exists on 
any given site.  

6.427 If following the results of investigations and evaluations, the 
Council considers that development will have unacceptable adverse 
impacts upon archaeological interests, which cannot be 
satisfactorily mitigated, permission will not be granted.’  

Other Options Considered  
6.428 ave no policy, but rely on PPG16.  This option was rejected as it is 

considered that the areas of high archaeological potential as shown 
on the current proposals map require rolling forward, and that 
criteria for requesting assessments is still an important issue which 
needs reflecting in local policy. 

Question 45

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out or should 
any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there any 
options that the Council should have considered in addition 
to the above?

DM24 – Locally Listed Buildings and Structures

National, Regional and Local Policy Advice
6.429 It should be noted that there are no specific National, Regional or 

County planning guidance for the consideration of locally listed 
buildings and structures currently covered by saved policy HE10 of 
the Local Plan 2000. However, as cited in DM23, South East Plan 
policy BE6 (previously BE7), does afford consideration of the 
historic environment.

6.430 Section 6.16 of PPG15 gave remit to Local Planning Authorities to 
set out and publish lists of locally important buildings (locally listed 
buildings) and to set out policies for their protection in development 
plans. Circular 01/2007: Revisions to Principles for Selection of 
Listing Buildings has now replaced the whole of section 6 of PPG15 
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which does not contain provision to set out or publish lists of locally 
important buildings, or set policies for their protection.

6.431 However, Part 5 of the draft Heritage Protection Bill clause 210 sets 
out the range of information that can be contained within a Historic 
Environment Record (HER), which is held by the County Council in 
areas of two-tier government. Clause 210 states that an HER can 
include ‘registrable structures or open spaces which the local 
planning authority considers to be of local special interest…’

6.432 Clause 215 of the draft Bill, states that to determine whether an 
asset is of special local interest, the local planning authority will be 
required to assess the asset with regard to published principles of 
selection, and the owners of structures and buildings planned for 
inclusion must be consulted. Clause 259 sets out that the power to 
determine whether an asset is of special local interest will fall to 
district council’s in areas of two-tier local government, when the Bill 
is introduced.

6.433 It would therefore appear that Surrey Heath Borough Council is the 
authority which can determine whether a structure should be 
deemed of local interest and placed on the HER, held by Surrey 
County Council. However, there is no current advice on whether 
policies can be set out for the protection of structures of local 
interest contained within the HER and how they would be applied. 

What Our Evidence Says
6.434 It is likely that the current list of locally listed buildings will not be 

placed onto the HER until they have been judged against published 
criteria and their owner(s) consulted. At this moment in time the 
Council has not yet published any criteria.

6.435 The Borough Council will work with Surrey County Council and 
other partners in the formation of criteria for assessing locally 
important structures and buildings as well as the process of 
including these structures and buildings in the HER. 

6.436 This will involve a re-evaluation of buildings on the list, against any 
new criteria and could include the addition of buildings and 
structures not currently on the list. 

What You Have Told Us So Far
6.437 There has been a general consensus that a policy on locally listed 

structures should be retained but that it should reflect that such 
structures are not statutorily listed, and that guidance on 
demolition or removal of structures is set out.
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Preferred Approach
6.438 This policy approach will support Core Strategy objective 11 and 

core policy preferred approach CP1.

6.439 The preferred approach to this policy is to set out that locally listed 
structures as included in the HER will be subject to similar 
considerations as are statutorily listed structures.

6.440 Reason: The issue of locally listed structures is a grey area which 
requires further clarification. However until such time as 
clarification is given it is intended to include a development 
management policy on locally listed structures, to avoid a potential 
policy vacuum.

6.441 Possible policy wording could be along the lines of: -

‘Development of or which affects the setting of a building or 
structure of local importance as included within the Historic 
Environment Record will not be permitted unless the proposal 
demonstrates that it has taken into account, respects and enhances 
those features for which the building or structure has been locally 
designated.

Other Options Considered
6.442 To not include a policy, but rely on CP1.  This was not the preferred 

approach because it would mean that in the absence of any clear 
policy advice, there would be no locally listed buildings in the 
historic environment to which CP1 (and DM11) seek to protect.  

6.443 To maintain Local Plan policy HE10.  This was not the preferred 
approach as the current saved policy requires updating to give 
reference to the HER instead of a local list.

Question 46

Do you agree with the preferred approach set out or should 
any of the rejected options be preferred? Are there any 
options that the Council should have considered in addition 
to the above?
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Appendices
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Appendix 1 : Context

Geography
1. Surrey Heath lies in the north west corner of Surrey and 

adjoins the counties of Berkshire and Hampshire.  The River 
Blackwater forms the western boundary of the Borough.  
From here the land rises gradually to the north and east 
leading to the areas of heathland which give the Borough its 
name.   The River Bourne (also known as the Addlestone 
Bourne) flows through the east of the Borough and out toward 
the River Wey.  The other important waterway is the 
Basingstoke Canal that flows through the southern part of the 
Borough.   The heathland areas are recognised as being of 
national and international importance and form part of the 
Thames Basin Heaths Special Protection Area.

2. The western half of the Borough is mainly urban in character 
and comprises: Camberley, Frimley, Frimley Green, Mytchett 
and Deepcut.  Camberley is the main centre within the 
Borough.  The eastern half of the Borough is mostly 
countryside but includes the settlements of Bagshot, and 
Lightwater, and the villages of Bisley, Chobham, West End 
and  Windlesham including Snows Ride.   Major towns around 
the Borough include Bracknell (14km)2, Guildford (26km), 
Reading (27km) and Woking (17km).  In total the Borough 
covers an area of some 9,507 hectares.   

Natural Environment

3. The main geological deposit in the Borough is sand and this 
determines both its topography and key landscape 
characteristics.  The Borough can be divided into three main 
landscape areas.  

4. The Blackwater Valley differs substantially from the rest of the 
Borough, being lower lying and based on alluvial deposits.  
The valley lies on the western edge of the Borough.  The 
landscape of this area has largely been despoiled by the 
legacy of sand and gravel extraction and its role as a major 
north – south transport route for both road and rail.  Both 
sides of the valley have been subject to extensive urban 
development in the last 150 years.  

  
2 Distances given are from Camberley town centre
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5. The central part of the Borough (outside of the Blackwater 
Valley) is characterised by an elevated ridge landscape on 
plateau gravels, known as Chobham Ridges.  The tops of the 
ridges afford extensive views across the Borough.  The 
eastern part of Camberley lies within this area.  The central 
line of the ridge is closely followed by The Maultway.  The 
acidic soils support a predominantly heathland type 
vegetation.  Heathland vegetation comprises mostly low 
shrubs such as heather, and gorse with some areas of 
coniferous or mixed deciduous woodland.  This area is 
separated from the largely similar Chobham Common and 
Ribs Down area to the east, by the valleys of the 
Windlebrook/Halebourne/Millbourne and The Bourne which 
flow in a south easterly direction.  The isolation of the 
Chobham Common and Ribs Down area emphasisies their 
topgraphical and vegetation characteristics and hence their 
landscape value.

6. The third area encompasses the valleys of the 
Windlebrook/Halebourne/Millbourne and The Bourne.  This 
area includes the main rural settlements as well as large 
areas of pasture land  and woodland.  In the eastern extreme 
of this area, around Chobham, there are extensive low lying 
meadowlands associated with the alluvial deposits in the river 
valleys.

7. From the above it can be seen that the Borough is drained by 
a stream network with limited capacity, which in times of 
heavy run-off results in flooding in lower lying areas.  This is 
particularly a problem in the valleys of the Windlebrook or 
Halebourne and The Bourne where they run through villages. 

8. The Borough has no significant natural resources of economic 
significance.  The soils are classified as grade 3 or 4 by the 
Agricultural land Classification.  This land has little value for 
food production but is well suited to the needs of the 
horticultural industry.  However, the horticultural industry in 
the Borough has declined in recent years and is no longer a 
major user of land.  The easily winnable mineral deposits 
within the Blackwater Valley have been extracted.  Remaining 
deposits are in the plateau gravels along Chobham Ridges 
which are important heathland habitat areas and close to 
residential areas.   The sandy heathland areas of the Borough 
within Landscape Area 2 provide an important habitat for 
birds and other species of flora and fauna that are 
endangered. In this context, heathland is now the Borough’s 
most important natural resource.  
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9. Biodiversity is now a key issue within the Borough.  The 
Borough contains four extensive Sites of Special Scientific 
Interest as follows: Ash to Brookwood Heaths; Broadmoor to 
Bagshot Woods and Heaths; Chobham Common; and Colony 
Bog to Bagshot Heaths.  These four areas between them 
cover approximately 18% of the Borough.  These areas have 
been designated as sites of international importance for 
biodiversity under the European Habitats Regulations. The 
Basingstoke Canal is also a Site of Special Scientific Interest.

Historic Development
10. In the east of the Borough, small early settlements such as 

Bagshot began to develop with the growth of the coaching 
routes from London.  Other villages in the east of the Borough 
on better soils, e.g. Chobham, were farming hamlets.  In the 
19th century, horticulture developed on the well drained soils 
in the east and south of the Borough.  

11. Historically the area around Camberley was part of the open 
heathland surrounding the village of Frimley.  In the 19th

century the poor soils of the heathland were planted up for 
forestry. The area was also used for military training.  With 
the establishment of the Royal Military College in 1812, the 
areas of Cambridge Town and Yorktown grew up to serve it.  
These service areas became Camberley.    

12. Camberley is therefore a relatively recent settlement.  The 
scale and character of the town and its buildings reflect its 
Victorian origins.  Many of the Victorian terraced houses of 
“Cambridge Town” were lost during the redevelopment of the 
town centre in the 1960’s.  Most of the housing in Camberley 
now left from this period reflects the pattern of development 
established by retired army officers who moved to the south 
of the town.  

13. The first small-scale industrial areas moved to Camberley in 
the 1930’s.  Subsequently industrial development occurred at 
Yorktown and Frimley.  The traditional manufacturing 
industries have given way to information and technology 
based industries with strong linkages to the Thames Valley.  
Most of the former village of Frimley has now been 
redeveloped.  The villages in the east of the Borough, 
however, have largely retained their historic character.
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Population
14. The 2001 Census revealed a population of 80,314, broken 

down to 39,701 males and 40,613 females.  Just over 95% of 
the population are white, with a number of ethnic groups 
completing the resident population, the largest of which is the 
Asian or Asian British group at just over 2%.  There are within 
the Borough, some concentrations of ethnic minorities which 
the low Borough-wide figure disguises.  In comparison with 
other Surrey districts and the national average, Surrey Heath 
has a younger age profile.  In the period 1991 – 2001 the 
population increased by some 1,200 people.  The populations 
is projected to rise to approximately 87,000 by 2026.  Over 
that time period there is expected to be a small reduction in 
the younger age groups and a more significant increase in the 
numbers of older people.

15. A high percentage of the population in Surrey Heath are 
married or co-habiting compared to the national average, but 
at 23.7%, the level of single person households is low 
compared to the national average of 30%.  However, this may 
hide a number of concealed households who cannot afford 
their own homes. 

Housing
16. Within Surrey Heath 46.9% of the housing stock comprises 

detached houses as compared to 22.8% overall in England 
and Wales. The largest area of need for smaller properties is 
in the urban areas mainly in and around Camberley. Surrey 
Heath is ranked 267th out of 376 districts in England and 
Wales for affordability of housing.  This reflects the relative 
wealth of the area, but also contributes to the difficulty of 
attracting lower paid skilled workers into the area, due to the 
shortage of smaller cheaper homes.  In 2004 the Land 
Registry identified the average property price in the Borough 
as being £280,345 which is approximately 8 times the 
average household income of £35,000.  An average flat costs 
£162,240, more than seven times the lower incomes of 
around £22,000.  Rental levels were also high at £650 - £750 
per month for a 2 bedroom flat. 

Economy  
17. The local economy is buoyant with low levels of 

unemployment and high rates of business formation, 
particularly small businesses. Since 1995 there has been a 
dramatic increase in the number of jobs created in the high 
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technology, knowledge based sector.  Many of the firms, such 
as those at Watchmoor Business Park,  form part of a larger 
business cluster based in and around the Blackwater Valley 
towns.  Surrey Heath is ranked 20th of 408 local authorities 
for having knowledge based local economies.  However, like 
many areas, Surrey Heath has seen a recent downturn in the 
demand for office premises.  The result is large numbers of 
empty offices in central locations.  

18. The Ministry of Defence remains a major landowner and 
employer in the Borough.  The heathland areas to the east of 
Camberley are firing ranges or test tracks and there are a 
number of large barracks in the Borough.  

19. In the last three years the level of unemployment has risen 
slightly and now stands at 0.8% (based on claimants at 
January 2005).  This is below the national average claimant 
rate of 2.4% at January 2005.  Surrey Heath has high levels 
of economic activity, with some 73.9%3 of the population 
aged 16 – 74 being economically active as compared to 
66.5% in Great Britain.  

20. Years of strong economic growth have also brought problems.  
The rising pressure on housing and employment markets with 
rising house prices makes Surrey Heath one of the most 
expensive areas to live outside of London.  The gap, between 
incomes and house prices has worsened over the last decade.  
It is now difficult to attract people with the right skills to fill 
jobs.  Work currently being carried out by the Council in 
reviewing employment land in the Borough suggests that by 
2016 there could be approximately 4,600 more jobs than 
economically active residents in the Borough.  This could 
threaten economic prosperity.  Skill shortages are being felt in 
many public services, including teachers, nurses and police.  

Transport  
21. There are almost equal flows of commuters entering and 

leaving the Borough each day.  Rail services from Bagshot, 
Camberley and Frimley are slow and usage by local people is 
at a low level.  Rail connections to other towns in the 
Blackwater Valley are either poor or non-existent.  There is no 
regular direct link to London: passengers have to change 
trains at Ascot, Ash Vale or Guildford.  Many local residents 
drive out of the Borough to Brookwood, Farnborough or 
Sunningdale to catch a direct rail service to London Waterloo. 
Bus services are improving from centres like Camberley but 

  
3 Source: 2001 Census
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are still poor in the villages.   The major road network within 
the Borough comprises the M3 motorway, the A30, A322 and 
A331 (Blackwater Valley Relief Road).  The M3 suffers from 
heavy peak time congestion, which is projected to worsen. 
This in turn has lead to increasing congestion on local roads.  
The A322 provides a link from the M3 to the M4 and to a 
lesser extent the A3.  

22. Surrey Heath has the second highest rate of car ownership in 
the South East with 1.63 cars per household. Surrey Heath 
has the highest rate of car ownership in Surrey. Within Surrey 
Heath the highest rate of car ownership is in the Parkside, St 
Pauls and Town Wards(1.88 cars per households). The lowest 
level of car ownership is in Old Dean Ward (1.29 cars per 
household). Watchetts and St Michaels Wards have the 
highest proportion of households with no car or van.  

23. There is a small airport in the Borough, at Fairoaks to the east 
of Chobham.  The number of flights is currently very low and 
well within the limits set by the licence.  Farnborough 
Aerodrome is located outside of the Borough to the west.  The 
aerodrome is now a civil airfield used for business aviation 
purposes and the number of flights is expected to increase in 
the lifetime of the Core Strategy.  The flight path crosses 
Mytchett and is a source of noise complaints from local 
residents.  A Public Safety Zone has been designated for 
Farnborough Aerodrome and this extends into part of 
Mytchett.  

Community Facilities        
24. Surrey Heath has no major community facilities other than 

Frimley Park Hospital, which is the biggest Accident and 
Emergency facility in Surrey and serves north west Hampshire 
as well.  Frimley Park Hospital is also a major employer within 
the Borough.  The Borough has a leisure centre in Camberley.  
There are also country parks in Frimley Green and Lightwater.  
There are day centres in Camberley and Bagshot that serve 
the needs of local elderly and disabled residents.  Camberley 
Library provides a full range of services.  Libraries at Bagshot, 
Frimley Green and Lightwater are smaller and have limited 
opening hours.  Camberley Theatre provides a local venue for 
Arts, Film, Drama and Conference facilities. The Surrey Heath 
Museum is in Camberley, the Royal Logistics Corps Museum is 
at Deepcut  and there is a small local museum in Chobham.  
In addition the Surrey Heath Archaeological and Heritage 
Trust are based in Bagshot. The village halls are as follows: 
Briars Community Centre, Connaught Pavilion, Frimley 
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Community Centre, Heatherside Community Centre, Mytchett 
Community Centre, Bagshot Playing Field Association, 
Deepcutt Village Centre, Chobham Community Centre, Bisley 
Village Hall and Tringham Hall.  

The Settlements

Bisley, Chobham, West End and Windlesham

25. The smaller rural settlements in the east of the Borough are 
Bisley, Chobham, West End and Windlesham.  They each have 
a population of less than 5,000.  All have a sub post office, 
primary school and regular but infrequent bus services.  There 
is a small voluntary aided senior school in West End but most 
children aged 11 – 16 travel to Camberley, Knaphill or 
Woking.  None has a bank, supermarket or railway station; 
Bisley has no doctors surgery in the village.  Most villagers 
wishing to use the train travel to stations outside of the 
Borough.  There are no direct bus connections from some of 
the villages to the stations and only limited parking.  These 
settlements all have small local employment sites.  The risk of 
flooding from the Mill Bourne ( Halebourne) and The Bourne is 
a problem in parts of Bisley, Chobham and West End.

Lightwater

26. Lightwater has no senior school, or railway station, but does 
have a bank, primary school, sub post office and supermarket 
and regular but infrequent bus services.  Part of Lightwater is 
at risk from flooding caused in part by surface water run off 
from the heathland.

Bagshot

27. Bagshot has a railway station, local bus services, a day centre 
for the elderly, a building society and a supermarket, but no 
bank or senior school.  Bagshot is the most sustainable of the 
rural settlements with the best range of local services and 
shops.  Moreover it is possible that infrastructure 
improvements to meet a wider need, in particular improved 
rail and bus services for commuters, may be achievable in 
Bagshot.  Part of central Bagshot is at risk from flooding of 
the Windlebrook and surface water run-off has also been a 
problem in recent years.
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Camberley, Frimley and Frimley Green

28. Camberley, Frimley and Frimley Green have the services and 
infrastructure that the rural settlements lack, although the 
outer edges are poorly served by public transport.  In 
particular, both Camberley and Frimley have railway stations.  
The current rail service is poor but capable of improvement.  
Many residents drive to Farnborough Station and use the 
faster more direct train service to London.  Whilst these 
settlement areas are identified for major development, it is 
important to protect their historic character.  Much of the 
fabric of these larger settlements dates from the late 19th/ 
early 20th century.  Very little of the older village origins of 
Frimley now remain.  Within Camberley, the Victorian/ 
Edwardian character of the existing built fabric, street scene 
and pattern should be respected by new development.  

29. Camberley has a medium-sized town centre, offering a good 
range of shops and other services.  However, like other towns 
in the Blackwater Valley, it does not offer the full range of 
shops, leisure, employment and other services that its 
catchment population requires.  Current plans for Camberley 
town centre, in particular the development of Land West of 
Park Street, will improve the retail and leisure facilities 
available.  Redevelopment will also inject new life into, and 
enhance the environment of parts of the town centre. 

30. Parts of these settlements are at risk from flooding from the 
River Blackwater and its tributaries.

Deepcut

31. The small settlement of Deepcut lies to the east of Frimley 
Green.  Deepcut has recently accommodated a large housing 
allocation on surplus Ministry of Defence land.  The Ministry of 
Defence owns large tracts around the village much of it now 
identified for disposal.  Deepcut has a local supermarket and 
bus services which are regular but infrequent.  However, the 
local school has closed, there is no bank or doctors surgery 
and, the local shopping parade offers a very limited range of 
shops and requires environmental improvement.  

Mytchett

32. Mytchett lies to the south of Frimley Green.  The area is 
served by a primary school, has a doctors surgery and small 
local shops.  Railway stations at Ash Vale and North Camp 
(Farnborough) are just within walking distance.  The 
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settlement area is partly covered by the Farnborough 
Aerodrome Public Safety Zone.  A small part of Mytchett is at 
risk from flooding from the River Blackwater. 

Countryside
33. The countryside within the Borough performs a number of 

roles; as Green Belt in the east of the Borough; as an area of 
importance for biodiversity in the central heathland areas; 
and in the west as a strategic gap maintaining the separation 
of the settlements along the Blackwater Valley.  These 
countryside areas also have a major role to play as a leisure 
resource for the Borough and contribute to the defence of the 
nation as a location for army barracks, military ranges and 
test tracks.  The future of these defence establishments is key 
to the future well being of the Borough’s countryside, and in 
particular the protection of its biodiversity. 


